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EDITORIAL. 
GA GASCED AR A. RAGAM INDIU? 

The crest which appeared on the cover-design of previous issues is now 
official and, as such, can no longer figure in an unofficial Journal. It is with 
genuine regret we note its disappearance-for it means severing an intimate and 
direct link of association with our early military history. Still its official adoption 
is an official declaration of the continuity of the Army with the earliest military 
liodies in our history, and in this consideration there is compensation for the los 
which the Journal sustains. 

In the epic tale " The Cattle Spoil of Cooley "-more affectionately re
ferred to as " The Tain "-a question is put on each successive morning of the 
three days' fight at the ford: "What kind of warfare shall we have to-day?" and 
the daily answer proposes thc use of weapons of progrcs ive complexity. This 
suggestion of rapid change in methods of warfare within a limited period is very 
appropriate to modern conditions, and the question in its archaic form replaces the 
crest which has disappeared. 

The" Fight at the Ford" has its setting some two thousand year ago. The 
questioning voices of our predecessors borne upon the winds of tradition through 
many generations were caught up and preserved in a MS. now almost a thousand 
years old. "An t-Oglach " adopts the question in the form in which it htl 
been thus preserved, not only because of its anticipation of and its suitability of 
application to the military problems of to-day-but becau e it constitutes a bond 
of association with our distant past and proclaims the RoJidarity of our ancient 

and modern ideals. 
In passing it may be mentioned that the motto of the Army ~Iedical er

... ·ices--Com1.aind Legis (equal treatment for friend and foe) is derived from the 

sflme source. 

• • • • • 
We take this opportunity of stres ing the unofficial character of the" Army 

Quarterly. " An article that is a bona fide expre sion of de ire for amelioration 
and progress must occasionally display a spirit of healthy con tl"Uctive criticism; 
in 80 far as this is essential to the development of the theme it will not con titute 
a barrier to acceptance of such article for publication. ~uch an article will un
doubtedly be welcomed by all concerned. Thi mu t not be mi construed as an 
invitation to unloose the flood-gate of all kinas of criticism. A contribution 
which has nothing but carping or destructive critici~m-cv 'n fnultle ly expre . cl 
-to recommend it, must be considered un uitable for publication in AN TOOL cn. 

We direct th specilll attention of our r lIel rs to ih 
The Defence Plans introeluctory addr .. of th· nir ct r Itt th innugurul 

Division. seRsion of the D {enc Plan~ Divillion (T mp. )-which 
nppear in thi i lIue. All. ::\Iuj r- ~ n ral l\fa~ ('ill 

point out, the gradual trnn ·ition from Volunteer Force to Stnndin Army WUl; 

violently interrupted by more pre in .. demands. The formutirlO f a permanent 
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. . . t b proceeded with. 
rmy-applicable to the wIder needs of the natlOn--mus nOW e .' h 'fh 't . . f bl s aflsmg t ere-

e Sl uabon and the proposals for the solutlOn 0 the pro ern . f . . 1 f the latter wIn 
rom are clearly outlmed m tbe address, and a close perusa 0 • 

afford the key to many future step in the evolution of the ArIllY:, The i:~~ 
gramme outlined in " Stage A " has already been completed, and Stag~ . . . 1 d . f plans DIVISIon 
IS a rea y well under way. For some tIme to come the Dc enc

e 

will represent the centre of maximum Army activity. That is a further reason 

why the inaugural address will repay close study . 

W 
"1 d t od . thi b f ,..,.,proIIlptu reIllarks 

e are PrlVI ege 0 repr uce m s num er a ew h.. f 
by the Minister for Defence on tbe occasion of an informal visit to .the De enbce 
Plan D' . . A . f M' . t . 1 1" f r as It affects t e IVI IOn. an expresslOn 0 mls erIa po ICy In so a . 
future of serving Officers it will afford welcome reading at the pr~sent. lu~cture, 
and mo t readers will associate it with tbe prospect of stability Implied In ~he 
p,omi'e in Dail E~eann to in',oduee leg,.la.ioD 01 a p«mane'" Da'U," deahDg 
wIth Army organisation-possibly during the current financial year. 

All honour to the German Trans_Atlantic Fliers and 

The Lesson of the to their associate-an Officer of the Irish Army· Ac-

T A d
· t d . ." tbe prudent learn 

. . " It IS m rans. tlantic: Flight. cor mg 0 an 01 PersIan saymg . . 
much from tbe experIments of the darIn~. . d 

the practical reactions of the Bremen's fliaht that its v3.lue will be mdlC
ated 

an 
the incerity of the tributes to it more f~l1y decided. public vociferation ~ay 
be part of the reward that daring adventurers are accorded, but no man l'l~ks 
hi life merely for a cheer, and the three fliers are the most insistent in denYIng 
that thi was a " stunt " to secure the limelight for a temporary flash on tbe 

worlJ' t I . sage. t was a venture deliberately undertaken-
(a) To te t the fitness of air-craft in its present stage of development to 

undertake the hazard of such a journey. 
(b) To note the effect of such n. journey on these machines sO that weak

ne se hitherto known only to the- brave men and women who have 

flown to an Atlantic grave' may be provided against. 

(c) To a ~ertain f~r. the guidance of others the varying (climatic and at~:d 
pherIC) conditions obtaining over this areat stretch of water, 

III ·tly " 
(d) To e tabli.h the uitability of Ireland a the final jumping-off station 

from Europ in uch flights. 
\Vh n public acclamation has finally subsided a.nd publiC interest in tbe 

h.urn n n p <!t of.th venture ha waned, the data coll;cted by these men will con~ 
~~~. to be ex.m'~ d by tho scienti t. of ,""mltsman,hip--aod it i •• hi. da.

a 
tb' 

I I he the final lu,tification of the flight Th h e in it only a m
adc9

,P undertaking . ose w 0 se h' t rIC 
.' nifi' ~ucce fully carried through would also have failed to see the IS 0 b 
, Ig Canoe of the areat marine prototvpe Col b . they antedated to t e 15th t' J' om us, wele t tbe 
crew c~ ;ry-s It will.be a pioneers in trans-ocean travel development tha 

o e remen WIll be remembered. 
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Has Ireland anything to learn from this enterprise? That is the question 
that the thoughtful amongst us are asking, and an answer in the form of concrete 
action must be sought from those charged with the development in Ireland of this 
mode of travel. Are the rewards of this venture to be reaped by others for other 
countries, while we who have provided facilities by which it was accomplished 
and participated in the peril of its execution take no practical steps to retain for 
Ireland the place it has temporarily secured in the eyes of the world as the country 
best fitted by nature for the start of the great stride from East to West? It is im
portant that the problem should be faced immediately, for as there is a tide in the 
affairs of men, it is no less true that great opportunities present themselves to 
nations and then withdraw if a nation is too blind or too indolent to seize them. 
So far as this nation is concerned nou;- is the opportunity in the matter of action. 

World-flying routes are still tentative and malleable, and will continue so for 
some little time; but they will bccome less flexible , and just as we lost our posi
tion as a trans-Atlantic sailing terminal for Europe we will lose our great poten
tialities as an air terminal unle s the problem is faced forthwith. We must assert 
ourselves now and proclaim our natural advantages which almost proclaim them-
elves in spit<3 of us. In a word, we must shout in the world's ear what the map 

shows to those who but glimp e at it, that Ireland, at the end of Europe, is the be
ginning, in an aerial sense, of the North-American continent. This is the propa
ganda aspect of it; but there remains to be demonstrated our own especial interest 

.... in the affairs of the air. Can we develop the air sense in our own people? \Vhat 
steps can be taken towards this end? 

Let us suggest the following as a reasonable outline of a practical pro
gramme:-

1. The moral and financial encouragement of civilian flying , i.e., the en
couragement of civil aero clubs by providing training facilitie , financial a si t
ance towards the provision of machine , the provi ion of awards to civilians who 
become qualified pilots, etc. 

2. Exploitation of the pos ibilitie of providing aerial service to work in 
conjunction with tran -Atlantic liner in the speeding-up of mail deliveries and, 
perhap , of pas engers. 

3. Organisation of civilian aerial flIghts , reliability flights, etc.-p rhaps as 
an adjunct to such a function as the Tailteann Festival. 

4. The maintenance of aerodromes not necessarily required in connection 
with military aviation, and their improvement. (How many flight projects from 
Ireland have been ahanc10ned for lack of ground facilities?) 

fl. The encouragement of, and the provision of faciliti s for, the appren
ticeship of youth to aerial engineering and mechanic by cholar 'hip, etc. uch 
an arrangement could b worked out with our own Air orps l\, a training centre 
with p rhnp high r sp cialist training in forei n centr . . 

Our own military n ds, apart from the g n ral ioter st of the country, 
demand the xpJoitution of propo al such a the . A nation such as our can. 
not provide ond maintain the military air arm for defenc on the !lcale on which 
we require it, if we do not develop civil aviation to its utmost. It is doubtful 
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indeed if any country can. Just as we will depend in war for man-power on the 
male civilian population, and for supplies on our general industrial resources, so 
we will be compelled to rely on our civilian pilots and engineers for the building up 
to effective strength of our air forces. The nation's general peace-time interests 
and its war-time demands are in this, as in other phases of activity, inseparable; 
as we build in peace we become self-reliant in the vital factors of defence. 

One should not lose sight of the fact that Canada, because of its geogra
rhical position, played a very important part at a very critical point of the flight. 
In paying tribute to this participat.ion it is not inopportune to quote a question 
in the British House of Commons on 9th May , 1928. .. Mr. Hurd asked the 
Eecretary of tate for Air whether he has under sympathetic observation the move
ments in Ireland and Canada to follow up the trans-Atlantic air flight of Major 
Fitzmaurice and his comrades by establishing air ports in Ireland on the one hand, 
and at the entrance of the St. Lawrence on the other for the collection and dis
tribution of trans-Atlantic sea-borne mails, and whether he and the postmaster
General will con ider the advisability of conferring with the Governments of 
Ireland and Canada as to this means of quickening Empire mail services." .. Sir 
Samuel Hoare-The establishment of air ports in the Irish Free State and Canada 
is a matter for the Governments concerned. I can promise, however, that any 
development which, as a result of the employment of aircraft, will expedite the 
delivery of ea-borne trans-Atlantic mails, will have the sympathetic co-operation 
of both the Postmaster-General and myself." 

The fact that good fortune has attended the two attempts at trans-Atlantic 
flight from Ireland-(Captain MacIntosh and Comdt. Fit7.maurice having suc
ceeded in the former attempt in turning back from adverse weather conditions 
and effectina 0. safe landing on the Irish coast )-should be accepted as a goo" 
omen for the future of Ireland in aviation. The Bremen has blazed the trail where 
the world will oon build a road. Will we co-operate in the building or content 
ourselve with watching others build and po ess it? 

A contribution expres ing the viewpoint of Non-Com-
" Other Ranks." mi sioned Officer and Men-for the sake of brevity 

u ually referred to as .. Other Ranks "-is a welcome 
oddition to the present numb r. It i the ambition of the Journal to speak 
f~r the Ar~y a 1\ whole, and contributions in article form from any rank, if con
Id >red ~U1tabl. from the ~oint of view of subject-matter, will be published. It 

would not b m the b t Illtcrest. of the Journal to allot a definite number of 
}>" to Ilny grou~ of c~ntributor8. There i no guarantee that the space pro

d by ur c ntnbutor In t~e p~e,ent in tance would always be utilised-and on 
th r hand whop thnt It will be frequently exceeded. 

~he Cro of the .hevnlier of the I .. eaion of Honour has been awarded to ex
.InJor-General FrnnCl Jo eph Morrin formerl" D M S N t' I A • . .. , a lona rmy. 
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ADDRESS BY THE MINISTER FOR 
DEFENCE. 

T HE following is an extract from an adell-ess delivered by the Minister for De
fence at the Hibernian Military Echools during the first study session of the 

Defence Plans Division:-

" I am particularly glad to have this opportunity to speak to the Officers attend
ing these lectures. I have heard from sources that I can rely on-(I have enquired 
discreetly and perhaps indiscreetly)-that the standard of the lectures reflects great 
credit upon the Officers giving them. I have heard also that the attendance at the 
lectures. the zeal, application and work of those attending show an earnestness 
and seriousness that promise well for the future. My own impressions to-day 
confirm what I have heard. 

" An army is a neces ity, for all countries are at all times either actually or 
potentially threatened. Our work is simplified to some extent by the fact that our 
circumstances and our national policy give us a very good assurance that active 
ervice for the army will be exclusively of a defensive nature. 

" I am a civilian-I do not pretend to any military knowledge. In all such mat
ters I defer to you, Major-General 1IIac~eill, and to all our Officers, but I am 
~atisfied that the development of modern military science tends to multiply the 
effectiveness of the defender as compared with the aggressor. I am satisfied that, 
though we are a small country, it is possible for us to defend ourselves effectively 
ugainst any attack that we can regard as reasonably po sible-and to do that with
in the limits of our resource , finnncial and otherwise. Decent citizen hip de
mand that when the nation is threatened our man-power be co-extensive with 
our population, and our re 'ources the resource of the nation . 

.. Human experience has tU\lCTht a !'cience of war, the general principles of 
which apply t<> all place and all time. We propo' e to avail ourselves of what 
human experience has taught and to learn that cience. It has al 0 taught the 
value of di cipline in the effective use of war-like power and the economy of lives . 

.. The particular application of the general military science to our own special 
circumstance ha to be discovered, codified and applied. I believe that you are 
now la -ing the foundation of that Iri h military science. Out of this institution 
there will vulve slowly a body of knowledge that will b handed on to the Irish 
Army for all time, like a trndition, modifying itself from time to time to meet 
changing circum ·tance. That knowledge will be built up from the cumulative 
c. p ri nce and thought of our Officers. Your bu inc the laying of the foun
dation . 

.. I h v said that it i the bu. in ' of every man to erve and to defend the 
nntion. But when n man don the uniform he announces tkat he accepts that 
duty in a very special way, that his ordinary daily life and thought are devoted to 
that ervice before all thing. It i a serious matter. It demands application, 
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hard work, and a real unfaltering devotion to that work. It is not merely a mat
ter of attending for a number of hours from nine to five. It is a noble task, and 
those who undertake it may not be slacking in its service. Its discipline is rigid 
and should not be relaxed. 

" We must expect. more from you than is expected from Officers of other armies, 
for where they have merely to maintain you have to build; the knowledge that they 
inherit you have to discover. Our resources are limited and you have to make 
up for that limitation by being unlimited in your service. 

uch service as I have indicated means that the army should be the life-work 
of an Officer. That being so, the Officer who accepts that as a duty may well re
gard it as a right that he should have some assurance that he will be allowed to 
make the army his profession with such security as attaches to most professions. 
With that point of view I am entirely in accord. But the permanent Officer 
personnel must be composed exclusively of Officers ready and willing to give such 
service." 

TO SUBSCIUBE~S. 

To en ure prompt delivery of eatb issue of .. An tOglath " you are re
quested to notify any t bange of address to :-Tbe Manager, .. An tOglath ," 
2 and 3 Yarnhall Street, Dublin. 

Immediate notite should be given of any delay in reteipt of the Journal. 
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THE DEFENCE PLANS DIVISION. 
INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS . 

By MAJOR-GENERAL H. MACNEILL, 

Director, Defence Plans Division (T)., 
General Staff, l)epartment of Defence. 

Delivered on February 6th, 1928, at the Hibernian Milita1'y Schools, Dublin, on 
the occasion of the formal inauguration of the programme of Study and Research 

conducted by the Division. 

GENTLEMEN, 

S UCH re~arks as I intend to make this morning are described in your Schedule 
as an "Introductory Address," that is, a general introduction to your work here 

with the Defence Plans Division. To enable u~ to execute that work efficiently it 
is necessary that we should all thoroughly understand exactly what this Division 
is. wl~at it stands for , and what it hopes to achieve. Before we can do this it is 
also necessary that we should fir t of all understand the circumstances which led 
up to its formation. I am therefore going to crave your patience for a few mo
ments while I attempt to make a brief survey of the most important of these 
circumstances. 

To do this we must commence by going right back to the very formation of our 
Army in its present form. We all, I think, have a pretty good general idea of 
the situation early in 1922 when the process of transition from a Voiunteer Force 
to a Regular Army was under consideration, and indeed to some extent in course 
of execution. If that gradual process of evolution had been allowed to develop 
undoubtedly the subsequent history of our Army would have been altogether differ
ent. However, as we all know, that was not to be. Long before the responsible 
military authorities of that time had any opportunity of arriving at sound logical 
deci ion a to the exact requirements of Kational Defence in this country, they 
were called upon, almost overnight, to raise, train, and equip a complete Army 
for the purpose of , uppre ing internal disorder. The result of this was that the 
old Volunteer Fore, and the nucl us of the new Regular Army, both 10 t their 
iclentity in what has ince gone down to hi tory a the" National Armv "-an 

rm ' raised for the expre s purpose of suppressing internal rebellion. • Now I 
want to empha ise that point-rai ed for the expres purpose of suppres ing in
ternal rebellion. For the next year or SO all the energie of the Army were con
l' ntrated toward!> the accomplishment of this mission, in which it was succe ful 
h the end of H,2S. 

Almo.t immediately the Army wa flung into the throe of demobili ation, which 
almo. t inevitably means disorgani ation, and apart from this factor a certain 
11111 unt of unc rtainty a to the po ibility of recurrence of civil strife continued 
to xi, until w 11 on in 1025. This meant that for over three years the Army was 
prncticall' entirely occupied with what i only a minor aspect of National Defence 
in m t countrie I although of course circumstances made it a. very major one in 
ours. 
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We can therefore say that it was not until well on in 1925 that any real effort 
could be made to get the Army to think at all collectively on the major aspects 
of National Defence. that is, on the defence of our country against all enemies, 
not alone against internal ones. 

From that time on some very useful ground work was carried out. Through 
the medium of the Army School of Instruction and other agencies some attempt 
was made to tackle the all important subject of Combat Training, an effort was 
made to systematise training generally throughout the Army, individual officers 
began to study conscientiously, and as thoroughly as possible under the circum
stances the problems confronting them. 

However, it was apparent that if any really effective progress was to be made 
we could not rely entirely upon our own resources. We lacked the background 
of the necessary higher staff and tactical training among our senior officers. We 
had to get some idea of how the problems confronting us were met and overcome 
in other countries. The first result of this conclusion was the despatch of a mis-
ion of six officers to the United Etates in the summer of 1926, charged with the 
tudy of American Strategical, Tactical, and Logistical principles in general, and 

of Infantry, Artillery and Tank Tactics in particular. This mission was followed 
in due course by another to England, charged with the study of a particular tech
nical aspect of modern warfare, while a very commendable effort to utilise some 
of our own .. outside" resources was made in the recently completed Ordnance 
Survey Course. 

Meanwhile the Army School of Instruction, reinforced now by decentralized 
N.C.O. 's Schools, and such technical agencies as the Ail' Corps Schools, the Signal 
Corps courses, the Medical Training Depot, and so on, continued to lay the founda
tion of higher progressive training. Officers, here and there, continued their in
dividual studies, while a few of you were fortunate enough to be brought up 
against orne of the realities of our defence situation at the last Imperial Con
ference. 

Gradually it became apparent that we were beginning to lose what was de
scribed 0 aptly recently by one of our officers as the " Internal Disorder com
plex. " 

TOW, nll , oldiers are proverbially" growlers," and we are certainly no excep
tion .to that rule .. but I think that the most hardened pessimist amongst us must 
odnllt that all t~l' l' pre ent pro!!Iess-sound rational progress. Perhaps it has 
not been a rnpJ(l ~ ~\'(' ",.ould deE-ire. It might have been better systematised. 
It may not hav cOIDClded In ,eqU(;DCe and method with that of other Armies, but 
we rou t nIl reali e th£' oigontic nnture of the task that confl'onted us. Modern 
nrr:1ie nre not built in 1\ .dny. or 1\ ~ear. or a lifetime, even by the most highly 
trllm a taff. Th work J n vel' fimshed; somethino always remains to be com
pi ted. 

Xow. don't im~a~ne. th~t 1 menn to state that this affords us any justification 
for taking a pe lml hc vIew of the future, or that we should be even satisfied with 
tbe rate of progre~~ maintained a far. Of course I 1:now that individual officers 
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will hold the view that we are never likely to be called upon to handle large units 
in our lifetime, 't hat the army will continue to decline in numbers until it reaches 
the vanishing point, that it is out of question to think of ever raising even one 
complete Division. 

It seems to me that our recent history provides a very adequate answer to any 
uch outlook. After all if anyone had ventured to s)Jggest in 1919 or 1920 that 

the opportunities of to-day would ever present themselves, the prophet would 
promptly be classified as insane. Similarly, some of you gentlemen may hold ~he 
view that we could never raise even one complete Division in time of emergency_ 
Now a war-strength Division would not normally exceed 20,000 men, and might 
I remind you that in 1922-23 we raised over 60,000 troops, or the equivalent of a 
modern Army Corps in this country to quell what was after all a mere domestic 
disturbance. 

Looking back on the past in this way, and making it brief survey of the present, 
I think we can all agree that whatever progress has been made to date has been in 
the nature of clearing the ground , of laying the foundations for a permanent mili
tary system. But let there be no mistake about it, we have achieved nothing 
more-we haye simply laid the foundations. Now, foundations, as such, are use
fulonly as something upon which to build; therefore it would appear that Our next 
step should be to begin that building up process we all so much desire. 

How shall we commence? Someone will say at once that before any real 
further progress can be made we must give our senior oflicers an opportunity to 
acquire some higher training, that we have a few officers available trained in 
America and England, that they should be utilised for this purpose. Now let us 
consider what that would mean. \Ve have certainly a few officers available who 
have been trained in foreign military chools-in the school of America and 
England. For some years pasi; wc have all tended to look upon a Military Col
lege a the panacea for all ill in this Army. 'uppose we decide to organi e this 
COllege immediately nnd staff it with the e foreign-trained officers? What 
happen ? 

'l'hese officer have been trained , as I empha i ed before, in the Military Schools. 
of Englund and America, in thc Tuctical Doctrines of these two great World 
1>owers, in Tactical Doctrines bused on the definite Theories of War developed to 
meet the particulur r<>quiJ'ements of these countrie.. For example, does anyone 
think for n moment that the Theory of \\"ar developed to meet the needs of 
• ~lltionHI Defence of a huge wealthy territol'Y like the United ctates could have 
o?) dir ct opplication to the cl fence of u . mull \\' ak country like Ireland? De
Clfl cIty not. Therefore if th ir Theorie of War are not applicable neither are their 
Tacticnl Doctrine, their, chemes of Organit;ntion. of , upply, of Equipment of 
'Ollllnnnd and AdministrAtion, nIl of which are ba cd on their 'l'heories of 'vVar 

and wl~ich in th ir turn form the ba is of ull in truction in their Armies. We hav~ 
no eqUIvalent fOl' them in our ervice, therefore we have no basis of instruction at 
/Ill. 0 whut are we t~ do? 
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Are we to adopt the Tactical Doctrines ot America, or of England, from the 
mere academic point of view, and utilise these as an artificial basis of instruction? 

Obviously, that is not the solution. 

Let us develop this line of thought a little further and try to visualise exactly 
what type of training our officers really require. With your permission I will 
attempt to answer that question by quoting from the" General Report of the Irish 
Military Mis ion to the U.S.A.," which, I think, deals with the matter fairly 

concisely:-

Quotation: 

" The edu0ation our officers require is manifestly that which will enable them 
to deal with the problems which are peculiarly ours, as well as the military pro
blems which are common to our and other Al,"mies. 'fhey must get that tactical 
training which uits the type of combat they are likely to find themselves in, they 
must be trained to u e the military machine 'which our policy and our resources 
permit u to have, and they must be trained to face all these problems in the light 
of the characteristic of our people and our State. 

"In hort, we mu t have our Doctrine of \Var, and when we have it we should 
then proceed to inculcate that Doctrine into our officers and prepare them for the 
task of carrying it into effect." 

Now we are getting down to the immediate need of the Army-to what I feel is 
the kernel of the whole matter. 

What exactly do we mean by Doctrine of War? It is described in United stat~s 
Army regulations as follows:-

" Doctrine of War i the theory of the use of the Nation's forces under par
ticular condition . and is ba ed on the national characteristics and resources. 
Deci ion to go to war having been made, operations will be carried into hostile 
territory, and every re ource of the stion-mental, moral and physical-will be 
utili ed to brina about a definite, speedy, and successful conclusion." 

The theory of the U8C of the ation8' forces: Kow this is not to be confused with 
Defence Policy, which i an entirely different matter. Defence Policy is prescribed 
by the gOY rnment, the Doctrine of War designed to implement that policy by 
the lilitar~ Authoritiei\. ~ ithout betraying any secrets we can, I think, sum
mari, th Defence Policy of the Iri h Government as we know it, somewhat as 
follo~vs: ., The d funce of Ireland i the re pon ibility of the people of Ireland, 
and) the du.t~ ?f th Government and of the Army acting for the people." In 
oth r word, It Impl~ t 11 u. lI:hat to do-to defend our Country. The Doctrine 
of War is th Th ry up n which thi def nee must be based it must therefore 
t 11 u IlOu' to do it. ' 

I hop thn~ I hav no,,: made it clear that before any further progress is possible 
the fonnulnhon of IlD Irdl Doctrine or Theory of War is essential and that it is 
thi Theory nnd th detail of it upplico.tiou' which must form the basis of all 
trninina, 
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It might be well therefore if we considered briefly what the formulation of this 
Doctrine involves, the steps and the studies necessary to enable us to formulate 
it, soundly and logically. These studies might be classified under four main sub
heads, as follows: 

1. Possible enemies of this country. 
2. Possible actions of such enemies, under particular circumstances. 
3. Possible theatre of operations, or scenes of such actions . 
4. Our General Theory of Defence, based on the e first three factors, and on the 

characteristics of our people and our State, our natural and other resources, and 
of course on the facts of our geographical situation. 

This Theory of War having been duly formulated, can we then consider this 
stage of our work complete? Decidedly not. The Doctrine of War in itself is 
insufficient unless we have several other things to implement it. These might 
be summarised as follows: 

1. Tactical Doctrines for each Arm of the Service. 
2. Scheme" of Organisation for peace and war based on these Tactical Doc-

trines. 
3. Echemes of Supply and Equipment. 
4. Schemes of Command, Staff, and Admirustration. 
5. Scheme of Military Education. 

All these are essential to implement our Doctrine of War, and therefore they 
must of necessity be based explicitly upon the requirements of this Doctrine. 

With a complete understanding on these matters, and the approval of the neces
ary regulations, 'l'able of Organisation, and so on, which will be required for 

u. e a text books, the establishment of a Military College becomes purely depen
dnnt on the provision of the nece sary. Faculty and material equipment. 

However, apart from thi factor at all, we should all thoroughly realise that 
this Theory vf \Vur, und the in trument required to implement it, are not alone 
desirable; they are e~ entia\. 'l'hey form the very basis of justification for the 
Arm "s exi tence; without them further progl'e is impo sible. The Army 'must 
kllow Jefinitely where it i. going, what it exi t for, what it is expected to do 
under certain circumstance , and how it i to do it. 

Until we know this it is an absolute waste of llergy to attempt to think at all 
nlong any progre !:>ive lines of training, organi;;ation, or administration; we would 
b 'imply working in the clark. Any civilian, layman or official, could come along 
lind dictate to u what !:>trength our Army should b , what type of organi ation we 
l-ihould have-nnel who could contradict him? The Army would simply drift along, 
probably dwindle in !itr n th and quipm nt year after year until it becomes im
potent; mornl would be hattered b yond hope of repair, and in case of war no
thing but a nlirucl could avcrt national fli uHter • 

.. ' 0\' the ' arE' not In '1'(' academic th orieK. . I said before, they are vital to 
the ve.ry xi tencc of the rmy itself, und th yare of grave profes ional and per
~unnl mtere t to every on of u . --nturally th importance and the urgency of 
these matters would be nowhere ncogni"ed so clearly a among the member ' of 
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the Defell.ce Council, and they were immediately factlcl with the problem of how 
they were to be studied and by whom. It was recog~ised that if t.hey were to re
ceive the consideration their importance warranted It was essentlfll that officers 
clealing 'with them should have some uniform degree of training and outlook, some 
kn(.wledge of the fundamental Principles of War, some general idea of how these 
problem were met and overcome in other countries. '1'11erefore the first ste~ was 
to arrive at £ome decision which would afford officers concerned an opportumty of 
currying out these nece::,sary preliminary studies, or alternatively of utilising. ~he 
ervices of the few officers who had already been given opportunities of acqumng 
the ba is of such preliminary general knowledge as was required. 

At first sight it would appear to be a very simple matter to utilise say the 
services of the American and British Missions, with perhaps one or two others, 
t) constitute some sort of a small Board or Committee, and to assign the responsi
bility for the study and solution of these problems to such a body. 

However, if we examine the matter more fully it will be found that these are 
problem that affect the whole Army. Every officer in the Service is interested 
in them, directly in some of their aspects, indirectly in all of them. They are so 
big that their olution demands the utilisation of all our existing resources, the 
clo e co-operation and co-ordination of every Branch in the Department of De
fence, of all H eadquarters of Special Services, of all training, record, admini
strative, and supply agencies. No small Board or Committee could possibly 
obtain this co-operation, nor could it bring to bear on the problems the neces
!'ary variety of outlook and interest that would be required. 

Thi is perhaps the most important point of all. The modern Army after all is 
not composed exclu ively of Infantry. Infantry certainly remains the basic 
Arm-the Arm whose success or failure spells victory or defeat for the whole • 
Army. But of itself it is not all-powerful, or normally even effective. In battle 
it must have Artillery to upoprt it, an Air Corps to see for it and to protect it 
from enemy aircraft, a ignal Corp. to make it articulate, Engineers to build for 
it, a Qundermaster Department to supply and move it, a Medical Corps to attend 
to it ca ualtie , an Adjutant' Department to replace them, a General Staff to 
plan for it, and 0 on. All toaether °0 to build up that great tactical team we call 
the Modern - rmy; the Infantry, like nil the rest, is just an element of the team 
even if the mo t importnnt one. 

l~O one of these elements by itself clm achieve victory; each one has its own 
purt to play, nnd ineffiCiency in one re-nct throughout the team as a whole. It 
j • :ential tbat all thes(' vnried intere ts shall be considered in the Solution of 
>iuch problem. a we nre fncen with (unless we wi h to hopelessly weaken our 
team b for we ven conm1l'nc to build it). For these reasons the small Board 
idea WI\ clefinit Iy ruled out und it wn, decided that the services of all available 
r sponsibl officers .houln b utili eo. nnd thnt every Branch of the Service should 
b rcpr e~t d. To nsme the nece ary co-operation and co-ordination it was 
f~lrther decld. d thnt th ~e officers should be organised into a new temporary Divi-
Ion of the (7 n ral taft, to be known a the Defence Plans Division function-

ing under the direct control of the hief of Staff. ' 
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We have now reached the stage where we can with advantage consider in some 
detail the actual work of this Division. I hope that its purpose is by this time 
perfectly clear to all. If anyone desires to examine it in: greater detail he will find 
it set out as prescribed by the Chief of Staff in the " General Instructions " issued 
this morning. In the actual organisation of the work of the Division the first diffi
culty experienced was the fact that all its members had to be afforded an oppor
tunity of acquiring some uniformity in preliminary training and general outlook 
before going on to consider concrete problems connected with the defence of this 
country. It was therefore decided to divide the work of the Division into two 
stages :-

Stage A .-Covering preliminary general studies, and 

Stage B.-Covering the detailed study of our own problems and the formula
tion of recommendations as to their solution. 

We are immediately concerned with Stage A, which commences this morn
ing. Now I want to emphasise that in this Stage we are not attempting to train 
you as higher commanders or Staff Officers. vVe are simply going to attempt to 
touch on the " high spots," to try to tear aside some of the veil of mystery that 
it is easy to weave around the Military Art, and above all to show you how and 
what to study, so that when we come to Stage B, the study of our own concrete 
problems, we may approach these problems systematically, and with confidence. 
To do this we attempt in this first Stage to give you a general picture of different 
foreign military systems, with particular reference to the Army of the United 
States. 

Here again I must digress for a moment. You will find that the basis of prac
tically all your tudies in Stage A will be founded on the policies, doctrines, prin
ciples and methods of the United States Army. It must, however, be thoroughly 
understood by everyone that these doctrines, principles and so on are not to be 
taken as ideal, or e;en suitable, for utilisation in the detailed consideration of our 
own problem~ . Thi particular foreign system has been adopted for preliminary 
tudy, «imply because circumstance have enabled us to make a more complete 

nnd detailed study of it than of any other foreign system. \Ve have a first hand 
knowledge vf it; their text-books regulations, and so on, are available; their 
method of in truction arc familiar to us. Thf'refore we can cover it more com
pletely than we could bope to cover any foreign system. Otherwi e, bowever, the 

Idted tate<; Army is studied purel~ liS a basis for further study, to enable us, 
II pointed out earlier, to insure some uniformity in general training before pro
e 'eding to matter ' that concern Uil intimately in this count!"y. 0 much for the 
basi of instmction in this fir t tage; let us no\\- pa 's on to the details. 

You will not' thnt ~our work in this ~ tuge i divided into a number of Sub. 
COur' . covering vllrious Hspect of the Ar of War, commencing with the more 
lementary principle, Hnd gradually progre ina to relatively advanced tudies. 

For xal~pl . we c~lOmence at the bottOIl: with" Military Orguni ation," through 
the medlUm of wblCh we hope to Ilcquumt you first with the basic principles of 
orguni'ation, and ubsequently show the application of the e principles to the 
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detailed organisation of staffs and units of all formations. At the same time we 
introduce vou to the Sub-course on " Combat Orders." This is designed to fami
liarise you' with uniform methods in the issue of orders in the field, which is the 
vehicle you will generally use in solving tactical problems set for instructional 
purposes in this Division. For this reason some instruction in the actual mechanics 
of solving such problems is also included in this Sub-Course. 

We next progress to what we call our" Tactics and Technique" Sub-Courses, 
covering the characteristics, capabilities, functions, and limitations of each sepa
rate Arm of the Service such as Infantry, Artillery, Air Corps, and so on. 

Having studied these different Branches separately, we go on to consider the 
combination of them into Tactical Teams, or Units of all Arms. This is carried 
out through the medium of our Sub-Course on " Combined Tactics," which I may 
remark is by far the most important of all your Sub-Courses. 

About this time we also take up the study of" Command, Staff, and Logistics," 
covering the command of troops in the field, Staff duties, and their Supply and 
Transport. This arrangement has been deemed desirable because history has 
hown that no Commander can arrive at a sound tactical decision until he has 

al 0 tudied the logistical aspects of the problem confronting him. For this 
rea on the Sub-Courses on " Combined Tactics" and "Command, Staff, and 
Logi tics " run practically concurrently. 

N ow in studies like these we are forced to fight our battles on maps instead of 
over actual terrain, with coloured pins or chalk instead of living flesh and blood. 
No matter how hard we try we can never give proper consideration to such factors 
as weather conditions, morale, fatigue of troops, deficiencies in supply and equip
ment, while of course the personal element cannot enter into the matter at all. 
As a result officers are liable to get a false idea of the simplicity of tactical opera
tions, or rather of their execution. One comes to a decision drafts a theoretical 
erder, move a few pins on a Map, and an operation, invoiving perhaps 20,000 
men, is completed. In an attempt to counteract this we have introduced what is 
called a " Troop Leading" ub-Cour e, through which we hope to be able to pre-
ent to you clear picture of the execution of tactical principles applicable to any 

given ituation, and the nece ity and means for securing tactical team work. 

General ubject such a Personnel and Administration, Military History, or 
Mili~ary Int~llioence, which do not definitely depend upon the progress made in 
tactIcnl stud Ie ,ar introduced at intervals throughout your whole course. 

Finall) , WI> conclude with a hort ub-cour e in Strategy, illustrating by con
er t example the application of the fundamental Principle of Vv' ar to actual 
trot gical situation . 

Bef r 1 taO!) A mny I aoain emphasise that no attempt is being made 
tart a chool of any kind. Evervone of us here whether mem

b . ~ctino taff or attached for duty, a~u students to s'ome extent, but 
we nre pnmanl - enersl lsff Officer , engaaed in the execution of a highly irn
po:t~t tafi ~li ion a ign d to us by the" Chief of Staff. In order that this 

liS Ion be atJ factorily executed it i e sential that the training and outlook of 
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the Officers charged with its execution should be as uniform as possible. An 
attempt is made to achieve this uniformity in Stage A, which is purely prelimin
ary to Stage B, the second and vital stage of our programme. 

If we are to succeed in this object it is necessary that you should not expect too 
much, that you should make allowances, that you should recognise our limita
tion in time, equipment, resources, or even basis of instruction. We are not 
attempting to conduct any sort of a complete course. As pointed out previously, 
we will simply try to touch, and only touch, on eS'lentials. To succeed even in 
this it is necessary that you gentlemen should co-operate by free and frank dis
cussion, by open criticism where you think it necessary, by suggestions wherever 
you can make them. 

You will find that the .. Open Door" policy will be rigidly upheld here. My 
office and every other office in the Division is open to you. If you want any help 
or assistance come and ask us for it. If we can't give it to you we will tell you 
so frankly, and try and put you on th~ track of getting it. At L ectures or Con
ferences if there is anything that is not quite clear to you don't hesitate to ques
tion the instructor; that is what he is primarily there for. 

-ow before concluding I want to touch briefly on Stage B of our Programme, 
although we will have plenty of opportunities to consider this in detail before we 
come up against it. You have seen that Stage A deals generally with what 'might 
be described as the study of the Art of War in the abstract. Stage B, On the con
trary, will deal explicitly with the study and solution of our own problems of 
National Defence in all their aspects. Most of our work in this stage will be 
executed through the medium of Committees, working in close co-operation with, 
and utilising all the resources of existing Staff Branche, Special Services Head
quarters, Training and other agencies. It is not necessary to do more at this 
time than to briefly consider the order in which we intend covering the various 
u pect of the problems before us. 

Xuturally our first step is the con. ideration and formulation of an Irish Doc
trine of War. I don't, wi h for a moment to appear to minimise the importance 
of this matter, the lack of which is the real rea on for the existence of this Divi
~ion at ali, cut as it has already been covered fairly thoroughly there does not 
app ar to be any reason for dwelling on it nny further at thi stage. 

This Doctrine of War having been approved we next proceed to the determi
nation of Tactical Doctrine for each Arm of the Service, commencing with the 
Infuntry as the Basic Arm, and then con idering the various other Branches. 
'l'hi portion of oUt" work in particular will be executed through the medium of 
~ub-Committe s, elect d from Officer with specia.l experience, training, or a.pti
Iud for th· particular work conc rned, and may I again empha ise, working in 
h closest po iblc co-op ration \\ith all exi ting agencies. 

W n xt progr s to the Organi. ation asp cts of our probl ms, and con ider 
th .• in th light of our trnt gical and Tacticnl r quirement , as outlined in our 
Doctrine of Wllr and Tactical Doctrines. 

Consideration of th Equipment and upply of the Military Machine designed 
n. I have outlined i our next problem. Thi will involve the detailed study, not 
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~lone of the combat requirements of our troops, but also of our natural and other 
resourccs. 

We next take up the study of matters connected with the Command of our 
Forces in Peace and War, a suitable Staff system, and schemes of Administra· 
tion. You will find that this phase of our work will be probably broader in scope 
than any other, and one in which the personal aspect will of necessity intrude to 
a considerable extent, in such matters, for example, as tenure of offices, appoint. 
ments, transfers, etc. 

Now naturally we cannot hope to maintain our forces in Peace·time on a War 
footing, and we must therefore ccnsider the transformatio.q. and expansion which 
would be nece sary in time of emergency. This will entail the consideration of 
outline Mobilisation Schemes. 

Finally, having outlined the skeleton of our military machine in this manner 
we must consider the training of it and of all its components, and this brings us 
on to our final mis ion, the formulation of a scheme of Military Education for the 
forces. 

If thi programme i carried out conscientiously to its logical conclusion, I 
think we can all afford to look to the future with confidence. For the first time 
in our hi tory the e grave problems of N' ational defence can be studied system· 
atically and thoroughly. They will be studied by Officers drawn from every 
Branch of the ervice, comprising, I believe, every available responsible officer. 
They will be tudied from every angle and every interest, and our conclusions must 
of necessity be a sound and as logical as the bulk of the considered military 
opinion of thi country Can make them. Our mission for the future will be clear 
and concrete, our organi ation, training, equipment, administration, and suppl~' 
'will be ba ed definitely on the requirements of this mission. We can at last see 
exactly where we are going, and be able to look ahead, not one or two, but ten or 
twenty years. Finally, we will be able to justify some measure of permanency 
ilnd 8tability , and then , and only then, can we hope to be in a position to settle 
down to n ound proare, ive programme of adequate National Defence. 

In conclu. ion, gentlemen, may I expres on my own behalf, and I am sure on 
yours, our appr cintion of the courte y of the Adjutant General, the Quarter· 
Ma ter General, lind the G.O .. Curragh Training Camp, in attending here thi 
momina, lind our rcarets that owing to unforseen circumstances the Chief of Staff, 
and the- i"tont 'hid of taf'£, were unable to be with us also. By their pre· 
~~nce h ra. to-dny these Generai Officer have given you a practical demonstra
tion of th lI11portnncr. the re pon ible authoritie attach to your work here. Dul" 
ing . the. n ,-t lew months your dutic will call for very clo ~ co-operation and co
C'rdlUnt\on b , twt"n tbL Divi ion nnd the two oreat taff Branches controlled by 
.en rul Br >nnnn and Geneml IncEoin, and with the training agencie at the 
urrn~b amp, controll d by G n ral weeney. This will entail the closest pos· 

ible lilli on bctwe n u. . The pre ence of th~se responsible General Officers i tl 

nunrantce of th be t po, sible t~ pe of liaison-per onal contact. I know that we 
ull hope thnt thi - contuct will remain clo e and effective until the conclusion of our 
t k bere. 
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THE MANCEUVRE OF BANTRY BAY. , 

By COL. J. J. O'CONNELL, A.S.l. 

CHAPTER II. 

THE MILITARY SITUATION OF ENGLAND. 

T HE England of 1796 was in no condition to look forward with equanimity. to 
the prospect of having to meet a powerful offensive effort. She had been wagIng 

continuous war-aided by numerous allies-against Republican France for four 
years; and that with singularly little success. Even at sea she had no really 
outstanding achievement to her credit. Instead of success, indeed, she had seen 
her coalition allies struck down and eliminated one by one. Two of them-Holland 
and Spain-had even passed over to the side of the enemy; and although neither 
of these could be described as a formidable Military power, either by land or sea, 
each represented a certain force of inertia which could not be neglected by England, 
but on the contrary entailed for her certain further commitments of some degree 
of seriousness. 

PUBLIC OPINION IN ENGLAND. 

An insight into the opinion of the English people at this time will afford us some 
basis as to what their attitude would have been in face of such a reverse as the loss 
of Ireland. We are told that: "From the beginning of 1798 until the end of 1805 
(if we except the brief respite given to men's minds on both sides of the Channel 
by the Peace of Amiens) the "to be or not to be " of the invasion was the all
absorbing and all-pervading topic of correspondence and conversation, and that 
from the palace to the cottage. It was an age of letter-writing, diary-keeping, 
pamphleteering; and Napoleon's projects are constantly mentioned in the Joum~s 
of women like Fanny Burney. . . .. Bishops at their visitations; preachers Jfi 

their pulpit ; dramatic authors in their plays; poets in their verses; actors on 
the tage ; Freemasons in their Lodges; magistrates at their county meetings; 
m rchant on "Change " ; hopkeepers at their counters; and labourers at the 
plough, all held the same language as to the common danger."* A mental state 
such a i here de cribed certainly affords a prima facie reason to assume a readin.ess 
~o peac and that the Engli h " will to win" was by no means intact at this penod 
I a matter of ordinary knowledge. There had for a long time been a definite" Peace 
Party," and ther had been even disturbances arising out of the prolongation of the 
war . and ~on qu n~ di tresse: In fact, all through 1796 Pitt had unofficially an~ 

mt-Officlally b n III touch WIth the Directory with a view to peace. He even ha 
brought pre ' ur to bear on Thugut, the Austrian Chancellor, to the same end. 
Money wa - none ~oo ready to hand in any event, and Austria had to be fi(lanc~d. 
The fact that Engh h opinion wa more in favour of a cessation than an intensificatIOn 

~~~~~~---------------------• \\'heeler and B roadley: .. Napoleon and the Invasion of England." Intr. 
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of hostilities is all that is essential to make clear in a Military review of the crisis. 
Anybody desiring to get full information on these points can find it in general 
histories of the period. 

One quotation, however, will be not without interest and a certain bearing 
on our subject: "He (Pitt) had been led to expect that the Directory would cede 
Ceylon and the Cape of Good Hope (i .e. Dutch possessions) to England in return 
for a bribe of £450,000, and had already devised the means for depleting the Treasury 
of this sum without disclosure of the transaction to Parliament." t 

It is not suggested that this policy of Pitt actually did explain the fact that 
Hoche did not get a larger measure of backing-but it easily could explain that fact. 
At least it is clear that such a government as the Directory was not the most helpful. 

DISTRIBUTION OF ENGLISH MILITARY FORCES. 

As the average student of History is practically certain to find no particulars 
of English military activity during the earlier years of the French Revolutionary 
Wars in the course of ills reading; and as the activity of those years bears vitally 
on our present subject, it is necessary to review at some length the English effort 
of that time. It is common knowledge that England then maintained on the 
continent of Europe for the fight against France either a comparatively small 
number of troops or none. Where, then, were her troops-since presumably they 
were being employed somewhere ? The following table will help us to understand: 

BRITISH ESTABLISHMENT (ESTIMATES). 

1793 1794 1795 1796 1797 1798 1799 1800 1801 1802 
HOME 17,344 60,244119,380 49,219 60,765 48,609 52,051 80,275 75,619 70,299 

PLANTATION S . .. 18,194 41 ,490 40,261 82,182 64,227 34 ,320 31,445 41 ,719 72,829 25,494 

INDIA 10,700 10,700 10,700 10,718 12,390 22,174 24,972 23,752 26,219 26,219 

ARTILLE RY 3,730 6,415 7,0 4 7,664 7,664 7,664 7,358 9,126 9,500 10,296 

E MBODIE D \ 17,602 42, 03 62,791 65,662 66,096 62,202134,7 6 56,522104,619 M ILITIA and .. . 
FENCIBLES J 75,000 

FOREIGN TROOPS 33,754 35, 20 20,2 8 12,000 4,807 4,323 14,754 

Thi tahle require some little details of explanation- aft r whicb its full import 
will be the more readily grasped. First of all, it _hould be explained that the term 
.. Plantations," which accounts for 0 large a proportion of the totals means the 
We t Indie or Antillf's, i .e., the ~eat of the sugar plantations. J n the second place, 
troop hown under the heading" India" must be definitely written off as unavailable 
anywhere else for an indefinite period. The voyage to India wa a ma tter of half 
a y ar at 1 a -t for a force of any importance; so that troops nt to India went 
th r to stay. F inally, th term " Hom " had a very loose application. If there 
W're realiy on th spot in E ngland at one time • t roop it would be well 
>nough, but thi wa n vcr the case even approximately. For example, in June, 
17!l.j, there were as many as fifteen baltalions of Infantry serving on board ships in 

t Forte:.cue .. Hi t ory of the British Ann),," Vol. I V., page 536. 
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the navy. Nor could these be removed owing to the uncertain temper and discontent 
prevalent among the sailors at this time. Another important commitment to be 
met from the •• Home" category was the garrison of Gibraltar; while the force in 
occupation of Corscia in the early years was another item. 

DECLARATION OF WAR BY HOLLAND AND SPAIN. 

Holland declared war on England early in 1796, and atout the same time the 
French sent to the Indian Ocean a powerful light squadron under Admiral Sercey 
to be based on the Ile-de-France. The Dutch simultaneously sent reinforcements 
to the Cape of Good Hope. The English Government, which had always kept an 
interested eye on that outstanding Naval position, despatched an expedition of 
6,000 strong to be followed by 3,000 more. The expedition was, it is true, successful; 
but the troops were out of reach for subsequent employment in Europe until at least 
the end of the following year-1797, and probably not even then. 

Later-in November, 179&-came the Spanish Declaration of War. This, 
eoupled with Bonaparte's Italian victories, resulted in the complete withdrawal 
of English naval forces from the Mediterranean-where now there was no country 
to provide a friendly harbour. Admiral Jervis was enjoined as to the advisability 
of: "making his Headquarters Lisbon, and acting in conjunction with the 
Portuguese fleet for the protection of Portugal, the keeping up of communication 
with Gibraltar ....... preserving to us the friendship of Portugal without which 
we shall in a very short time have no port in Europe freely open to our trade south 
of Emden." The French Directory, in point of fact, did urge Spain to advance 
into Portugal in order to deny that country's ports of the English. Portugal begged 
for aid, and, for all England's complications, she proceeded to cast about for 5,000 
troops to garrison Lisbon-a force not ready for long after, and which was eventually 
otherwise utilised. . 

Here, then, we see how important Military forces-to a total of 14,000, with 
naval resources to corre pond-were tied up in what were really only secondary 
theatre. These force , indeed, would amount to a full third of the English" Home" 
category troop -a far too important proportion to be thus immobilised. 

Now, while Engli h forces were being sent in driblets here, there and elsewhere, 
it mu t be remembered that none were being gathered back from any place whatever. 
Th "Home" force, which hould have constituted a strong central reserve--a 
forc adequate to deal with any emergencies-could not in fact be regarded as a 
·ngle force at. all. On the contrary, they were simply a loose aggregate, norm~y 
pafCf'~ed out ~nto petty detachments, and quite incapable of being employed WI.th 
cob :lOn. EVld ntlyan enemy eeking to strike at England near home could deSIre 
no cIrcum tanc more favourable. 

E. ' ERAL RIE 'TATION OF ENGLISH EFFORT. 

But from the French point of view the situation as a whole was much more 
favourable than thi. Not merely were England's Home forces fractioned and 

parated ~ a. not to ~ available, but her main strength had been exerted beyond 
the Atlantic, m the \\ est Indies. Whether this orientation of the main English 
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effort-in appearance distant and eccentric-·was wise or unwise in itself dOes not 
arise at the moment. The vital point to be grasped is that it reacted decisively 
on her power to deal with eventualities nearer home. 

Large-scale transfers of troops and material were in those days so slow that 
forces sent to any given theatre of operation could be regarded as committed 
definitely and permanently. From England to India was a voyage of half a year; 
from England to the Antilles was a matter of two months. A fast corvette sailing 
with orders could reduce those times by, say, one-third, but no greater gain than 
that was possible. 

In these circumstances, evidently, the outcome of a campaign depended on a 
sound initial direction. Forces of any importance could not be subsequently trans
ferred from one sphere of operations to another. 

THE ENGLISH EFFORT ON THE CONTINENT. 

A short resume is necessary for the purpose of showing how it came to pass that 
England at the end of 1796 had practically no soldiers in Europe. In 1793 she ha d 
entered the lists against Republican France and placed an army in Flanders under 
the Duke of York. This army was repulsed before Dunkerque in September; but 
it was steadily reinforced, and all through 1794 took its share in the fierce fighting 
of that year-in the course of which France steadily forced her enemies back
out of Belgium first, and later out of Holland and the country west of Cologne. 

After the allies were driven from Belgium-about the middle of 1794-the English 
retired north, the Austrians east. Steady pressure was kept up by the French, and 
the Dutch winter of 1794-95 was terribly severe. The English Army melted away 
under the hardships as well as the military pressure and early in 1795 the remnants 
were shipped home. Only a few thousand cavalry---forced enhrely out of Holland
remained for the time being in Hanover. Thus England's continental army as such 
had been eliminated from the struggle; nor was it for the present capable of serious 
effort anywhere else. 

On February 13th, 1795, the Duke of York was appointed Commander-in-Chief 
with the ta k of re-organising the Army. He was not, however, given a free hand, 
nor even much assi tance. As things were, the only sound procedure would have 
b n to fill up the old depleted regiment of Flanders veterans with recruits and 
give them time to recover. This was not done. New regiments, regardless of their 
compo ition, were sent anywhere at a moment's notice. Nobody paused to consider 
wh ther they were numerically or in respect of training equal to the special work 
in hand. 

O, 'DlTION DIRECTI G E ' GLISH EFFORT TOWAROS THE ANTILLES. 

\~ n England join d the coalition again t Franc in 1793 her army was 
num nca11y weak and under the cloud of th American War of ten year befor. 
Hr. 'avy, on the other hand, was at all tim a factor to be reckoned with. The 
r v r' was practically the cas of Franc ; so that-it was natural enough for Pitt 
to cast about for some way of turning his naval superiority to account. There 

med to offer a golden opportunity to definitely ruin French overseas trade and 
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thus cripple the enemy whose insolvent condition Pitt-a notable minister of 
finance-fully realised. The West Indies were an old-and in the circumstances 
a seemingly suitable-battle-ground. 

These Antilles Islands were at this time an all but vital factor of English 
financial stability, of her commercial system and her carrying trade. It was in the 
general interests of the Coalition against France that their banker should be solvent, 
and consequently any policy furthering that solvency cannot off-hand be regarded 
as a false war-measure, no matter how much it seems to be such on the surface. 
Now from the Antilles during these war years England drew about one-fourth 
of the total of her imports. Of her exports she sent to the islands, directly about 
one-tenth; while the re-export of the island produce represented much more than 
another tenth. In sum, the Antilles represented one-fourth of her entire commerce. 
They thus constituted an evidently dominating factor that nobody could afford 
to overlook. 

Their own islands were valuable to the English; it was reasonable to expect 
further acquisitions of wealth and further commercial development from the seizure 
of the French islands; and finally these latter were so many bases flOm which small, 
fast cruisers were continually preying on the valuable trading ships. If these 
raiding cruisers were to be fully overcome it could be done only in one way-by 
seizing and holding their bases. For a belligerent power that disposed of an 
overwhelming naval superiority it was at least natural to consider such-a policy. 

There were a number of other factors combining towards the same end. The 
proclamation of the "Rights of Man" and consequent liberation of the negro 
population-about a million in number on the French islands-had caused grave 
uneasiness among the English planters as to the attitude of the negroes in their 
own islands. These planters were wealthy and influential, as were also their 
commercial correspondents in England, and no Government could light-heartedly 
expose them and their possessions to the danger of a Slave Revolt. It was not 
surprising, therefore, to find the General Officer commanding on the station being 
told to get ready to receive fifteen battalions at Barbarloes shortly after hostilities 
begun. 

Then, it was not to be expected that-when men and ships were available
England would refrain from as active a policy as possible. The French islands were 
in the main larger, wealthier, and in better strategic possessions than the English 
on . It was perfectly natural to attack them systematically. All the more natur~ 
wa ' thi becau e certain exiled French planters represented to the Ministers in 
Engl.ru:d that the islands would welcome any force seeking to stamp out ~he 
perl11ClO~ _ new repu~lican ideas. All these contributory factors fell into line ~vlth 
the traditlonal Engli h trategy of over-seas rather than continental campaign. 
Th ca ting of the die was easily understandable. 

RE ULTING DRAI ON ENGLISH RESOURCES. 

But, granting that a campaign on the largest scale aiming at the complete 
conque t of the An~lle , was, not an unreasonable form for England's war-effort; 
we ~one the Ie will find that uch a campaign was bound to prove a costly 
busmess. A campaign in the Tropics is a costly business for white troops: in the 
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last decade of the eighteenth century it was for the English costly to the point of 
ruinousness. Their medical and hygienic arrangements were primitive; it was 
calculated that the wastage of white units was at the rate of 50 per cent. per annum 
from sickness alone. It was perfectly possible to lose the other 50 per cent. in a 
sanguinary ambush-warfare in tropical jungles. This last possibility was materially 
increased by reason of the fact that most of the regiments sent out to the islands 
were newly-raised from raw, young soldiers whose immature physique and 
constitutions left them an easy prey to the dangers of the region- military as well 
as climatic. 

So that whatever idea we form about the desirability of the Antilles campaign 
there is no doubt whatever as to the conduct of that campaign and its inevitable 
result. However sound the conception-and whether it was really sound or not 
is no affair of ours-the execution was bound to be so costly as to fetter all other 
efforts on any serious scale. There was certain to be required an effort formidable 
in every sphere-military, naval, financial. How formidable the effort was in any 
given department it is very difficult to establish. 

The English Ministers were always reluctant to make definite statements of 
the cost in money of the war in the West Indies. The full expenditure never came 
to light. About four millions sterling was admitted- £300,OOO in 1794, £800,000 in 
1795, two millions in 1796, and £700,000 early in 1797. The rising figures, of course, 
correspond with the increasing number of troops in the eallier table. And the 
sacrifices were largely in vain; the French islands won in 1794 were lost later, and 
negro slave revolts were organised in the English islands with ruinous effect. As 
regards the general result- military as distinct from commercial- we cannot do 
better than quote Fortescue at length: 

" After long and careful thought and study I have come to the conclusion that 
the West Indian campaigns both to Windward and Leeward which were the essence 
of Pitt's military policy cost England in Army and Navy little fewer than 100,000 
men, about one-half dead, the remainder permanently unfitted for service. And 
in return for this frightful cost of life there could be shown only the British islands 
Grenada and St. Vincent utterly devastated and ruined, and the French islands 
of Tobago mtact but of small value, of Martinique much damaged and with difficulty 
held, and of St. Lucia so devastated as to be no more than a naval station. For this 
England's soldiers had been sacrificed, her treasure squandered, her influence in 
Europe weakened, her arm for six fateful years fettered, numbed and paralysed." 

. It may help to form an accurate estimate of the effort sustained by England 
III the Antilles if it is rememberd that Wellington's permanent losses in the 
I.X'nin ula for seven ycars-<;ounting dead, discharg d , deserters-was only 40,000, 
J.t. con id rably Ie than half. And the naval effort was, of course, inevitably 
ommen urate with the military- ·and, moreover, was by no means unanimously 

approv d of by the best brain at the Admiralty. Barham wrote: •• It is thi svstem 
f unlimited conque t that cripples u everywhere and div rt the fleet fr~m it 
~atural use . ... and but for this system, half the number of hip now employed 
m the We t Indies and in Army convoys would have been ufficient and the French 
been prevented from sending a ingle ship to sea ." 
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COURSE OF THE WAR IN THE ANTILLES. 

Having formed a general idea of the Antilles campaigns as an important aspect 
of English military policy, it is now necessary to review briefly the course of the war 
in the islands. This is in order to make clear how it came to pass that Hoche's 
Irish expedition corresponded exactly in point of time to the maximum English 
effort beyond the ocean-and consequently to their maximum exhaustion at home. 

The war in the Antilles began early :-The first English expedition-seven ships 
of the line under Admiral Gardner-sailed in March, 1793. But, like all their early 
efforts at this time, it proved of inadequate strength, and was merely enough to 
set the ball rolling. Nor was it possible to achieve anything serious by getting 
reinforcements in dribs and drabs from remote stations. It was realised fairly soon 
that something quite different was necessary, and in November a second squadron 
was sent out with Jervis, bringing 7,000 troops, which reduced the Lesser Antilles. 
inside a few months and then detached a large portion of the soldiers to occupy 
San Domingo--l ,()()() miles away. 

But no sooner were their backs turned in the Lesser Antilles than the 
representative of the Terrorists-Victor Hugues-Ianded with a small expedition 
on June 2nd, 1794, and by dint of blood, fire, and iron, reconquered the French 
islands and organised a Slave Revolt in the English ones. This fighting occupied 
the rest of 1794 and the first half of the following year. The English had no immediate 
resources to counter-attack Hugues except odds and ends at various times-a few 
battalions from Gibraltar, a few from off the ships, and so on. By the end of July, 
1795, the English General Irving bluntly wrote to the War Minister, Dundas: 
" If you want full possession of these islands, and order restored in St. Vincent 
and Grenada twenty thousand men will be necessary. By the end of the campaign 
there will not be above ten thousand left." 

This, be it noted, concerned only the Lesser Antilles: it took no account of San 
Domingo and Jamaica where Slave Revolts were also i~ full blast. So that eventually 
by the middle of 1795--after two years and a half of fighting, in other words
the position of the English was very definitely worse than when the fighting started 
fir t. It was, in fact , a question of either abandoning altogether the struggle in the 
West Indies or organi ing an expedition or overwhelming strength for the conquest 
of the entire region. There could be no real choice, of course, in such a matter at 
this time. The great expedition was decided on. 

ixteen battalions had in May, 1795, returned to England from Germany, 
whither th y had been driven out of Flanders. These were hastily brought up to 
' trength by large drafts of recruits and utilised as the main strength of the new 
expeditionary army, Additional units were collected from here and there and the 
command of the force wa given to ir Ralph Abercombv who had commanded 
creditably in the earlier operation . The expedition sail~d from Portsmouth on 
.. ovember 16th, 1795, and eX'perienced in the matter of weather an ill fortune of an 
unexampled description. 

. On November 1 th, the fleet encountered a most terrible westerly gale. The ships 
di persed, some wen' wrecked, and the remainder ran for shelter to various ports ~ 
a week later the majority again assembled at Portsmouth. On December 5th, the 
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expedition sailed again and encountered a second storm, which again dispersed it. 
Several ships were lost, more were missing for weeks, most put back, a few held 
on to Barbadoes, affording a meagre but welcome reinforcement for the early months 
of 1796. The main force did not finally sail until the second. half of March, reaching 
Barbadoes on April 21st. Abercromby himself on a fast sailing cruiser had arrived 
a month earlier. Abercromby's expedition, fighting-and losing heavily-all through 
the tropical Summer of 1796 restored the situation in the West Indies to some 
extent, but not to the extent of securing the principal French islands. Operations 
continued during the first part of 1797. On June of that year the home government 
gave instructions "that the general should stand strictly on the defensive, save 
every penny that could be saved, and above all look to the good management of 
his hospitals." 

EFFECT OF ANTILLES CAMPAIGN ON HOCHE'S EXPEDITION. 

A reference to the table of British Establisments given earlier in the present 
chapter will make abundantly clear the influence of the trans-Atlantic war on 
campaigning in Ireland. For the purpose of greater exactness we make the following 
extract dealing with the Force details more particularly involved: 

Year. Home. Plantations. 
1793 17,344 18,194 
1794 60,244 41,490 
1795 119,380 40,261 
]796 49,219 82,182 
1797 60,765 64,227 

From this will be seen the steadily-increasing drain on the English military 
resources since the beginning of the war. There will be seen, further, how the period 
of maximum commitment in the West Indies corresponded exactly in point of timt 
to Hoche's Irish expedition. It is in order to demonstrate this fact beyond a doube 
that it has been thought necessary to dwell somewhat in detail on the West Indian 
fighting. it will now be evident that-in view of England's main military effort 
baving been exerted, and that in a really spendthrift fashion-in a very distant 
theatre Hoche's expedition possessed all the characteristics of a " coup dc grace." 
Hoche delivered his stroke when the enemy had already practically put forth his 
utmo t effort and had no serious re erve of force available. Hoche's expedition 
was flot a diversion ; its whole significance is lost if it is so regarded. It was the throw
ing in at the critical moment of a " mas~e de manreuvre " with a view of gaining a 
deci -ive victory. 

RECR ITING ITUATION IN ENGLAND. 

Finally a regards England' general military situation we must examine into 
her man-pow r re erve at thi time, as shown by the figur for recruiting. 

Recruiting for the Regular Army at the time of Hoche' expedition was in a 
?ad way. In 1793--not covering more than hill that year-17,033 men had joined, 
m 1794 the numbers had swelled to 3 ,564, and in 1795 to 40,463. But in 1796 
the number of recruits fell to 16,336, and in 1797 as low as 16,096. What was the 
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reason for the decline? Defeat in the field, frost and snow in Flanders, sunstroke 
and fever in the ' Vest Indies: such were the powerful arguments against recruiting 
in these years. 

Altogether the recruiting situation was from the English standpoint unsatis
factory, and the measures adopted in the emergency of 1796--following the Spanish 
declaration of war in November-were not very convincing. The first scheme was 
to levy 15,000 men for the army and navy from parish .to parish. The local 
authorities were to give a bounty. This system had always existed for the navy, 
but was a new departure for the army which was allotted inland parishes for its 
quota. 

The second measure was for a gradual ballot of 60,000 supplementary Militia, 
volunteering being encouraged. 

The third was to raise 15,000 Provisional Cavalry. The owners of riding and 
carriage horses were to provide one horse and man for every ten such horses; smaller 
owner were to club together and provide horses and men. 

These measures, as a whole, were not very successful as we have seen from 
the 1797 figures. " In April, 1798, when Camden at Dublin was crying for 
reinforcements, Portland could only answer that none could be sent from Great 
Britain, owing to great disappointments in the recruiting service." 

REACTIONS OF THE MILITARY SITUATION IN IRELAND. 

Dealing with the military situation in Ireland at a slightly later period 
Fortescue says·: " Ireland in 1797 and 1798 might be regarded as a City besieged 
by the British land-forces, and the British fleet as a covering army which kept 
the French at a distance while the siege progressed." In 1796, on the other hand the 

ity had not yet been besieged. It was possible for it to be manned and garrisoned 
by the French and the army destined to beleaguer it would be forestalled. 

The following table of Army Estimates for the Irish Establishment showS 
clearly the trend of affairs during the successive years of the Revolutionary War: 

Year. Regulars and Fencibles. Militia. Yeomanry Total. 

1793 12,000 17,500 29,500 
1794 12,000 17,500 29,500 
1795 20,246 21,369 41,615 
17 19,012 22,698 41,710 
1797 37,667 22,69 60,365 
17 39,620 26,634 37,539 103,793 

Laving a id for the moment any attempt to assess the military value of 
th troop • ~h point to be emphasi d is that it was only after Hoche's expedition 
~at th ~ngli h ~overnment was ufficiently roused to make any notable increase 
m ~h Irish gam on~the jump from 1796 to 1797 being almost fifty per cent. 
while for a -ear prevIously th re had been no increase at all. 

~~~~----------------------
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FRENCH PRISONERS OF WAR IN IRELAND. 

A little-remembered but at the time sufficiently serious cause of embarrassment 
to the English Government in Ireland was the presence in the country of numerous 
French Prisoners of War-military and naval-who were there up to the end of 1796. 

The principal prison camp was Kinsale, where some 1,160 prisoners were 
housed in some houses in different parts of the town under the none too dependable 
guard of the Leitrim Militia. The houses in question had only mud walls which could 
easily be cut through-as for instance early in September when ten of the prisoners 
escaped and were never retaken . Incidentally, great sickness prevailed in the prison 
camp to the natural exasperation of the prisoners. 

On August 22nd Lieut. Governor Browne made representations to the 
Commander-in Chief to the effect that" The lower orders of people in this country 
are not altogether to be depended on. Kinsale is the most improper place in the 
Kingdom for French prisoners, the Dockyard, Ordnance and Store houses and the 
great ease in procuring boats and small vessels to make their escape would militate 
against it "-which, as we have seen, was proved within the week. 

Even more important was the presence of no fewer than 200 Officer Prisoners 
on parole in the neighbourhood of Dunmanway and Bandon. These gentlemen, 
of course, had abundant facilities for shooting, walking and riding excursions, 
meeting everybody, etc., in that region. They constituted, indeed, a fully-developed 
Intelligence Service actually in position and carrying out the preliminary work 
for Hoche--who was in at least some kind of loose touch with them. 

In November of this year, on learning that the English authorities were taking 
tep to treat them as common prisoners, twenty three of these Officers disappeared. 

They were not recaptured-any more than those who had escaped from Kinsale 
some time earlier. 

Now, in view of what has preceded, it is not an exaggerated summing-up to say 
that Hoche in 1796 was likely to find England as unready to meet a erious offensive 
effort a a Great Power can ever be reasonably expected to be- and not merely 
was thi a momentary, a pas ing, unpreparedne : it had, on the contrary, every 
appearance of conferring such an initial advantage as might easily admit of securing 
a d ci ion before an Engli h recovery was po ible. uch- without analysing 
d tail were the broad, general conditions underlying the opening of Hoche's 
campaign. 
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U~ITED STATES INFANTRY 
SCHOOL, FORT BENNING, GEORGIA 

By MA.JOR J. DUKXE, General Staff. 

THE need for more suitable provision for the training of the United States In. 
fantry officers became apparent as a result of the European War, and an In

fantry School was established in 1919 at Fort Benning, about I:) miles from 
Columbus, Georgia. Columbus is a progressive southern town with a population 
of about 40,000, a large proportion of which is coloured. It boasts of some very 
large cotton factories-power being derived from the River Chattahoochee, on 
which the town is built. For the school an are'a of about 97,000 acres was acquired 
U!'l a federal reservation; this, as can well be seen, leaves plenty of terrain avail-. 
able for tactical exercises of all descriptions, for pistol, rifle, and machine-gun 
ranges, for grenade, gas, and bayonet courts, etc. All buildings were in the first 
instance of a temporary nature and constructed of wood. These are now being 
replaced gradually by permanent structures of brick and concrete-the rate of 
replacement being dependent on the annual appropriation by Congress for this 
purpose. One of the big factors in determining the selection of this location for 
the Camp was the climate. It is oppressively hot during the summer months, 
but for the rest of the year a moderate temperature prevails. As an illustration 
~f the reliable weather, I might mention that during the 1926-27 course there was 
but one day on which the outdoor programme of our class had to be cancelled 
owing to inclemency of the weather. In September and May the temperature is 
fairly high, but these are the only two months of the course in which a northerner 
might be caused discomfort by the excessive heat. The surrounding terrain is 
varied and rolling, with plenty of wooded areas-dry red soil being the most predo
minant feature. It is suitable for growing Indian corn, cotton, and sweet potato
where irrigated. 

Officers comina on a cou1'se--80·90 per cent. of whom are married-receive their 
o.rders about March, Rnd begin to arrive about September 1st. This allows them 
bme--before the actual opening of the course in the middle of September-to get 
their families ettIed up in Columbus. There is no accommodation in Camp for 
them-the regular garrison personnel taking up all the accommodation. 

The follO\~'jng approximate summary of the Etudent Officers who passed throug,h 
the chool m the year 1926·27 may aive some idea of the extent of the School s activitie :_ ., 

Advanced la, of 80 Officers, lasting eptember to June. 
Company Officers' las of 160 Officers, 1<1 ting September to June. 

ompany Officers, Nntionlll Guurd nnd Re erve Class of 125 Officers, lu tin!: 
~fIlrch to June. 

enior .~fficers, X utionnl Guard Hnd Reserve Clas . of 16 Officers, lasting 6 week. , 
In additIOn there wa a 3 months' Course for National Guard N.C.O.'s and a 6 

,~eeks' refre hel: COur c for ',orne, ery senior Colonel of the Regular Army. These 
l aurse ure de 19ned to tram the Infantrv Officer in the tactics and technique of 
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his branch. One or more representatives of the artillery, cavalry, air force, signal 
and medical branches attended the two first-mentioned courses. There were, in 
addition, representatives of the Marine Corps, a Japanese, a Mexican, two Cubans, 
a Phillipine Scout as well as the Irish contingent. 

The 29th I nfantry, a white regiment, the S3rd Pield Artillery, a Gas Company, 
an Engineer Company, and a Tank Battalion, supply the necessary demonstration 
troops for the exercises throughout the year. Air Service, when required, is ob
tained from an adjacent post at Maxwell Pield, Alabama. The 24th Infantry, a 
coloured regiment, is also staioned at Port Benning and supplies most of the' 
labour details of the Camp, including orderlies, janitors, Infantry School stable 
personnel, etc. The Infantry School Stables accommodate a large number of 
horses which are maintained exclusively for the use of the Academic Staff and 

A Regimental Command Post Exercise, in Doughboy Memorial tadium. 

tudents. These horse urc used for the various equitation course, for the tac
tical rides which figure so largcly on the advanced cIa s schedule, and for the 
Command Post Terrain Exercises. Every encouragement is given to horse 
riding; there are many pleasant rides through the Re ervation, and a Student 

ftieer ean always have the usc of a horse on application to thc orderly,room of 
tb Infantry School 'tables. 

Th formal opening ceremon) of the chool 'ear take place about the middle 
of ptemb r. The ommandant pre id ' and the Mayor of Columbus, with 
SOme other l'rominent citizen , is u ually to be found on the platform. There i 

full muster of Student Officer in their be t rvice uniform, and after some 
welcoming and explanatory pecch s the proceeding terminate with the intro
duction of the individual Officer to the Commanding General and hi staff. This 
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to the Irish contingent was merely a repetition, as on our reporting to Head· 
quarters a few days previously, Brigadier General Collins had sent for us to be 
brought to his office where he expressed their pleasure at having us on the course. 
The first day finished with dass photographs and the drawing of items of equipment. 

On Wednesdays and Saturdays working hours were from 08.00 hours to 12.00 
hours, and on the other week.days from 08.00 hours to 16.00 hours, with a lunch 
interval of 11 hours, one hour, or none at all according to the day's programme. 
As long as the Student Officer was punctual in his attendance at all formations 
there were no restrictions placed on his movements out of Camp. 

The two main Courses at the Infantry School are the Basic or Company Officers 
Course and the Advanced Course. These two Courses for the regular Army 
Officers are designed to complete the education and training of the Infantry 
Officer. The instruction given in the Company Officers' Class is of a grade com· 
parable to that given in our general, Musketry, and Machine Gun Courses at the 
A.S.I. The subjects for this Course included Military History, Army of the 
United Etates, Close Order Drill, Mechanics and Marksmanship of the Rifle, 
Machine Gun, Automatic Rifle, Pistol, Grenades, 37 mm. Gun, and 3 in. T.M., 
Bayonet Training, Field Fortifications, Map Reading and Military Sketching, 
Equitation, Animals and Transportation, Physical Training, Combat Intelligence, 
Administration, Organization and Equipment, Mass Athletics, Instructional 
Methods, Training Principles, Musketry, Combat Practice, Communications and 
Command Posts, Field Messages and Orders, Staff and Logistics to include the 
Regiment, Tactics to include the Company. At the present time a large pro· 
portion of this Class consists of junior captains; it is ultimately intended to cater 
for Lieutenants and 2nd Lieutenants. It is designed to render an Officer com· 
pete~t. to lead Infantry Platoons or Companies in peace and war, or to perform the 
reqmslte staff work of higher units such as Battalions or Regiments. 

The Advanced Course is designed to train Officers for Command of Infantry 
Ba.ttal.ions, Reaiments or Brigades, or to fill senior staff appointments of the~e 
UDl~ In peace or war. (The 1926-27 Class was about equally divided betwe.en 

MajOrs and enior Captains-it is ultimately intended to include only senIOr 
n~tain ). The followina is by no means a complete list of the subjects cover~a 

<lurIDa the months eptembcr.December :_ 

Mflp Reading, } 
Field Fortification, 
Method of Training, 
Method of In truction 
Military History , 

ombat Order ~ Technique, 
ombnt Intelligence, 

Refresher. 

upply of Infantry Units in Campaign, 
Care of Animal and Transportation, 
Equitation, 

ommunications and Command Posts, 
Command and Staff. 
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According as the instruction terminated in each of the above subjects, there were one or more tests or marked map problems. From January to May the time was 
completely devoted to tactics, principally Infantry tactics (from the squad to the 
reinforced brigade). As a large proportion of this work was outdoor-terrain exer
cises, tacticai rides, command post exercises, etc .-this portion was well enjoyed 
by all the Class. DUling this period also a number of lectures, conference,s, map 
problems, and demonstrations which dealt with tactics and technique of the Artil
lery, Air ervice, Tanks, and Cavalry, were included. Examinations were pro
gres ive, i.e., as you finished with each unit you were tested by means of marked 
terrain exerci.es or marked map problems. One complete week in May was de
voted to problems of decision. As each problem wa marked it was returned to 
the student--through chool Headquarter', where a record was kept. The 
Rtudent was informed at the time as to whether his award was satisfactory or un
snti factory, Hnd at the end of the Course he was permitted to obtain from School Headquarters n. Ii t howing his grade in each problem. 

during 1\ Terrain Ex rei ' . 

In both th \ abov 'our cs . p ·cinl attention i· devot'd to making the dudent 
~)llic r qualified to intl'llCt in thubject: he i. b ing taught. It is recognised 
th Ii an Ann Officer in P'IIC -tim' is drifting mor \ anel mor> into the role of in-
tructor-thc olllpan,Y lind Platoon tIlc'r conductina the im;truction of the n

Ii t (1 P 'l'Sonnl'l. In 1111 'IIrrison., troop and po schools for ffic r. ond enli ted 
Jt nn 1 ar in "{''''ular s • .... ion; incr 'II, in" numh 'r. of He ular Anny Offic rs are b in~ II tuil cl o. instl·uctor. with th • "utionnl (junrrl ond Orguni. d R rve; IUd tit \ OmCH Training 'orp: Ilt vnriou. nivpr .. iti{'. nnd ~itizen • Militarv Train
in lOp r quir(' 0 cou .. iclcmbl llumh'r of regulur Ollic r /I in tructor and otr lIing }l r olln -I. 

11 til 'J ( rrt ill Eo' 'rei IInl1 Tllcticnl Hid .. om' \'.~ njoy!\bl day w re 
Jl'n~ outdoor -\'~r.y oft·n u h w 'rt' whol '·<111 " proarl\tnlll~ , lind ralion had t 

1 hrou ht. Wh n OCCH ionlllly W wt:'r' n 'IIr 1\ ood r d, uncI th In 
00. Id rea on bly b Us 'embled the Ollic r' 'Iub en out a truck which upplied drlllk ,\ -1, cigarette' Ilnd lind wiehe for n con. id rll ion. Th drink ' . of 

3 
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course, ~ere milk, non-alcoholic beers, or the local coca-cola, and were consumed 
in large quantities. When not mounted, the class travelled by the Q.M. Corps' 
narrow-gauge train to f\ suitable location in the area over which the Terrain Exer
cise was scheduled to take place. 

The concluding phase of the Course was an elaborate ten-day Command Post 
Terrain Exercise-in which the Students were assigned appointments as various 
unit Commanders and Staffs. The Umpires impersonated the imaginary enemy. 
On being presented with a situation the Students functioned as if they were on 
active service, reconnaissance was carried out, orders given, Command Posts set 
up and operated-the non-commissioned personnel for these being obtained from 
the National Guard Class for N.C.O. 's, and the Communication Officers from a 
special Signal Class. The Command Post functioned as if in an actual war situa
tion-the progress of the action was regulated by the Umpires who supplied in
formation either to the higher Commander or to the Platoon leaders, indicating 
the supposed actual happenings 01' developments of the situation. All the Student 
Classes present took part-the Advanced Class personnel furnished the Brigade, 
Regimental and Battalion Commanders as well as the senior Staff Officers of these 
tInits. The Company Officers' Class furnished Company Commanders and Staff 
Officers of the higher units. 'rhe J ational Guard and Reserve Class furnished 
platoon and company leaders, and Staff Officers of the Battalions. In this way 
the Commanders and Staffs of four Brigades and their subordinate units down to 
the Platoon were formed, and each Brigade handled a different problem. Some 
of the problems last .two days and continued over-night. At the conclusion of 
each problem every Etudent was given a different appointment. To provide ter
rain for these problems the Students were divided into two groups in two different 
Camps, Camp Egbert and Camp Liscum, about six miles apart, and 8 miles from 
!ort Benning, hut still on the federal reservation. Every Student spent six d~Ys 
m each Camp. As far as the sandy nature of the soil, the poor water supply (whl.ch 
was well. chlorinated for drinking purposes), the presence of numerouS biting Ill' 
sects native to the soil, and the problem of getting your mosquito net fixed pro· 
perly would permit, life in these Camps was pretty comfortable. With an 05.30 
hou~'s breakfast, a considerable amount of tramping or riding under a glaring su~ 
dU,rmg t~e day, everyone was naturally tired at night-cold shower and " chow 
(dinner) Just put one in further form for sleep. 

For the mov~ment to Camp n, very excellent Quartermaster department took 
char .e of our kit , and when we arrived in the Camp we found them in our reo 
~pectlve tents. They were imilarly transported without hitch on the return 
Journey. 

. Among the out tanding events of the year were demonstrations by a battalion 
l.n attack, ~Y a battaliorr in defence, and by Air Corps detachments. The fi~t 
two were given. by a battalion of the 29th Infantry at full war strength, and With 
complete war-tune equipment. A platoon of tanks from the Tank Battalion wad 
attached and Air S· d Art· able , ervlCe an l11ery co-operated. The spectators were en. . 
to observe all pha es f th t' pOIllt, o e ac Ion from a suitably located elevated vantage 
nnd at thi point t d . . b' h eO' wn erec e an edlphone with a number of amplifiers W IC 

4 
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abled the instructor in charge to explain the progress of the action as it was 
observed. The Air Corps demonstration, which was given by a detachment, in
cluding observation, attack, pursuit, bombardment, and cargo planes, lasted 
several days, and some gave very interesting displays, not the least thrilling of 
which were acrobatics and a simulated attack by the fast pursuit planes on the 
heavier bombardment type, and another simulated attack by attack planes on a 
battalion of Infantry marching in column of route along the road. This latter 
attack with a similar one against a battery of Field Artillery illustrated very 
clearly what could be accomplished in the way of harassing and delaying an enemy . 
It also emphasised the necessity for having Infantry fully trained in the art of 
speedily dispersing off the road into cover when the signal is given that the attack 
planes are at hand; with this training very little material damage could be done 
to the troops unless caught in a defile or between two high walls. The accom
panying transportation and artillery present much more vulnerable targets . These 
demonstrations were spectacular event and always attracted a big muster of 
officers' wives and families as well as of civilians. 

View of Camp Li cum. 

It would probably eem uperfluou to state in this article that our official re
ception and treatment during the chool Yenr left nothing to be de ired, but it 
may not be entirely inappropriate to record out' appreciation of the uniform cout'
tc y and con ideration shown u by the individual members of our Clas es, ~d 
by the instructors. The personal fri nd hips later referred to by Major-General 
'~mmerall certainly were form d, and proffer of as i tance to help us out of 
~llfficultie in our tuclies, etc., wer num rou. EverJbody wa kenly interested 
m th progre of th Iri h. P opl of Iri h de c nt are practically non-existent in 

olumbu, 0 th r w r none of the 1abor8te t. Patrick' Day c lebrations that 
ar . to be met with in oth r citi throughout the Unit d tate. In the Camp the 
regunental band of the 29th Infantry di cour ed a selection of Irish airs during 
th lunch hour, oPPO ite the Officers' lub. Lt. 'ean 'ollin Powell , who was 
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taking the Company Officers' Course, was made honorary Commander of his 
Student Company for the day. Capt. P. J. Berry and myself, who were taking 
the Advanced Course, were assigned to command the imaginary battalions which 
we were engaged in handling on a terrain exercise that day. A number of the 
Officers at Fort Benning are of Irish descent, and it is interesting to note that one 
of the parents of Colonel Jas. B. Gowen, who commanded the 29th Infantry, 
hailed from East Cork, while the father of Lt. Col. James Higgins, senior student 
in the Advanced Class, hailed from Galway. Major Louis T. Byrne was a Student 
of the Advanced Class whose father emigrated from Wicklow, was an Officer 
in Meagher'S Brigade during the Civil War, and was later a member of the '67 
Fenia.n organisation in the U.E.A.; while Capt. Hunter Maguire, of the Company 
Officers' ClaHs, who was much impressed by a review of Oglaigh na h-Eireann on 

t. Patrick's Day, 1926, boasts of a Tipperary father. 

Pontoon bridge, wit~ foot-bridge in ba,ckground, across the River Chattahoochee, 
erected durmg a demonstratlOn by Engineers, Fort Benning . 

.1: ' 0 accOlmt of Fort Benning would be complete without at least some reference 
tc ~he .ocinl !'ide. There were the usual golf, tennis, polo and hunt Clubs. The 
8\Ylmmmg pool was a very popular resort during the warmer weather. Through· 
cut he year the Officers' Club ponsored regular fortnightly "hops" (CindereJlas) 
op n to n!1 mem~rs of the Club and their guest. Dinner dances marked the 
ll~ore fe , bye .ceca lon , nch llS Hallowe'en, Thank giving, New Year's Eve, etc. 
'1 he ~ ,\mahc lub nnd the Choral Society provided full scope for people of 
drnnlnbc or vocal ability In Columb th t' '1' Clubs-the t lb' us ere were wo ClV) Ian 

oun y u and the Mu cogee-and Army Officers were usually members of one 
or both. 

Th two outstanding soc' I t f . th COrn" . In even 0 the year were the receptIOn by e 
mandma General at th . f h • t the e openmg 0 t e Courses, and the graduation dance a 
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conclusion-which latt~r included a reception for the Chief of Staff. 
uniform is worn at these functions. 

35 

Service 

A good standard of pictures is maintained at the garrison cinema. During the 
year there are many baseball, Iootball, basket ball, polo matches, etc. During 
Holy Week we had the pleasure of making the acquaintance of several members 
of the baseball team from the celebrated Notre Dame University. They were 
engaged in a three-days' tussle with the representatives of the Camp. This team, 
while not so exclusively composed of students of Irish descent, and with Irish 
names, as at one time, is still chronicled in the newspapers as the "fighting Irish. " 
The Infantry School Horse Show is held in April, and Students not competing 
attend the morning portion as a formation. The competitions are entirely inter
unit-the only visitors being Cavah-y Officers from a neighbouring post. 

In October, 1926, Major-General J. L. Hinds, then Chief of Staff, visited the 
School and addressed the assembled Officers. Major-General Charles P. Summer
all was appointed Chief of ctaff early in 1927, and in the course of a tour of Army 
Posts visited the School in April, and he al 0 addms ed the a sembled Officers. 
He returned in May to preside at the concluding Graduation Ceremony, and per-
onally presented the diplomas to the succe sIul Students. I cannot do better 

than conclude by quoting from his addre s on this occasion:-
.. It ha been an e pecial pleasure to include in the members of the Classes 

Officers of a Sister Service, the Marine Corps, and of other countries with whom 
we are on terms of peculiar amity. Their pre ence and the personal friendships 
that have been formed will be helpful in promoting understanding and goodwill 
between our armed forces :mcl our people A welcome wiJI wait those who, we 
hope, will be your ucces ors." 
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PROCUREMENT-MEN AND 
MATERIAL. 

By MAJOR L . ARcmm, A.S.C. 

THE title of this article must not be taken: as meaning that I propose to deal 
with the subject in all its aspects as applicable to the whole Army. Such a task 

would be beyond the capacity of one individual. I merely put forward some views 
on the matter in so far as it affects the Army Eignal Corps. 

The problem of man-power and material is always a difficult one for the tech
nical branches of the Army. In highly organised industrial countries the problem 
of man-power is serious enough tecause of the opportunities open to technicians 
in civil life. In times of industrial depression, however, the acuteness of the pro· 
blem is considerably dinlinished. In times of war the problem becomes increas
ingly difficult due to the demands of industrial organisations converted to war pur
pose and to the increased demands of the military machine. Countries indus
trially organised are obviously in a much better position to meet these demands 
than those whose organisation is of an agricultural character. The Saorstat 
comes into this latter category. With agriculture as our main industry, and few 
if any factories adaptable to war-time needs, we are poorly situated to meet the reo 
quirements of a modern army. 

With regard to man-power our present position ·is that the average recruit is not 
the type from which can be made a technical soldier. In my opinion the main 
reason is that the average tandard of primary education is lamentably low. This 
is possibly due to the fact that the averaae school-leavina aae is about fourteen o 0 0 .t 
years. Then follows a period of about four years during which the average recrul 

is engaged in employment in which he is not called on to make any usc of the edu
cation he received in the primary chool, and wherein he seldom if ever receives 
any manual training. He has then reached the minimum age at which he is 
eligible for enlistment in the army. It is more than probable that the avera.ge age 
for enlistment i nearer twenty than eighteen yeal"s. During the interim period of 
from four to six year he has received no technical education, and he has pro
bably di carded the primary training he received up to the age of fourteen year~. 
A econd rea on: why the average recruit fails to make a good technical soldier IS 
the tot.o.llack of a continuation system of compulsory technical training for you~hs 
on leavmg primary chool. This question has been the subject of an exhaustive 
go~ern.me~t enquiry recently and there is little purpose in discussing it here .. I 
t~nk It ",11 .be conceded that what I have stated is a very fair general apprecill
tlOn of t.he Ituation. 

The que tion then ari e. how best may we meet our requirements ·with the re-
8O~rce at Our .di po al? There are, I conceive, three possible methods . which lire 
neither revolutIOnary nor original. 

~ first is to nli t youth at the school-leaving age, following upon a C.ivi\ 
elVlce E . t· h 1 l..~'ca\ .. xamma Ion e d to determine their educational fitness for tecwu 

~amlllg.. uch youth would be drafted to the School of Signals and there trained 
1n the higher branche of Sirnalling until they reach the reaulation enlistment 

• 0 
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age. On reaching the enlistment age they would serve with the field units for a 
period of about three years, passing to the reserve at the age of twenty to twenty
one years. Reserve service would be for a further period of twelve years. 

The question of absorbing such personnel into civil life would require the co
operation of other government departments, principally the Department of Posts 
and Telegraphs. If during the period of colour service such personnel served in 
the Department of Posts and Telegraphs for a period of six to twelve months, 
they could be trained in post office methods and routine, and this, coupled with 
their army training, would fit them to take up duty in that Department on passing 
to the reserve. It would be essential that during the period of colour service such 
men would pass suitable tests agreed upon by the Department of Posts and Tele
graphs and the Department of Defence, and that the passing of these tests would 
Elntitle them to be placed upon the establishment roll of the Department of Posts 
and Telegraphs. This would ensure that the big majority of Signal Reservists 
would automatically be absorbed into civil life on leaving the army. In addition 
such of them as are qualified should be allowed to sit for the examination for 
Wireless Operator's Certificates, held under the auspices of the Minister for Posts 
and Telegraphs. The possession of this certificate would render them eligible for 
employment as marine wireless operators, or in any shore or land tation operated 
by the Department of Posts and Telegraphs. 

The second method would be to encourage established Post Office personnel to 
('nlist in the army for a hort period of colour service-possibly three years, with 
nine years' reserve service. Such personnel would retain their Post Office appoint
ments during army service but would otherwise be treated as enlisted personnel. 

The third method would be to recruit established Po t Office personnel for the 
CIa "B" Reserve. 

The e three methods would go far to meet the requirements of the Army Signal 
Corp during peace and for a limited period during war. 

It would al 0 en ure that should an emergency ari e, of such a magnitude a to 
make it de irable that the entire inter-communication flystem of the Saorstat to be 
placed under the control of the Department of Defence, it could be effected with 
a minimum of delay and di location. 

It must be realised that th re ure no fuctori in the 'uor tat engaged in the 
Dlanufactur or us mbly of apparatu such as is u d in the Department of Posts 
lind Tel graph or in the Army 'ignal rp. 'I'here will, th t:re fore , Le a great 
cl o.rth of train 'd chnicinn. in an em rgency. The two department most con
c('med in th proeur ment of technician mu. t th r for pool their re ources for 
ach other's b('n fit. 

It nla . be 1\ keel: II this is 0 how diel we m 'ct the mergency of 1922-23 when 
ndition. from thp t llclpoint of trnining, organi ation and exp ri nce were much 

wo 'than the} ar now, r than th y con be in the future? 'I'h an wer i that 
in that p riod we mud us of on means of communication and one only to wit 
radio. t thn tim th re wus 1\ world-wide d pre ion in radio circle and a lar~~ 
~umber of radio operators wer unemplo 'ed, or facing propos d dra tic changes 
III th· conditions of their emplo,ment. The con 'equence wa thnt WE' had no dim-
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culty in securing the necessary quota. There was also the added inducement of 
a. very high rate of pay and possibilities of rapid promotion. 1'hese conditions are 
hardly likely to be repeated, nor are the conditions of the emergency likely to 
recur. When next the Army takes the field it will do 0 under very different cir. 
cUInstances, and will probably have to make use of a more elaborate and complex 
system of intercommunication. 

We now come to the question of the procurement of material. It may be taken 
for granted that should the army be called out for active service it will be under 
conditions which will render it extremely difficult to continue securing our sup· 
plies of warlike stores from their present source. We will be thrown largely on 
our own re ources, and our situation will be an unenviable one. 

Let us take the question of the supply of raw material. 'fhe following is a list 
of some of the materials commonly used in the manufacture of radio, telegraph, 
and telephone apparatus and of field-cable anel wire: -Iron, Steel, Copper, Zinc, 
Lead, Silver, Tin, Nickel, Carbon, Aluminium, Tungsten, Silk, Cotton, Rubber, 
Porcelain, Glass, Mica. 

This raw material will have to be procured in the face of competition by other 
countrie , who require such material for their own needs and who, moreover, are 
in a better position to pay enhanced wartime prices. Assuming it is procured, 
how is it to be fashioned into the finished article, whether it be a mile of field 
cable a field 'phone or a raelio valve? As has already been stated, we have no fac
torie in the Saorstat engaged in turning out such apparatus at present. Much 
may be done by the incentive of national danger, but we cannot produce fac
tories or technicians by a wave of the hanel.Money may tuy raw material, but 
if the killed hand is not available to fashion it into the required article the raw 
material is just so much junk. 

It may be said: "We will buy the finished article." But can we? If our posi
tion at the start of the European \,Var was what it is to-day, and if we desired 
whilst maintaining our territorial integrity to keep clear of the maelstrom, we 
would have been forced to keep our army on a war basis as did other neutral 
European countries. Under these conditions from whom could we buy the 
.. fini hed article?" Xot certainly from any combatant power, and the powers 
who were not combatants could hardly have supplied our requirements. 

It may al 0 be uggested that a suitable alternative is to create immense stoc~S 
of warlike store. This is obviou ly impossible. No country can afford t~ .tle 
up a large portion of it wealth during peace in such a manner. In addltlOll 
nrml~ment anel equipment i for ever changing, and it would obviously be uneco
nomlc to tock large tore. 

The onl) , olution therefore to the problem is to begin during peace to create the 
machiner~ which will meet all our peace-time requirements, and be capable of 
expansion to meet our war· time needs. 

It will b of intere t to recount orne of the difficulties met by the Signal Corps 
of the .. A. Army on the entry of the United States into the ·World War, nnd 
the machinery created to cope with these difficulties. From this may be gauged 
the problem confronting the Saorstat, in view of its povertv in material, mone) , 
und killed worker . • 
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In April, 1917, the United Etates had in the Signal Units of the army a total 
of 13 officers and 1,570 men. There were at the same time 42 officers of other 
branches temporarily detailed for duty with the Signal Corps. In the units of 
the National Guard there were 180 offIcers and 3,500 enlisted Signal personnel. 
The standard of efficiency and training of these latter varied in every State. The 
Signal Corps Reserve created under the National Defence Act did not at this time 
exist. It should be understood that the Signal units of the army were distri
buted over a vast territory-from Alaska to the Mexican border and the 
Phillipines. 

The task ()f providing personnel for a Signal Corps to serve an army of close on 
a million men was a big one. The methods adopted to secure suitable men were 
mainly advertisement and publicity. Articles outlining the peculiar needs of the 
unit were regularly published in newspapers, technical journals and periodicals. 
The machinery of Chambers of Commerce, chools, technical institutes and busi
ness men's associations co-operated wholeheartedly with the Army authorities. 
Selected speakers addressed audiences in theatres, cinemas, etc. during the regular 
entertainments for period of a few minutes, explaining succinctly the needs of the corps, and the •. four minute men," as they were called were to be found on the 
_ tage of every theatre in the United States. Telegrams explaining the require
ments of the unit were sent to every telegraph office in the States for publication: 
on the official bulletin board. Its needs even appeared on the" tickers" of the 
tock-brokers' offices. Use was made of the facilities afforded by the various tele

graph, telephone, and electrical supply companies. Even after the, period of 
voluntary enlistment had pa sed the e companies kept the Chief Signal Officer 
advised of the qualifications of employees about to be called up on th~ •• draft " 
sy tern, so that they could be placed to the best advantage to the unit. Officers 
were recruited from men holding responsible posts in these companies. 
It oon became apparent that the difficultie in the way of securing suitable men 

werc increasing ond were enhanced by the competition of the other branches of 
the ormy. A civilian committe3 on 'In sification of PCI' 'onnel WIlS then set up to 
try and remedy the conditions exi ting. Ench branch of the army submitted re
'lui ition to thi committ e for the men required. The Eignal Corp requisitioned ov l' 20,000 men-of wbicb number it only received balf. 

To handle the training of tbi p rsonnel four troining camps were opened, but 
ub quenti: an effort wa made to concentrat all training in one camp by the 

crelltion of Jo'ranklin Ilntonment, at amp Meade, Maryland, with a capacity for n ,OOO m 'n. In oddition schools were op ned at the Univer ity of Vermont, 
;\larylnncl • tnt Agriculturnl ollege, th Agricultural and Mechanical College of 
T 'XU>I. IIU<1 he oll·g of the ity of .' W YOlk Lat r , on the initiative of the ('hi·f ,ignul Offic r, tb, training of engin ring tudent in ignnl work was IIIlflertuk n n thirty-t>.vo college'. 

1 h problem of training for 1111 bruncbe of tb army became ,0 complicated t~lIt the War D pnrtment con olidnted 1111 nctivitiy in the" Committee on Educs
hrm and pecinl Training." The pttrpO e of thi . bod· wa to study the need of 
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all branches for skilled men and technicians and to secure the co-operation of all 
educational establishments in meeting these needs. A plan was adopted to train 
and provide for the Signal Corps a monthly supply of the following:-

Radio electricians 

Radio operators 

Telephone electricians 

Uadio officers (commissioned) 

Telegraph operators 

1,600 

1,000 

400 

no 
80 

In addition to above it was estimated that 1,000 men would be required monthly 
from the general draft. 

This Committee had co-operating with it twenty-six Universities and Colleges 
with a total capacity for training close on ten thousand men in the above cate· 
gories. These schools, however, did not commence operation until August, 1918, 
and students therefrom saw no active service. The foregoing gives an idea of the 
magnitude of the task with which the United Sta.tes were confronted, and the 
means they took to meet it. Time did not permit the fruits of the effort to be 
seen, but the lesson to be learned is that the entire resources of the country must 
be co-ordinated to achieve the desired result. 

We now come to the question of the supply of Signal apparatus and material. 
The equipment of the Signal Corps was far behind that of the Allied forces. Valve 
radio apparatus was non-existent, their field 'phone was of a poor pattern, and they 
were forced to adopt an instrument used by the U. S. Forestry Service. It was 
not until just prior to the Armistice that the "buzzerphone " (similar to thl' 
British Arm) Fullerphone) was developed. In the all important matter of field 

. . the 
cable, the U.S. Army wa only possessed of single conductor cable which, ill 
olo e warfare in France, was useless, owing to the ease of interception of messages 
by the enemy. . 

To ~eal in detail with the steps taken to provide suitable types of each class of 
matel'lal would take me beyond reasonable limits in this article. I will, therefore, 
III rely treat of the problem of the production of field wire or cable. 

In 1917 tho Eignal Corps possessed two types of cable-field wire and buzzer 
wire-both inale conductors. Tbese types ~vere useless as they necessitated ~he 
use of thE.' " earth return," and therefore facilitated the enemy in interceptl~g 
ignn} ' A" t· . . " '" t .. t· I A trwl 

" . "o-w.a~ or wlsted pmr cable" became essen la.. d 
was mad of field wIre made up as " twisted pair cable," but this was discarde 
Q , too heavy and bulky. Eventually, after great trouble, a suitable wire call

e.
d 

" tpo -t·, . f tbl~ ou s WIre \Va produced. Then difficulties arose. Manufacturers a 
elm;s of wire were not u ed to Armv methods or quantity production. Suitable 

hi ., The 
mac nery to producE.' it in larae quantities bad to be designed and built. 

t · f· I · b Then que Ion 0 III U atmg the wire strands with rubber had to be overcome. 
the. a:ea t di~cult~ arOSe in braiding the cable . There were only two makers ~~ 
brnldma machinery III the United States and the both of them were engaged . 
5 per cent. of their capacity on other war work. It therefore became Dec

e
'· 
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sary to start at the bottom and build machinery to manufacture braiding machines. 
The difficulty of securing raw material also arose. Six miles of steel wire and 
eight miles of bronze wire were required to produce one mile of outpost wire. 
This, with the inexorable demand for both steel and bronze for other war purposes! 

In the meantime the demand from France for this wire jumped from 1,000 to 
68,000 miles a month. On the top of this the Allies asked to be supplied with a 
like amount monthly. It therefore took the United States, with her immense 
r.esources and her vast; industrial organisation, over eighteen months to produce 
three weeks supply of cable for her Armies. In actual fact, a total of 40,000 miles 
'had only been produced up to November, 1918, and the output of 68,000 miles per 
month would hardly have been reached for another twelve months. 

We can form from this a picture of the difficulties she experienced in producing 
tbe more delicate and complicated equipment. such as Radio sets, telephone 
switchboards, telegraph apparatus. telephones, photographic material, meteoro
logical apparatus, field glasses, batteries, wire carts, etc., all of which was equip
ment used by or furnished through the Signal Corps. 

The foregoing is a very brief survey of this subject, but; enough has been written 
to enable my readers to realise the problem which confronted the United States 
between April, 1917, and November, 1918. I trust it will induce some of them 
to consider carefully the problems of a like nature with which possibly this State 
may one day be faced. 
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MILITARY ORGANISATION. 
By COLONEL M. COSTELLO, General Staff. 

I N view of the announcement by the Minister for Defence on the 16th November, 
1927, that it is the intention of the Government to change radically the military 

system heretofore followed in An Saorstat, it is of interest to examine the military 
systems presently adopted by other countries. In the following notes, which are 
based on lectures delivered at the Hibernian Schools, Dublin, during the month 
of February, 1928, that aspect of Military Organisation which is concerned with 
the raising and maintenance of armies, is dealt with briefly. The organisation and 
maintenance in the field of tactical units which is of equal interest to the soldier 
:and is the object of all organisation, is not considered. It is proposed to follow 
this rather general examination of Military Systems with a number of other 
articles giving an account of the following militias in some detail: 

The Swiss Militia, 
The Canadian Militia, 
The United States' National Guard, 
The British Territorials . 

Organisation is the act of disposing, arranging and combining constituent or 
interdependent parts into an organic whole. Military organisation is the system. 
atic arrangement of the manpower and economic resources of a nation for national 
defence. Organisation for national defence affects the whole population. The 
demands of modern war on the economic life of the state are very great. All its 
resources must be utilised with a vie", io the maximum degree of force being put 
forth in its defence. Therefore, the citizens who serve by producing food, those 
who maintain the transport services, and all others who assist in the maintenance 
of the national life, must be considered in the organisation of the state for its 
defence. And this organisation should produce a fusion of the military and the 
social and industrial life of the people so that the former may impede the latter as 
little as possible, and the latter contribute most effectively to the health of the 
former. 

',- . 
\Ve know how great are th~ personal sacrifices demanded in war, and wIth.a 

lively reali ation of its horrors it is to be hoped that our people will strive to avoJ(1 
needle conflict. But when war is unavoidable defeat is more bitter and more 
co tly than ucce s. The history of our race leads us to hope that however paci£c 
our intention', we will not brook defeat''aIld subjugation without a struggle. 

Succe in war is to be as ured by ound preparation more than anything ebe, 
The mo t important form of preparntion in time of peace is thorough provision for 
a war orgnni ntion. >.;uch preparation tends to prevent war. A nation is slow to 
attack another known to be prepared for defence, and will not do so unless the 
reflult to be obta.ined outbalance the co t and effort demanded, 

Colonel du Picq, a notable French officer, who is de cribed by Foch as " the ex· 
ponent of mornl force, "ha thi to ay about ol'aanisation : 

.. It 'd'ffi . <> Ie 
1 not 1 cult for us to ee that people animated by passion-even peop 

who know how to die without flinching-strong in the face of death, but without 
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discipline and solid organisation, are conquered by others individually less valiant, 
but firmly organised all together and one for all." 

The many difficulties and failures of the British in the Boer War have been 
attributed in great measure to the poor state of organisation of their forces. Our 
own difficulties in 1922-'23 should be a lasting example of the difficulties one works 
under when there is not uniform and complete organisation. 

In studying an organisation as in any critical study, we must take nothing for 
granted. Every feature of it must be questioned and called upon to explain its 
purpose-the means by which it; accomplishes that purpose, its reason for accom
plishing it in that manner and no other, and the degree of success it attains. If 
the system is good it need not fear such investigation; if it is bad the sooner it is 
found out the better. When similarities are found between two systems we must 
know why. Did the two originate mdcpendently from needs felt in both places 
simultaneously? Was one imitated from the other? If so, was it pure imita
tion to save thinking, or was the imitation the result of constructive thought? 
Where differences are notcd we should also find out why. Are the two indepen
dent, or did one system have knowledge of the other and deliberately reject or 
alter some point? If any feature is found in a system, after finding out how it 
came there, we should know whether it remains becau e it is fitted to remain, or 
merely from force of habit. 

While we will go to the organisations which exist to-day, and are considered the 
best for information and data for our subject, we must not forget that they were 
not created as a result of any plenary inspiration. They are, in fact, the result 
of the evolution of the military art through the centuries. To understand them 
fully and to appreciate the nceds which they were evolved to meet, we should pro
perly make our approach to the subject through the pages of history. Lack of 
space prevent this. However, it should be remembered that the art of war is a 
very ancient one-that it development has a certain continuity, and that any
thing w do now is merely a further development in SO far as it may be new to all. 
In the varying hi .. torical development of annies may be found the rea£!on for 
many of the differences in organisation which cannot otherwise be explained, and 
the strength of tradition a affecting organisation will al 0 be apparent. In this 
conn ction the following words of the German General, Von der Goltz, are apt: 
.. Every good military sy tem bears ;\ clearly defined national character." In 
other word, , a good military 'ysLem is one that fits the peculiar needs and cir
cumstance of the gtnh> in which it exit, 

The ultimate object of nil orgnni ntion i, succe in war, It is, therefore, the 
t ctienl orgnnisntion for battle tha is the fir t t p in the or ani stion of an Army, 
We will pro I cd here with II eliscu sion of how that or ani 'ution can best be main. 
tn~~ <l in r 'mHn ., for Wllr, which h; th que tion of p nce-time organi ation and 
:\Ilhtnry •. ~. 'll'mt-;, 11 the'c lIlutt r are of litt) or no moment until there is Q 

toe iClIl orgl ni ntion determined. nnd th un w r to th que tion the rai e arc 
invarillbly rl pendent on the form which the tactical orgHni 'ation take .. 
, It i. obviou' that the mHintennne in peal' -time of the army needed for war on 
It war-time basi would be enormously co tly. Few, if an~', tate could afford 
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to so maintain it, and it is in fact unnecessary. If it is intended to put 100,000 
men in the field there is no necessity to keep those men always with the colours, 
provided one can arrange otherwise for their being available and in fit condition 
to take the field when they are needed . That applies to the men needed. We 
said before that war demands the production of every available ounce of energy 
which the nation possesses, and the organisation of material means is as vital as 
the organisation of men. It would be obviously impossible to have the nation 
always on a war footing. If we are to have a healthy state the production of 
wealth, the development of the national culture, etc., must absorb the greater 
part of the energy and money of the people in peace. It is to leave them free for 
these pursuits that we protect them against war and conquest. 

A state cannot be always on a war footing. It must, however, in the words of 
Von der Goltz, " prepare all available resources in peace with a view to the whole 
being in readiness for war when the occasion arises." There is a variety of 
systems we should remember that no matter what the system,. there is a need for 
decentralisation, of recruiting, training, etc., and there is the need for organisation 
that will be the basis or framework upon which the nati.on will be mobilised, i.e., 
Territorial Organisation. 

Any good system fits the national character and situation of the country. Na· 
tional character is the main factor in determining the suitability or otherwise of 
conscription. Good military training will give discipline, physical development, 
courage and self-respect to an average man. It .can be a powerful aid to the de· 
velopment of patriotism. The development of these qualities is of prime import. 
ance for increasing the value of any military force, and the capacity of the nation 
for defending itself. It is, therefore, necessary that the military system of 8 

country should as far as possible develop and foster such national and individual 
attributes. If compulsory service is not popular and inflicts seeming hardships 
on the populace, it 'will not help in this respect. If we have only a standing army 
we won't reach all the people. How best to a.chieve the results of training men
tioned i one of the factors that will determine the choice of a military system. 

Military ystems are generally of three kinds:-

(1) The Profe ional tanding Army. The British Regular Army is an example. 

(2) The hort ervice National Army (The" Nation in Arms "). The Conti· 
nontal con cl'ipt armies are mainly of this kind. The French Army, and those of 
the Little Entente nations are the best examples. 

(3) Militia Annie. The Swi , anadian, Australian and South African militias 
are example . 

There are, of cour e, combination of two or more systems, and the degree to 
which each l t m or combination i developed varies greatly. 

Now, with any y tem it will be the case that all the troops will not be placed 
on the field of battle in the fir t tage of the campaign. The Field Army pro
c ad to the theatr of war. Th lines of communications, fortresses, coast de· 
fence , depot . tc. , must also be manned. Replacements for the Field Army 
rou t be found. Men coming of military age during the conflict must be trained. 
For all of the e troop Ilnd cadre and instructors will be needed. 
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The Field Army must be the best fighting men available-young, and the most 
recently trained. It will accordingly be found that most Military Systems pro
vide a first line Army or Field Army, and a. second line Army as a kind of reserve 
for the first, and for the duties at home or on Lines of Communication. Some 
have three, notably the pre-war German so largely copied. Apart from the differ
ent nature of the tasks in the Field of Battle and at home, there is another factor 
which influences the formation of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd line armies, to wit: the capa
city of the state to put all in the field in the opening stages, even if such a course 
were desirable. The availability of trained men is not usually the governing 
factor; it is the supply and equipment of the whole man-power of the state which 
is impossible of achievement until industrial mobilisation for war has taken place, 
and the munition factories and other sources of supply are turning out material to 

their fullest capacity. 
We will now consider briefly the characteristics of the three principal systems. 

THE PROFESSIONAL STANDING ARMY. 

(1) It is a voluntary service army. 
(2) It is therefore a mercenary army to a great degree. 
(3) It follows that it is costly as regards pay and allowances. 
(4) Due to the cost the limit to its size is reached early. 
(5) Comparatively speaking, it is an army of long service men. 
(6) The difficulty of resettling the ex-soldier in civil life with fair chances of 

earning a livelihood, becoming a productive and useful citizen, and with equal 
justice to himself and the man who does not join , is great. (Vocational training 
is resorted to in England while the men are with the colours). 

(7) A higher standard of training can be reached than is the case with other 

systems. 
(8) It is suitable for overseas garrisons. e.g., British Garri ons in India and the 

Colonies, and American garrisons in the Phillipines, Hawaii, Panama, etc. 
(9) It produces a high-clus and experienced in tructor, both commissioned and 

non-commis ioned, for the training of other forces, Reserve., Militia, etc., if such 
are maintained in conjunction with the Regular Army. 

(10) It will form the spearhead of national mobilisation, and take the field while 
thc remainder of the national strength is being prepared for war. 

(11) It provides a ready-for-service expeditionary force for mall wars, and 
can be used in this manner without an appeal to the nation for an unu unl mili
tary effort, e.g., u e by British and American governm nts in China, Nicaragua, 

tc. 
(12) It cannot furnish the fighting force need cd for a major national effort, and 

ven to put it in the field initially pecialist. Rnd l' placements are necessary. In 
En land the l'Iupplementary reserve of pecialh;t. is found nece ary for this pur
po e, and in the United tate they have the organi" d re Cl've with the arne 
mi ion. dditional officer must normall~ b Rvnilabl in th shap of a reserve 
o{ officers. It i important to r member, therefore, that even for the permanent 
profe'sional army a upplementary organisation is essential. 
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(13) Standing alone, it is not the army of the people in the sense that every 
citizen will have an active interest in its welfare. It tends to become a foreign 
body in the state. The existence side by side with the Regular Army of a militia 
overcomes these drawbacks. 

It is interesting to note that the post-war treaties impose this type of army on 
Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Bulgaria as a means of limiting the military 
power of these countries. 

THE NATIONAl, ARMY OR THE NATION IN ARMS. 

(1) Compulsory service is the outstanding feature of the Nation in Arms. 

(2) The colour service is short (one, two, or three years) . 

(3) The maximum military strength is developed or capable of rapid develop
ment. 

(4) The men with the colours and those who have most recently left, form the 
1st Line Troops. The older men are incorporated in units (second line units) for 
lines of communication, or other duties demanding a lesser standard of fitness 
than those of the Field Army. . 

(5) Officers, the bulk of the non-commissioned officers, and other professionals 
are enlisted by voluntary recruitment. 

(6) A large reserve of officers must be available. 
(7) The system demands large forces with the colours each year, and involves 

considerable expenditure, but at a low cost per head, on pay, etc. 
(8) The National Armies of Europe, of which we may take the French or Belgian 

fls an example, are designed to take the field at very short notice, and relying on 
t;he national strength and resource to fight decisive battles within a few days or 
weeks of the declaration of war. This. for example, is the military system that 
France and Germany followed with a view to the conflict of 1871 and that of 
1914-1918. The countrie who can afford to do without this system are those who 
need not fear invasion without having some time for the mobilisation and organi
~ation of their resources, e.g., England and the United States. 

THE MILITIA. 

Th militin y tern exi t in tho e countrie which have no fear of invasion with
out time for defen ive preparations. which look mainly or altogether to home de
fence, and ~ndenvour to reinforce natural barriers or supplement external means 
01 defence. 

The • countrie nre, in the main, unable because of lack of resources, to pro
duce Dough force to defend them elves against all likely aggressors. Switzer
land mllintnin a militia 0 that her armed force aided by the natural difficulties 
of her t nain, ma~ make it too costly for any enemy to violate her neutrality. 
While, for in tnnc , yermany could no ooubt have overrun this small nation during 
th hei ht of her power, th value of wi territory from any point of view would 
have to b wei h d ngain t the cost of conquest. Canada, Au Lralia. and outh 
Africa maintain militia armie, which ,'upplement the British avy as home defence 
fore Th y rely on the tr ngth of BritRin, but also on their own resource. 
It i the y tem of the ,'mnll and weak nation , 
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In case of alliance or common action with another power, the stronger such a 
state is militarily the more its great ally will have to bow to its interests. This 
statement is commended especially to the consideration of our readers in view of 
the position of An Saorstat in international affairs. To digress still more from our 
topic it may be said that political permutations and combinations are endless, and 
the assistance of great allies is always an uncertain and shifting factor. 

With these more or less general remarks we come to the principal character
istics of the militia system. 

(1) 'rhe system devplops military strength at a less cost than any other. 

(2) While there are voluntary militias such as the British Territorials and the 
American National Guard, the system, if depended on absolutely for defence, 
embodies conscription or contemplates it. A militia depending on voluntary en
listments is difficult to maintain and comparatively costly. 

(3) The essence of the system is that the bulk of the army are citizen soldiers 
who follow their normal vocations throughout their service in the Militia and are 
called up for training during short periods for a number of years. 

(4) It is essentially democratic, more so than any other system. 
(5) A strong central government is necessary. With a weak government and 

an undisciplined nation the citizen-soldier is an obvious menace. 
(6) A Territorial form of organisation involving great decentralisation is required. 

Units must be organised by pari hes, counties, cantons, towns, states, etc. 
(7) Very highly trained and capable professional instructors are essential in 

view of the very short time the militia soldier is in training. 
(8) Complete material means for training at the periodical encampments are 

necessary. 
(9) As about one month per annum i the usual period of training in the field 

(i.e., the period for which men are called out for training) some additional train
ing is e sential. There must be training all the year round in local drill halls for, 
Bay, an hour per evening each week. The e local drill halls (armouries in the 

nited tate) are an ab olute e. sential. 
(10) An actively sympathetic public is nece ary to uecess . (The county a. 0-

ciation in England provide the needful in this resp ct). M a. ures mu t be taken 
to en. ure that men will be released for annual training without prejudice to their 
civil employment. 

(11) An adequate permanent stablishment of officers, non-commissioned 
offie rs, specialists, admini trators, etc .. must be provided. 

(12) It i~ obvious that Militia armies cannot reach u. higb standard of training. 
and that the men can never be the malch of th of II prof ional army. It i 
frunkly r coani f'd ev r) where thnt befor militia unit , no mntter how good, can 
tnk thl' fi Id, they mu t have furth r int nsive trnining. 

Laving th full r (·xnmination of nch!;) 'lom to other IIrticl " we will eonclud ' 
with Ii me general ob;.; rvntionli whieh apply alike to nIl. Britihh Fi Id erviee 
U~ ulalion lit) down tbe principle thut militllr fore mu .. t b economi d by 
u 109 to the greatest extent po 'sible the ordinar~ machin r of eivil life to a sj ,t 
th lore' in the field. It i empha i ed thut the to k of the army is the highly 
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specialised business of military operations. The less the likelihood of contact! with 
the enemy, the less the degree of discipline and training required. The more the 
work of man or unit approximates to the civil employment or avocation of the men 
the less the training necessary. These principles are of universal application. 
There are many classes of specialists needed by an army in the field whose peace· 
time duties and experience in civil life fit them for their place in the war machine. 
Personnel to man hospitals, railways, motor transport repair parks, some classes of 
signal troops, are examples. Any military system should aim at making these 
men available for war without the necessity of spending time and money on them 
in peace· time by their inclusion in the standing army. The British Supplementary 
Reserve provides these people for the regular army. 

All milit~ry systems have this in common-that they make special provision for 
the additional officers that will be needed in war. Officers, and to some extent 
non· commissioned officers, being the teachers, the leaders, and the custodians of 
discipline and tradition, cannot be improvised, and must be available in peace· 
time in adequate numbers. 

With a militia or with the national arm v it is essential that the country be 
divided into territorial districts for purpose ~f decentralisation, for administration, 
organisation, recruiting and, above all, for speedy mobilisation:. Even with a pro· 
fessional standing army such territorial sub·division is desirable. The process of 
local mobilisation is almost universally adopted for the purpose of making most 
u e of local facilities, buildings, supplies, etc., thereby avoiding the expense and 
delay incident to new construction, and transportation of men and supplies. Na· 
tional Armies and Militia Armies having the bulk of their forces away from the 
colours in Reserve or Militia units, must have a means of having these units pr~· 
perly organi ed-men and units must be fitted into their appropriate places. In 
the machine. Conscription and recruitment of men must be territorially carned 
out, and the placing of the e men in units should be done where they are recruited 
for the purpo e of avoiding expense in transportation as well as because of the need 
for decentrali !lotion of the work and the keeping of men from the same place in the 
unit that pertain to that place. 

Unit of re erve and Militia on a territorial basis can be recruited from a de· 
finite area, aiving advantage in the matter of morale and esprit-de-corps, and the.y 
can be organi d on th pot with saving in expense. Territorial organisation I.S 

ne~e ary if th.e y'tem of armoury training carried out with the British Ter.fl' 
torwl and UDlted tate Tational Guard is to be followed. For Annual TraJO
in it. av • expen.a in trun portation to have them trained on the spot. It adds 
to th int re~t of th people in uch training. 

Tha~ the I.\r~~ b clo.ely united with the people and welded into the state 11 .1\ 

wh Ie I ~ t Important, b ing a it i the spinal column of national resistanc~ In 
war. Thi clo . 'ociation i ab olutely e ential in National and Militia armle •• 
n the e .~. t ,illl', depend on the good-will of the people for success, and on the 
folie t ubh'abon of machinery exi ting for other purposes. Clo e association,be' 
tween the people and their army can be t be assured by territorial organisatlOU. 
1'l1e t'xample of the Brili h Territorial . which are rai ed on a county basis by 
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county associations, and the British Regular Regiments which are mostly re
cruited from specific districts in which they have their Depot, are examples of the 
means taken to achieve this end. 

There is no lesson which military history teaches with more clarity and force 
than this: that unorganised and untrained masses are a weakness rather than a 
strength. The history of the Civil War in the United States is only one example 
of the truth of this assertion even though it is the best. Armies cannot be pro
duced in a day. Careful preparation, a sound organisation and training, training, 
and still more training are needed. No matter if one only boasted an infantry 
battalion it is far better to have one worth while battalion, at lea t one unit that 
can fight, than many such unable to cope with the conditions and demands of 
modern war. 

What one has should be worth having, no matter how small, and for the 
future it may be said that progressive development should be the aim. There are 
two ways of making progress in any sphere of human activity-Revolution and 
Evolution. In the making of an army, revolution, whatever the intrinsic merit of 
the changes 6ffected, produces disorganisation, confusion, les ened cohesion, and 
is apt to be disastrous to that most delicate but most vital quality-morale. By 
a process of evolution one can, if he goes {larefully, acts with lmowledge of his 
goal and his means, and uses good judgment, achieve all that might be effected 
by revolutionary changes without the dj;;rupting effects. This is not evidence 
of conservatism. Without progress there is stagnation and death. 
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THE VIEWS OF THE 'OI'HER RANKS' 
By SGT.-MAJOR F. H. CHANDLER, No.4 Brigade. 

H AVING by good fortune been able to borrow the October and Ja~u~ry 
issues of the Army Quarterly, I feel that I have some foundation for subIllittmg 

an article under the present heading, because the two i sues mentioned have not 
contained any expression of opinion so far as " Other Ranks " are concerned, and 
there are so many opinions and views held by the" Other Ranks" which call for 
expression. After all, in the absence of a deliberating body on which " Other 
Ranks " would be represented, there is no channel through which views may be 
passed other than the Army Quarterly. As an initial intrusion, I submit the fol
lowing views, not in a carping spirit, but in the hope that they may help to a 
fuller appreciation of the difficulties, problems, aspirations and thoughts of the 
" Other Ranks." 

THE ARMY JOURNAL. 
I feel that" The Army Journal," or" Army Quarterly ," is, ' up to the moment, 

a misnomer, because it has been out of the reach of and out of t'ouch 'with Non
Commissioned Officers and Men. "Officers' Quarterly," by all means, but not 
" Army Quarterly, " until it caters for " Other Ranks ," because we are part of 
the Army. In the days when AN TOGLACH was published as a monthly, or fort
nightly journal the " Other Ranks" took every advantage of the Journal, and 
contributed to its columns as well as they were able. By these means they were 
made to feel that the Journal was accessible to them, and many discussions were 
developed through the medium of its pages. I suggest that the J ournal shou~d 
be made available to the " Other Ranks " again, by giving them some pages, III 

which, under Editorial supervision, they may present their thoughts- Circula
tion to the" Other Ranks" might be made by supplying to each Brigade or Bat
talion Library, two or three copies of the current number of the Quarterly, the cost 
to be defrayed from Brigade or Battalion Funds. Certain" Other Ranks" would 
be quite prepared to become ub cribers to the Journal were they afforded an 
opportunity of doing 0, and thus the Quarterlv would be assured of increased cir
culation, and there would be potential increased adv.ertisement revenue_ 
PERIOD OF ... ERYICE. 

In .Jumbers 1 and 2 of the Quarterly, various Officers have commented on the 
matter of Enli tment for hort-Term periods, yet this matter is most peculiarly a 
problem to be reviewed and faced by the" Other Ranks." We, in our foolish
ne ,may not be concerned with the pros and cons of the discus ion as to respec
th'e value of Territorial, Militia , or Regular Forces but we feel that our bread 
and butt~r i intimately concerned when we are faced' with the option of extending 
our :rvlCe for a hort period in tbe Army and a long period in the Reserve. The 
que .b~n occ~r ~o u. whether or not the average Iri h employer has a mind so 
patrIotIcally .lDchned a to permit members of hi staff to be absent for one month 
per year while underaoing Army Training. In other words, can we find good en1-
ployment w~er~ ab ence for one month pel' year will be permitted? We fear thnt 
the un wer]8 In far too many cases in the negative, and thus we look upon the 
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Short Term of Service as a nightmare. The last few months of a current engage
ment are spent in questing for employment, so that we may not be faced with a 
period of Reserve Service. Personally, I am inclined to the view that the Terri
torial System of Drill Halls, with so many hours of Drill at night per week, and a 
fortnight's training per year, offcrs greater attractions to the " Other Ranks" 
than either" A " or " B " Reserve Eervice. Even with the Territorial System, 
the employer must be shown his national duty, and the 'l'raining period reconciled 
with his least busy period. 

THE MATTER OF GRATUITIES AKD PEKSIOXS. 

I believe that the " Other Ranks " have a case for consideration in the matter 
of Gratuities and Pensions. Many of us have served faithfully and loyally, giving 
of our best, since the stormy days of 1922. We recall the fact that in 1922 and 
early 1923 men who left the Army, after as short a period of service as six months, 
received one month's leave on dischat'ge, at the rate of 3s. 6d. per day pay and 4s. 
per day Ration Allowance, and it seems to us to be unfair that we should receive 
only three weeks' pay according to our rank, and Is. 7d. per day in respect of 
rations for that period, after six years' ervice. "Ve look forward to the time 
when the country may be able to eonsidf'r some form of Pension Scheme for the 
.. Other Ranks," and shall bless the sponsors of such a scheme. 
THE MATTER OF PROMOTION. 

I am sure that a careful analysis of the discharge from the Army would show 
that the percentage of junior K.C.O. 's leaving the Army is much greater than that 
r,f Senior X.C.O. 'so That is to liay, of 100 Corporal 40 normally leave 
the Army on discharge as against 10 out of 100 Company Sergeants. I 
am open to correction, but I believe that the e figures about strike the mark. 
The shortage of Junior N.C.O. 's is a con tant thorn in the ide of Unit Com
manders, yet the hortage is the natural result of pre ent conditions insomuch as 
there is practically no promotion at the pre ent time. urely one of the reasons 
for the pre ent state of affairs i that no 0..: ergt.-Major or Battalion Quarterma tel' 

ergeant cares to leave hi po. ition for civilian life. I tate this as a reason be
cau'e the 'ompany Sergeants and '.Q.M .. 's mu t perforce remain in their posi
tions, pending vae/mcie in the ranks of Yon-Corns. with am Browne Belts. A 
one of your Officer contribut-ors has so ably put the matter, there must be a vacancy 
at the top before promotions Cl10 be effected. Why not, then, open the chann~l 
for enior ~·.C.O.'s educationally and profe siona~ly qualified, to pa s into the 
Conllni . ioned rank as vacancies occur? The Arm~ Cadet hip, a it stands at 
pre nt, is not for th • T. '.0., un Ie. he should be pos. e sed of private means 
unit he unmarried. (;Oome ~'ears ago I submitted an article to the Editor of AN 
T GL,\CII endeavouring to compare the po ition of a ergcant-Major and a Lieu
tenant. eneI'll I , claiming that neither could, in th ordinary way, hope for pro
motion. It i. no unfair thing to uy that promotion. to th Arm~ man, i the 
pic of existence, nnd that, wh n ambition i killed, incentive and initiative mu t 

be dulled very considerably. The result, ther fore. i tha erg ant and r
pornl . despairing of promotion, leave the Army, and that th enior N. .0.' fail 
to oppl . thernelve to study, hoving practically no incentive to do so. As for the 
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remaining part of the" Other Ranks," I fear that theirs is veritably a desperate 
case, because even the attainment of Class 1. Grade seems to constitute an im
passable barrier. How then, may they look to scale the heights of promotion? 

THE MISUSE OF THE \VORDS " OTHER RANKS." 

I believe that the words" Other Ranks" are not proper, and are to be resented. 
I have used the expression many times in this article in order to show how clearly 
it is wrong. As a ~ on-Commissioned Officer, I believe that I should be alluded 
to as such. The very comprehensive words, "Officers, Non-Commissioned 
Officers, and Men " classify us very fully, and allot the dignity of rank to all en
titled thereto. The term" Other Ranks" fails to give the Non-Commissioned 
Officer his proper status, and, I submit, should not be used. 

MATTERS IN GENERAL. 

Fearing that this article i already sufficiently egotistical, I hesitate to venture 
any further expressions of opinion, yet there are many other matters upon which 
the views of the Non-Commissioned Officers and Men could, with advantage, be 
heard. If the Editorial department is prepared to grant say six pages of the 
Quarterly to the Non-Commissioned Officers and Men, I am sure that many inte
resting matters could be brought to light for discussion and for the delectation of 
all concerned, and I, for my part, will glory in joining issue on any debatable or 
controversial matter which may be presented by (for the-last time) "Other Ranks." 
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THE MILITARY SITUATION AND 
ITS MAIN INFLUENCES. 

By CAPT. SEA~ MacCARTHY, No.4 Brigade. 

T HE intricate nature of our problem of national defence must .be appa~'ent to 
all interested in the subject, particularly to readers of the articles which ap

peared in recent issues of this Journal. The authors of these nrticies ably sum
marised the effects of the Anglo-Irish Treaty upon our political and military 
situation, and indicated aspects of thf< problem which invito study and discussion 
by all Officers. 

That such study and discussion may be profitnble and give results of any prac
tical value, it is necess'ury to have a clear appreciation of the most protable cir
cumstances under which the Military Forces cf the State would be called upon 
to take the field. 

In thus examining the subject, the most striking fact which proclaims itself is 
the influence of political programmes upon the Military situation and upon the 
preparations for war, which that situation may demand. Unless the political 
outlook on military matters i· continuous and unaffected by change of Govern. 
ment, it is obvious that unity of purpose on the objects to be attained cannot be 
ensured, or the full military resources. of the country employed; while Army 
organisation, equipment and establishment would be subject to constant inter
ference with results disastrou to efficiency. . 

A stable military policy is, therefore, an es ential condition to the solution of 
the defence problem, and it i hoped that patrioti m will dictate the realisation 
of this fact to all political partie. Otherwise the work of thoRe now, or in the 
future, re pon ible for the planning of military mea ureR Cor the security of the 

tat will be counteracted and nullified . 

While the circum tance which would creat . ituations demanding the int 1'

vention of the Del nce Forces I\l'e num r u and varied, th most conceivatl 
and at tht' ~ume time the most probable, un' those urising from Great Britni~ 
entering upon eith l' a delensivt, or offensive \\"ur. In such an event, and, not
with tanding the adoption of the m st benevolent for ign policy by the Govern
ment then in xi!;tpnce in thl' • aor tnt, II hostile landing on Our coa. tR would be
COme an imminent menIlC('. 

An attack of this natur would tak th Conn oC one or other of two main types 
of h til· IIction, nam 'I~' :_ 

(1) An inva. ion, h ving for it.· obj tiV(> tll nnnc ation f the country ither 
. an cnll in it· If, or as n IrWlln. r tlUl.'lIt ning till' . > urity of 'r at Britain by 

<Ii ct l' indir ct method bu I upon th lllilit n ' pO' ion of tlli c untry. 

(2) ~~id or n e~u~e Of. on' or Ilun' poni n of our t >rritory with the bj 'ct 
of xer 1 III a re tnctmg lOdut'nc' upon h n valor militar mov ment of 
r'u~ Britain, by threat -ning it . a c mmunication , and upplie, Or of d _ 

tronng point of militflry or economic importane '. e 
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While the former eventuality is one, the occurrence of which is possible in 
certain given circumstances; and cannot beeause of its possibility be disregarded 
in considering the adoption of defensive measures, the combination of circum
stances which would render it feasible are of such a remote nature as to prevent 
it becoming the dominant factor in the military situation of the moment. 

Accordingly, the latter contingency-a raid or an attempted seizure of a portion 
of our territory-is that which must exercise the determinating influence upon 
our military policy. Such an attempt is feasible irrespective of the enemy pos
sessing complete command of the sea, and is, as a result, much more probable 
than an effort to invade and subjugate the country. Furthermore, a policy aim
ing at the attainment of measures fitted to oppose hostile action of this second 
type means building up automatically the basis of an organisation capable of 
ultimately undertaking uccessful opposition to any effort to completely over-run 
and occupy the country. 

The fact that the North-East portion of Ireland is not within the jurisdiction 
of the Saorstat has been mentioned in a recent issue of this Journal as the 
supreme factor effecting our military policy. That this fact, with the conse
quent existence of a land frontier is of a certain importance is undoubtedly true, 
but that a directing influence can be exercised thereby can hardly be upheld aB 
completely accurate. All possible or conceivable contingencies must, of course, 
receive minute con ideration in any complete survey of the military situation, 
but it i only the most probable of these contingencies which can dictate and 
supremely influence our immediate military policy. In an eventuality in which 
Northern Ireland participated as an enemy, or in which the defeat of the forces 
charged with the defence of Northern Ireland exposed the Saorstat to invasion 
by a common enemy, the land-frontier would most certainly be the predominant 
factor. The probability of any of these contingencies is, however , remote. and 
the importance of -'" orthern Ireland as affecting Our defensive schemes is small 
to a corre ponding degrce in comparison with other factors. The influence of 
the aor at-~ T orthern Ireland frontier in present circum tances is one principally 
nffectinn th tratenic conc ntration of OUr military forces, particularly in re-
nard th' _.,. orth Wet rn on tal Area. 

Th coa. t-lin of the 'Ho.r tat governs trategically our military situation in 
th IUnc mann r n land-frontiers dominate the strategic position of Continental 
Pow r . In thi' resp ct Our in ulnrity may be un advantage in muny way , but 
it n(;c' . nrily testo\\' on lin enemy trnte<>ic initiative nnel the grcut ad"nntntTc'; 
r' ulting th'r fr ill. 

This initinth" m 'y b' r trict d only (\ wry limitf'd xtent by roe an of 
1 'rmnn nL 01. tnl { r ificl\tion. Apart from the cost of uch d fen ive work,; 
nnd th im " ibilit: f fort\'fyinrr nil po. 'ibl lundin pl!l~e" it i~ xtr mel:; 
doubtful if p rn~"n n f rtificll ion. nll ph\~- IIn;y "C~- importnnt part in our 
III 1\ ' UT " of nuhon 1 dd n. Iod'm expcrienc ugge t that th cit'ncl.' of 
!ortific ti n elm n \' r rt' oin it former importance in warfare. The most we 
c n xpec from -j tin'" co . ,,) f rtificntion or from any likel - to be erected 
in futur . i h t th 'Y ~'ould influenc an enem to eek an unfortified area for 
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disembarkation, or that they would delay disembarkation in the event of the 
enemy being in a position to select a fortified harbour, port or stretch of coast
line and to devote some time to the reduction of the fortifications. Permanent 
fortifications will not, therefore, of themselves provide a solution of our defence 
problem. They will not even provide a partial solution, because in the type of 
hostile action proposed in this article as the ODe which mUHt principally influence 
our scheme of defence, an enemy would certainly select one of the many un
fortified areas, which must of necessity, be at his choice. 

Having regard to the comparatively short distances from any point on our 
coasts to military and political vital points, a successful disembarkation and im
mediate advance would permit an attacking force attaining its probable objec

tives in a minimum of time. 
To illustrate this all-important fact, the Shannon Development Works, near 

Limerick, will serve 'as an excellent instance. These works will undoubtedly 
ha.ve created in a year or two a very vulnerable and vital area. An enemy suc
cessfully disembarking at some point on the Shannon estuary-many other parts 
of our coast line would be equally suitable for his purpose-could, unless imme
diately checked, bring under gunfire the area containing the Shannon Develop
ment Works within a few short hours of landing. 

In view of these facts, it seems proper to conclude that the aim of our imme
diate military policy must be to evolve a military organi ation, capable of coping 
with hostile action of the nature described, to such a degree at least as would 
pre.ent an enemy disembarkation developing in the enemy's favour to any 

lIJlpreciuble extent. 
Reliance on a guerilla type of military tactics t-o oppose 'ucces. fully an attack

ina force i' out of the que tion. uch a method of defence, while possibly in
fiictino 'overe losses on an enemy would, for all practical purpose , bestow on 
the latter u clear road to his objt-ctives, Hnd in ac1cliti n would mot probably t nd 
to l·ncouruge Ull enemy to din'ct his d'forts to a compl ,t(' conque·t of the country 
wh n his oriainal limited objl'ctives hlld been (>cureel. Th, acloption of guerill .l 
tllctic;~ cun onl~' be consiclered as n lu t resource. 

llw .ucceRful ~lttninlllcnt of the mi-;.ion which i. impo.'ccl on our Army by 
th probnbilitic of tbe .. ituution outlined here would Sl'CIlI to cI 'P ·nel upon in taut 
r aclinc.·s. extrem' mobility, 'uitahl' training ao(1 ml('qullt, armument. \Vbilc 
th( 1 ("sl'ntiul" It'nel them:dvcs to ('xhullstivc clic\l ·,.,ion, uod mu·t receive n. 
I~ ,tuil ,I "ll\lIiuutioo cl. wh fl', tb'r urt' "Ollle outstanding p iot, culJing for par
hCIl! r llll'otiOll. 

'ervice ' . 
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Another matter affecting the readiness of the Army and the speed of mobilisa
tion i the method of forming the troops of the Reserve into Units on mobilisa
tion. A system of cadres already formed and existing in peace-time, attached 
to Unit of the tanding Army would seem better than a system requiring Units 
of the Standing Army to ab orb reservists, or to detail cadres from their exist.ing 
c tahli hment on mobili ation. 

Mobili ation and mobility are of extreme importance, as in the event of hosti
liti s, circum tance might make it nooessary for the Standing Army to engage 
th en my and hold him in check before the completion of mobilisation. The 
malin of our military force al 0 make it essential that they possess extreme 

mobility, 0 a to give a grcater power of manoeuvre, and thereby counteract 
weakne in number. An incren e in cyclist formations, either as separate units 
or otherwi e, would gr ntly help towards securing such mobility, and in addition 
eycli t unit would be ideal for coastal patrol and coast-watching services. 

Training can also counteract our numerical weakness by educating and devel~p
ing inititltive in the commanders of the smaller tactical units, and giving specwi 
attention to providing n laroe reserve of uitably trained non-commissioned per
onnel. 

While ur training methods oeneraUy must be guided by the les ons taught 
b· the reat \\'ar, the fnet that elll enemy landing on our coa ts will be operat
in at a tIi tanc from his main basis of supply. and with his force omewhat 
isolated, hould permit our training sy tern to take cogni ance of tactical 
m tbod , which would oth rwi e be inapplicable. 

In th matter of armament, we are extremely weak in artillery and machine 
nuns-while the pro\-i ion of anti-aircraft armament calls for particular atte~
tion. The teady d crl.'U e in the co t of the tanding Army should perm~t 
fund hein devoted ma'kina aood the e vital deficiencies. Of all the condI
tion . . ntiol to our ucce" in a \\ ar of defence the provi ion of tldequate orrno
m nt i the one which demand eurlie t attention. 
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NATIONAL POLICY, MILITARY 
POLICY, AND THE GENERAL STAFF 

Ry COMDT. D. BRYAN, General Staff. 

I.-IXTRODUCTION. 
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familiar with the tatement of the German father of the theory of war, Clausa
witz, that" \Var i only a continuation of state policy by other means," and with 
statements such a "Policy and strategy, go hand in hand," or " P olicy domi
nate' strategy and war organi ation as from the nature of things it ever must." 
The intention in quoting the e statements is to convey briefl y the idea that in the 
conduct of it National or Diplomatic Policy a State may interfere with the inte
rests of another state. If this interference is serious, and such as cannot be 
settl d by normal diplomatic procedure, an aggrieved state may decide to protect 
it int re t by force of arms. If under such circumstances the aggressor state 
i not able to maintain its policy, which it can only then do by defeating its oppo
n nt~' forc - and de troying its powers of resistance, it will £nd itself in a vcr} 
difficult position. In 1920 Greece cOD 'idered she had claims on certain areas in 
A!;in Minor, nnd embarked on Il policy the object of which was the eizure of these 
area: from t he Turk". The 'l'urks considered that Greek policy interfered with 
th il' honour and intere ts. Led by Mu tapha Kemal , they decided to resi t by 
Corc of nrm. , Imd inflicted a cru hing defeat on the Greeks. That war, from the 
Grc ·k point of view, certainly wus It continuation of state policy by "other mean~." 
It, rcsult", howevcr, probably snti"fiecl the Greeks that war must not be merely II 

continuation of .. tatc policy by other means, but that" policy and strategy rou t 
.. hand in hnnd." Their militnr - preparations were not equal to the needs of 
theirnntionnl policy, or, in other word, Xational and Militury policy ,yere not pro
perly co-ordinnted or reconciled. Another and equally important con idcration 
. hould not be lo"t sight of when considering the relation of war and policy, In t?e 
words of 1\1 jor-Gen. A ton. Lecturer in Military History University College, Lon
don, " It j , e -, ('ntial to b IIr in mind that w~lr is not 'a lways br~ught about by 
th policy of one' own country, but ju t a often by the ):olicy of !'01l1C other 
nation, unles it can b ;;aid that defl'nding one's own vital interests whcn attackec1 
m y b' cnlJ d brin ing ubout war by n continuation of policy." To refer again to 
tb . Gr' ks and Turk. it is obvi·)u thllt If the 'l'urks wert.; Ico-ldly entitled to th 
t rrit ri "" they held th· (;rl'ck' intl·rfcr'd with their vital intcr(: t" lind forcl.r1 n 
w ron th m. It i .. d 'siruble thllt thl. con:iderntion should be purticularly b 1:1l 
in mind in th' " O1't It. \\', IIr' not likeh- to embark on an ago-re, -iva policy 
uch II' llligh ill rftr \dlh th • "illli illt I'cst;; of other tntes. 'l'hc policy of other 
-t t '" IlIn)". howl'nor, in tim of wllr. inh·rfere with thl' vitll! int rests of the ,'Hor 
t IllU 1\ rain I) im'olv!. it in wllr. 1>0 "ibh at no time in the world'lI biston 

u II ri' f is \1 ; , t· i'4 Ii in which.; Mional Policie'! lind Iilitllry Poli. 
• ;n', riCI bl~ int'r ~'O' n liS III th pr s nt d ,. Britain i .. c ncrrn .1 

p bl"l11 I ttl tin Ru ill. E.~ pt. hnq, "hiua, not'to Illl'ntion tIll' 'r'lIl r 
II , 1 prohl In, In It th· • c I . - 'h i· wonderin whllt mj]jt, 1'\' ,fic -Is h 
nil pill r rt lill lin·, of I Ii \' nlln Ill\\' lind what militnr\ f~r ' ... nlll~ • 
n d I "Iti"m Iy tn "pport th .,..' pollci s. Fr inC • P ·t-wnr· Europclln I Ii 
\' ul1 111 to lu\\" 1 ' n lnr ." iiiI' ·ted 0 th' 'reutioll of 1\ ~Cl'j " of wiJit Iry 

iii n ., oel m in, ion', ,imilllrh, Hnl\', Polnnd nnd the vnl'joll () h r 
Euro an" t t If' prim Iril~ intlu 'n~ d in their l'xtl'~nol policie b~ milit ~I 

It 11\ ~~ • 1I •• t d thnt the 'tUn' r -labon b twcen • ~ olio" 
n 'ill 'r Iti n .. ne a not e.'jst in the "uor ... tut. An~ pt.'r- 11 
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. uch con iderations. There 

• ord rni ry 
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seriously interfere with it. The third party has been mainly concerned with the 
possibility of securing SaOl'stat neutrality in time of war. In a previous issue it 
was, however, indicated t.hat in the light of historical experience neutrality can 
only be secured by the existence of armed forces adequate to maintain it and not, 
as many people in this State seem to think, by putting up some kind of a national 
boundary fence notice warning off foreign trespassers. 

HI.-NEED FOR MILITARY ADVICE WHEN DETERMINI -G MILITARY 
IMPLICATIONS OF NATIONAL POLICY. 

It should be apparent, although at times it does not seem to be, that a Govern. 
ment cannot <lonsider the Military implications of any given policy without advice 
from persons of military knowledge and experience. As stated, all governments 
have now a definite and properly recognised body from whom they obtain mili.tary 
advice. One of the last governments to establish such a body were the British, 
and they were forced to establish it as a result of their unfortunate experiences in 
the Boer \Var. It is notorious that Britain expected to conquer the Boers with 
little difficulty and in a comparatively short time. If the military resources of the 
Boers and the situation likely to arise had been properly estimated and compared 
with the available Briti h Force , Britain would have either made better prepara. 
tion for the war or modified her attitude to the Boers. In either case, she would 
have been conducting her Kational and Military Policy on Military Advice. Aga~, 
countries need military advice when making treaties of alliance and friendsl~lp 
which may have military results. Recently, Italy concluded a Treaty wIth 
Albania which did not at all please Yugo-Elavia. Other states who are in close 
friend hip with Yugo- lavia regarded the Treaty in much the same light. Bef~re 
concluding the Treaty , the Italian Government undoubtedly consulted the Ita~lan 
military authoritie a to the po sible military results of the Treaty under vanou. 
circum tance. Exi ting Tr atie mav als~ involve obliaations which are not 
aenernlly tmder tood or which may cba~e with the internOational position. The 

aorstat has entered into definite military obliaations with Great Britain. These . ° obligation will hardly affect U· in the event of Britain being engaged in a Wllr 
in A ia or the En, t. IJet her, however become enaaaed in conflict with a power 

. '0 ° t cnpuhl of currymg th 'wllr into We tern Europe or the waters round our con. 
and th oblialltion' will immediately become factors of primary importance for 
u. ~lilitn~ obli ation~ cannot be properly as essed or provided against without 
th :..,i.'ttlnce of militnr~ e:~:pert. It lcould therefore appear that, not only mUBt 
tho. I('ilo cO,lLrolt he National POlicy con8ider the military i'mplicaiionB of such /I 

polle,?,. bllt they 1/1 u t obtain adlJict~ from perBons of special military k'notUledg ll 
(their GCt! ral tllff) IdlCll doing 80. 

IY.-.TEED F R PREPARATIO T FOR WAR. 

o far w Imve C Dt;id r d nly the que lion of the r lation of Military Polic), 
to • T nti al Poli ~. The conflicting inter t of tate policy fl'equ ntly lend to 
war. Onc ' -I\~ n'.'lle~ it. i tIt> IIDlbition of the oppo ing nation to bring it to t\ 

lIcce . CuI termlQut.on qlllckly nnd with as little co, t and 10 as possible. Even 
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the most confirmed pacifist also knows that it is too late when on the verge of war 
to start making preparations for it. It is, however, when the precise meaning of 
the expression " preparations for war" is considered that confusion arises. Civi
lians and often even both soldiers and statesmen seem to believe that a nation is 
prepared for war if it maintains a number of men more or less drilled and supplied 
with certain arms and equipment. In other cases they are satisfied that the 
nation is prepared when they know that certain sums, great or small, are being 
expended for defence purposes. Experience proves that this attitude is wrong and, 
in fact when adopted by responsible statesmen or soldiers, amounts to criminal 
negligence of national interests. Prussia crushed Austria in 1866, and France in 
1870; Japan defeated Russia in 1905. In each of these cases the vanquished 
maintained an army as well as the victor. Actually during the Russo-Japanese 
War, the Russians had not merely a larger army than the Japanese, but had con
centrated in the theatre of operations a force superior in number to that of the 
Japanese. Yet the .Japanese beat the Russians although even in· Lhe two most 
critical battles of the campaign they were inferior to them. It should also be 
tated that in each of these cases that the nation not expected to win actually 

secured victory. The most recent and out tanding example of this capacity of 
numerically inferior forces to inflict defeat is the wonderful eries of operations 
in which Hindenburg and Ludendorf vanquished the invading Rus ian forces at 
J'annenberg and drove them back across Poland. Hindenburg and Ludendorf 
. taned this campaign witb little more than a quarter million men. The Russian 
forces oppo ed (the famous" Steamroller ") were five or six times as trong in 
numbers. These campaigns amply demonstrate the truth of the statement" that 
t1(' relative value of armie i not t() be arrived at merely by counting heads."· 
As armie are maintained solely to wage and win war, it i eH ential for many 
reasons to remember the factor that give armies higher relative value. pace 
doe not permit a detailed examination of the e {actors, but all tudent of mili
tary matter know them to be briefly a follow :-

(1) An army must be prop ·rly orgllni8ed, eqllipp -d, truin'd and armed. The 
organi ation, armament, and ·quiprncnt mu t b' cia tic, HO thllt it can b adapted 
to varying circumstance nnd enemies. 

(2) mcers and men must b di 'ciplined, viril·, po.' R. cd of tL warilke and 
confident spirit. 

(3) 'rhe officer of all ranks mu t be prop rly educuted und trained, po 
of vi our und initiative, and capobl of I ·ading th ·ir units in batt! . 

. d 

(4) D,tailed and effective pluns mut exist, not only for thl' inHtnn and pro-
p r u f the tum, in ull c ntingl'ncil's, but also (or th orgllni. ntion of th nation 
in it. upport. • 

( ) Th, army rnu·t b liS un'd of th III oral 
'n d ri d," Tb nlllion must I't'ali" it 

I c iv'l . for it own pr S l"Vlltion." 
.. '0 nation CUD r 'gurd it '~lf 1\ pr 'pur ,d 

un il he c ndition have ~ n a ur (1. 

ience of 'Vnr." 

f r w r (or up:tblt· c { d·( 'nding i . ,If) 
Four of b In r -lilt· t th · pr pnrntion 
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of the nation. They are all obviously duties of the stute department entrusted 
with responsibility for National Defence. These conditions cannot be secured on 
the outbreak of war unless extensive preparations have been made in the years of 
peace. It i.s also obvi01lS that these 111'eparations cannot be !Hade without the 
assistance of trained and eRpel'icnced Milital'y Pe1'sonnel. It can, therefore, be 
accepted that, in addition to reconciling National and Military Policy, preparations 
for war must also be made in peace, and these preparations must be largely made 
by military experts of the type from which National General Staffs are usually 
drawn. 

V.-DEFEAT CERTAIN WrrHOUT PEACE-TIME PREPARATION'. 
The immense importance of peace-time preparations for war is sometimes not 

recognised. For this reason the subject deserves further consideration. Every
one is familiar with the processes gone through in countries like France or pre. 
war Germany, and even small states such as Switzerland or Denmark when war 
threatens. In peace only a portion of even the first-line troops of these states is 
under arms. Men have to te taken from civil life, armed, clothed, and attached to 
their units. Transport, armament and supplies have to be collected. All are 
then formed into composite units, concentrated and moved to the theatre of opera
tions. Germany, for example, had at most 850,000 men: under arms in 1914. Yet 
in sixteen days from the start of mobilisation she had one-and-a-half million men 
concentrated on the Western Frontier and another 250,000 men on the Russian. or 
Eastern Frontier. In addition, she had as many more reserve and second-hne 
troops mobilised in the interior. The process of mobilisation is the same for a 
»mall country. and needs proportionately as much preparation. Again, to qu.otc 
Major-Gen. Aston: " Every hour saved in this process (of mobilisation) is of Im
portance, and this, like all questions of strategy, is a relative question. If t.he 
process takes five days, an advantage is gained over the enemy who takes SIX, 
but an enemy who can take four days seizes the initiative." There can be n~ 
lacking of effort in devising expedients to speed-up the process, and w01'k of th~8 

nature done in peace, makes all the diffe1'ence to the plans of the strategist. \\e 
must in any case know definitely to an hour the time that we must allow before 
we can expect to move the units of our force. We must also know the timc re
quired before the fir t reinforcements, depots of supplies, ammunition and e~uip
ment will be ready to perform their proper function of replenishment. Brlefi~. 
mobilisation i a race between two nations for the initiative. It is, howeyer, n 
race in which numerou components of one whole take part along different rOl.lt.e~, 
the p ed of each unit and the time at which it will reach various points beJIlg 
fi d · d G '. B l' Hoel xe III H vance. ermany, ill 1914, WIshed to advance through e glUm 

Northern France with all peed, on Paris. There was, however, no use and in fnet 
much danger in her advanced armies aettina near Paris unle reinforcements, UOI-

, " " . !lh· munition and upplie wer availnble immediately behind aR needed. ObVIOll,.' 
plan for practically imultaneou mobili ation, 'concentration and movement to 
the frontier or theatre of opemtions require long, laborious nnd detailed prepal'~
tion. A tatement of the younger Moltke, who was German Chief of taff}o 
1;H.4, confirm. thi. Certain ~cident~ which it is not nece sary to detail .le~ ~~ 
KaJ er to believe. on an Ocea Ion whIle war was pending, that German) ,,0 
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only have to fight Russia. The Kaiser, as a result, stated to Moltke: " ~ow ~'e 
need only wage war against Russia. Then we simply deploy the whole army in 
the East." Moltke's reply was: " That is impossible. It means a whole year's 
laborious work, and, onee settled, cannot be changed. If your Majesty insists 
on leading the whole army East it will not be an army ready for battle but an 
agglomeration of dislocated, armed men, without supplies." Gr,eater evidence 
of the importance of peace preparations for war can hardly be adduced. 

France and Germany may be described as exceptional cases because of the 
size of their forces. The British position on the outbreak of the Boer War is an 
example of the evils of the lack of preparation in a comparatively small force. 
(Although possibly of much the same size as we will have to raise if or when we 
have seriously to defend ourselves). On the other hand the readiness of the Bri
tish Expeditionary Force in 1914 is an example of the results of careful preparation. 
In 1899 the British had an army of units composed of good soldiers who were 
both well drilled and equipped according to peace-time standards. The junior 
officers and co=anders were efficient when judged by the army standard of the 
day. There was, however, no war organisation. The higher co=anders and 
staff officers had never studied either the question of organising and handling large 
formations or the work involved in fighting and administering them in war. Little 
information was available about the Boer country or its resources, military and 
otherwise. The information available was not properly used. The war was 
started without an examination of the possible developments and without any pro
perly prepared plan or scheme of operations. As a result it lasted three years, 
cost Britain much loss of men, prestige, and money, and was not terminated until 
ROO,OOO men were put in the field. It is a reasonably fair assumption that if Bri
tain within the first few months in pursuit of a definite plan, had been in a posi
tion to put in the field 100,000 men, probably the war would have ended in a very 
short time. What troops the British could have mobilised in a reasonable period 
at this time is unknown, as such questions were not then considered in the British 
Army. In 1906, after the formation of the British General Staff, it was estimated 
that it would take two months to pub 80,000 men in France. The extent to which 
the e men would be equipped and organised for a modem war is not stated, but! it 
can be assumed they would not be much better off than during the Boer War. In 
1914, 80,000 men, almost as many horses, with necessary supplies and transport, 
were transferred to France in ten days. 160,000 men could have been handled in 
the same time if the original plans had not been altered because certain statesmen 
feared German raids on England. The important feature of this great improve
ment in Britain's readiness for war was that there had been little or no change in 
the number of British troops between 1899 and 1914. The whole change was due 
to the fact that the British Army was organi ed, trained, and equipped for war. 
The officers were trained and qua1ified for their po t and, lastly but not least, im
portant detailed plans for mobili ation had been prepared in advance. All this 
was due to the creation of 0. new Department in the British War Office the sole 
function of which was to prepare for war, and which was most explicity freed from 
peace-time administrative work. This Department was the British General taft. 
It may be difficult to visuali e the difference between an army influenced solely by 

5 
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peace-time considerations and one properly prepared for war. Field-Marshal 
Robertson, however, in describing the post-Boer British second line troops, states 
.• they were a collection of units having no systematic proportion to each other, 
unconnected with the special needs of the localities in which they were raised, 
and in no sense an army." Lord Haldane and many other eminent authorities 
confirm Field-Marshal Robertson's views. A famous Commission (Esher) was ap
pointed to inquire into the cause of the British unpreparedness for war and their 
actual reverses in its earlier period. The Commission's report briefly was: .. If 
the recommendations of the Hartington Commission had been accepted the country 
would have been saved the loss of many thousands of lives, and of many millions 
of pounds subsequently sacrificed in the war." The Hartington Commission had 
been appointed some years before the Boer W a~ to investigate and report on the 
British Military System. Its recommendations summarised were: ., The creation 
of a new War Office Department under a Chief of Staff who was to devote himself 
entirely to collecting information, to thinking out great military problems and to 
advising the Secretary of State for War on matters of Military Policy." Recom
mendations similar to those of the Hartington Commission were made and en
forced by the Esher Commission. The result was that history has decided that 
Britain never yet entered upon any war with anything approaching such forward
ness and forethought in the preparation of the military resources at her disposal as 
she did upon the European War-1914-18. 

VI. The examples quoted indicate that a government cannot hope either to 
conduct an effective military policy or make proper preparations for war without 
the assistance of a General Staff. 

When dealing with the duties of the General ~taff it should be borne in mind 
that it is their place to advise the War Minister or Executive on matters of mili
tary Policy, just as the permanent officials in the various civil departments advise 
their chiefs. In both cases the Minister or Executive can then accept or reject 
the advice as he thinks fit. In civil departments if the Minister rejects their 
advice it is his personal responsibility, and the public blame him and not his per
manent advisers. In the ca e of the Military Department there is a difference. 
History proves that if a Minister does not accept advice on Military matters, and 
failure results, the public blame the officers in command and their staffs. The 
average man still thinks of the Dardanelles as an example of British Military i~
e~ciency, while in fact all British military experts were opposed to the expedI
tion. And who knows who were the War Ministers in France or England, or 
Germany during the war? Yet everyone is familiar with the' names of Haig, 
Foch, Hindenburg, etc. The po ition of a General Staff or even of individual 
military officers is, therefore, different from that of advisers in a civil department. 
Military advi erg may give the best advice-but if this is rejected and failure 
en ~ ,t~? bl~e lor uch failure may attach to them in the public estimatio~. 
Th~Ir POSl~1 n ~. con equentI.y one of great responsibility to the nation, and one )n 
which theIr nuIitBry reputatton may be imperilled through no fault of their own. 

6 
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Lecture on Liaison with Artillery during 
the Attack. 

By COLONEL J'. J. O'CONNELL, A.S.l. 

(KOTE.-1'his lecture is intended to elaborate those paragraphs of " 'factical 
Drill," in which mention is made of collaboration between Infantry and 
Artillery). 

A RTILLERY is a special arm organised with a view to helping Infantry by 
means of powerful fire-effect. It must be distinctly borne in mind that Artil

lery never acts on its own behalf but always on behalf of Infantry. The Artil
lery is so armed as to be able to do for Infantry what the latter cannot do for 
itself. Artillery can hit objects much further away than Infantry, and can de
stroy cover that is invulnerable by Infantry fire, so that every care must be taken 
to improve its accuracy and get maximum results from its employment. 
IXITIAL UNDERSTANDING WITH ARTILLERY. 

In "Tactical Drill," para. 154, it is laid down that the Infantry Battalion: 
Commander can facilitate his advance: " By indicating to the Higher Command 
what Artillery or other co-operation would be calculated to assist him." In para. 
174 it is stated that the Offensive Combat Orders of the Battalion deal with" The 
action of the other arms fOt· immediate support." In para. 197- the actual 
attack orders on the spot amongst the inform~tion given to each Company Com
mander is placed: "The latest information relative to adjacent units and Artil
lery." Finally, in para. 203, one of the main aims of liaison is laid down thus: 
" To ensure co-operation between all arms and units, especially between the 
Artillery and Infantry." 

Thus, the principle of co-operation of the two arms i clearly recogni ed and 
emphasised. A principle, however, is one thing; how to apply the principle is a 
different thing. The present lecture is intended to de 'cribe the application of the 
principle in question, i.e., collaboration of Inf,mtry and Artillery. 

" Heaven helps thoBe who help themselves." 
Thi proverb is especially applicable to Infantry combat. Modern Infantry has 

a varied armament: every unit, even the smallest has rifles and bayonets, hand 
nnd rifle grenades, light automatic guns; in addit.ion, the Battalions have light 
mortars and guns and heavy machine gun. Con equently even the smallest 
units can reduce unaided the majority of enemy point ; provided that they use 
thc material in their posBcBBiM with Bkill and l·cBolution. By calling on the 
Battalion for its more powerful material, a large proportion of the outstanding 
tronger points can be reduced. In this way it will only be nece88ary to call on 

thc Artillery for aid il~ the eaBC of a 8mall number of particularly .trong point8. 
Thi rou t b clearly understood anti rememb red, b cau e nIl effective help 

from the Artillery turns On it. Th Artillery hu' not an unlimited upply of 
ummunition-each gun has about n many round, a an Infantry man. Again, 
once engaged, Artillery i by no means a mobile as Infantr. Consequently it 
~annot with impunity be witched on to all ort , kind , and size of target. It 
l· criminal waste of Artillery to call on it to remove an ob tacle that can be tormed 
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with grenades and bayonets. The Artillery must be reserved for tasks worth 
while-tasks that cannot be properly accomplished without its aid. This is the 
first and most important point to be remembered when calling on the Artillery for 
assistance. The Artillery must be considered as an assistant of the Infantry
not as a slave tied to it hand and foot. 

TURNING ARTILLERY FIRE TO ACCOUNT. 

Before considering in detail how to get Artillery to do things for him, the In
fantryman must see whether it is not possible to profit by what the Artillery is 
already doing. As we have seen, .. Tactical Drill .. lays down that certain com
bined action of the two arms is arranged at the start off. Clearly, then, it is the 
bounden duty of the Infantry to avail of this initial fire without delay. The In
fantry must take advantage of the Artillery fire to advance-it is only a case of 
.. covering fire " on a big scale. In short, Infantry must at all times be on the 
look-out for chances of turning Artillery fire to account--whether the Artillery 
fire in question has been asked for or not. 

Whenever in this way Infantry has occupied a position at which Artillery has 
been firing, the Artillery must at once be notified of the fact. The Artillery will 
then be free to open up against a fresh target, to move forward, or to do whatever 
the Battery Commander finds most important for the next move. It is vital to 
notify the Battery Commander at once, so that he will lose no time in making 
his own next move. 

GETTING HELp FROM ARTILLERY. 

This is simply a. step further than turning the Artillery's fire to advantage-in 
this case the Infantry tells the Artillery what would be the most helpful thing tOT 
it (the Artillery) to do. The Infantry themselves must do this-no Artillery 
Observation Officer can do it for them. It is the Infantry that has to adv~~e 
and is fired at while doing so. When it is necessary to call on the Artillery It IS 
necessary to be dead exact. It is no use saying: .. Can't you do something for 
us." If you are held up you must tell the Artillery all about it. You must state 
clearly:-

l. What precise enemy element is holding up your advance. 
2. Where exactly that element is located-to the yard if possible. 
3. Where the element can be seen from-so that the Artillery can observe their 

own fire for themselves, being more familiar with the job. 
To se?ure exactness in locating enemy elements, a sketch-accurate, however 

rough-Is of enormous help to the Artillery. Another useful method was e~
ployed by the French in Morocco-Infantrv N.C.O. 's were issued with a certalD 
number of tracer bullets which they fired" at the exact points occupied by the 
enemy. 

HELPING THE ARTILLERY. 

. But ~antry mu t not be communicating with the Artillery simply when Ilsk
mg ~or ltS help. Infantry can also facilitate the Artillery, and must take every 
posslble care to do so. There are many things very useful for the Battery Com
mander to know that may not seem so to the Infantry-man-and which cost no 
trouble to communicate. Such are:-
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1. Exact loc'a'tion of front line of Infantry. The Artillery can adjust its fire to 
the Infantry advance only when it knows what points have already been reached. 
This can easily be signalled by fiares, flags, etc., which give the fronts exactly 
and instantaneously. 

2. Plan of operations for local part of the combat, i.e. , idea of setting about 
reduction of a strong point located, etc. It is much better to tell the Battery 
Commander why you want him to do something than to say: " S.O.S., for God 's 
sake do so-and-so." 

3. Certain particulars as to the ground; for example, certain ground may be 
gravelly, giving good bursts; or boggy, giving none at all; a stream may be ford
able where it was expected to be deep-or deep where a ford was expected. As 
regards these points it would be well for the Battery Commander to indicate be
forehand points the Infantry should be on the look out for , and which, if consi
dered purely from an Infantry point of view, might not seem very urgent . 
PROTECTING THE ARTILLERY. 

During the combat, Artillery must be protected by the Infantry against enemy 
uttack-except from the air. This is a most urgent duty , because the loss of the 
guns is a two-fold loss. In the first place, a serious weakening of our strength, 
and in the second place it gives the enemy trophies to exhibit to our disgrace. 
'l'he abandonment of Artillery by adjoining Infantry is an act of dish!>nour. 

An Artillery Officer is authorised to ask for support from the nearest Infantry ; 
this support must never be refused. The Infantry must automatically provide 
information and security; and furthermore material support may be provided if the 
situation calls for it. 

In principle, the Infantl'y mu t interpose so a to keep hostile Infantry out of 
range of the batteries, and in cURe of an exposed fl ank the Artillery must be 
covered on this side also. 
URGENT NEEn FOR SPEEp. 

Speed is the vital factor of all collaboration of Infantry and Artillery . The 
800ner the Batterv Commander knows what is needed-exactly what is n eeded
the SOOner he ca; upply the required help. 'l'he mor information he gets about 
th general situation, ground, etc ., the quicker he will be able to develop hi own 
action. . 

Thi speed, whieh is so ncce ary, can only be acquired by clo e co-operation 
in peace-time exerci es, 0 that each of the two arm ha sound notions as to the 
strong and weak points of the other. 
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By kind permission of the United States' " Field 
Artillery Journal, May -June, 1925." 

A FABLE. 
By LIEUTEXANT J. L. CHAMBERLAIN, ,Tr., F.A. 

Now this is ju t as fabulous a fabulous can be, 
But perhaps the thought's occurred to you as it has to me, 
0.::0 I'm putting down the idea in a ort of fairy tale 
Bringing out a general moral on a very minor scale. 

There once were two lieutenants ju t a raw as raw could be. 
One of infantry , the other field artillery, 
And continually they argued with di dainful, sneering voice, 
On the total impotcnc of the other fellow's choice. 

The infantry-mnn's nume was Day, or maybe it was Knight, 
But let u call him Duy bccnu e it's easier to write, 

April-J une . . 

The artilleryman po ses 'cd a nnme of very great renown, 
For it mo t urpri ing frequenc~-the fellow's name was Brown. 

First, Day would ay," Deur fellow, any yokel on a farm 
\Vould say without u moment's thought that we're the basic arm." 
Then Brown would ay, "·D ur, laddie, any cowboy on a ranch 
Would sayan he itation that We're the basic branch." 

o through their pence-time soldiering, they carried on, each man, 
Believing that the other's branch was ju t an " al 0 ran," 
And both of them got genemlcie" und then-war was declared, 
But neither wa nfraid becllucc they both \\'ere well prepared . 

.. TOW finally they happ ned thronah ~heer coincidence, 
To b in the arne divi -ion to blke up the offense, 
And they m retllin d lh ir theories of the proper way to fiaht, 
Th y di n't think they W I' corr 'ct-they knew thut they W{'fe right. 

n m.y, th ord r ,nid, W11~ ,tr'tched along the line 
.J. 10 (dn h) }'iddl 'burg (dllsh) RJ. mpty-nine. 

t-d n< ,1Iid t nh d until '1I\m 're k wa cro cd, 
nd h ld til ground which hud b en guined-to hold at any co .t. 

~·ow 

Rm 
o if in vi 

Don't criti 
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So there they were, the brigadiers; each had a different view 
Of what would be the best and most effective thing to do. 
And Day and Brown were still, of course, in absolute dissent. 
The general listened calmly to every argument. 

Said Brown, " Just let me take my guns and load them up and fire, 
And I'll guarantee that I can make the enemy retire.,) 
While Day with equal confidence, said: "Use the bayonet. 
Artillery isn't worth a damn; I've never used it yet." 

The general smiled a knowing smile and pondered on the case. 
While the others talked and shouted, he sat quiet for a space. 
At last he spoke, " The both of you," he aid," are right, no doubt," 
So I'll let you fight the way you want and see how you come out." 

1'he push begun at daybreak and caught the foeman sleeping, 
And Brown tried every kind of fire; concentrations, sweeping, 
H.E., gas, and shrapnel; barrages, box and rolling, 
And the fire situation he was certainly controlling. 

Now in another sector was a different ituation, 
For Day had started his advance without a preparation , 
And the enemy's machine guns were a source of much distre 
In fact, the situation wa u pretty awful mc'st>. 

The enemy was holding firm as w II indeccl he might, 
He had no fear of H.E. that would blow him out of ight. 

o inevitably Day's infantry WH. driv n buck in rout, 
He'd fought jU!lt a he wuntl-d t(), unci 'l'n how h "d come out. 

H gra. p d th ~itu"tion lind ho gr,lbul'cl h· tI'l 'phoJl , 
H called the mlljor.gcnerul-hi voic' \\'11' like I grollll, 

.. For Gawd' like nd IIrtillery, t; nd 1111 of it. )011 can, 
And wip out th l' machine·gun ne.t. W(l ' r· I() ill' vcry IIIlln . " 

• 'ow in tll Illoontime Brown hnclul.o eulll'll th " g 'ucr , 
And oid to him, .. Er, (}CDl·rul. wc'r' Iloing IIIjght~ w -II. 
\\' 'v .Jl\1I h d th ' fot' to mi hl'r - '0 , t ht) h \' n't '0 fiu ·out, 
• 'or \' n gol 0 Clln of oil \H ho,' n' knock I th - pJuJ( Ollt. · · 

cJ? .. 
II 10 wfully III , .. \\' 'r · no\ )U 
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The other leading boys' movement in the country is probably even more dan
gerous to th0 continued existence and progress of this nation. It is particularly 
so by reason of the fact that, while it openly professes loyalty to this country, its 
organisation is directed from a foreign capital. It seeks to instil into its members 
the ideals of a foreign civilization. It teaches them to honour and respect the 
flag and the institutions of an alien land. Its traditions are naturally not the 
traditions of Ireland, but are absolutely foreign and hateful as a whole to the 
ideals of this country. TJ:1e continued existence of this body constitutes in itself 
an impertinent challenge to the facts of our situation to-day. As in the case of 
the first organisation, these teachings, as they become more widespread, will help 
to destroy all hopes of building up a strong, united self-reliant nation in this 
island. 

There is one other body which may be mentioned which professes to be orga
nised on national grounds and provides another example of the prevalent confusion 
between patrioti m and politics. This organisation takes care to couple with the 
term " national" the label of "non-political," which in this particular case 
seems to be another description of " non-national" and may eventually become 
even: anti-naliional. Moreover, its membership is confined to members of one de
nomination only, and although this happens to be the religion of the majority the 
organisation must be classified as sectarian. 

In addition to these three organisations there are various other bodies, most of 
which are attached to different religious denominations. At least one of these is 
definitely foreign in outlook and ideals. Most of these organisations are too limited 
in scope and influence (except in their own localities) to be regarded as assets or 
the reverse. 

It should he clearly understood that while all existing organisations are criti
ci ed it is realised that all of them have their good points, and many elements of 
their various programmes could be adopted with advantage for any really national 
movement of thi type. For example, one of them emphasises that the first essen
tial in the qualifications of the boy who wishes to serve its cause is self-sacrifice, 
and naturally thi principle of . ubm rgina elf for Eel'vice must underlie the train
ing of all future citizen. Thi, particular body has al 0 adopted a moral code, 
bu, d on the old code of honoul" of the Fianna of Fionn which is a model of its 
typ. Another, by in istina on the development of chara~ter, recognises the essen
tial qualification of good citizen hip. Even the denominational bodies by teach
in~ l~e b?y ' rever~n.ce for their varion religions recognise that the fundamental 
prmclple III the tralIDD? ,of fut~lre citizl'ns iii recognition of their obligation to God. 

To urn-up, th po lhon WIth r onrd to what may be de cribed a the supple
mental (·ducation of boy in II' lnnd, i. a follows:~ 

(n) Th two cbief !>rgani"ntion. while fl.llfillin.., n certain amount of good in 
th nb tract by menn" of thE.' trninina imnartcd to their members, more 
than nullify thi. b~ . l'eking to utili eO the 'result obtained either for par
ti. an intere t " or in the intl'reRt, of (\ foreirrn c~untrv. 

(b) In addition to th l' two there nre various other bodies mostly of n ec
tnl'inn nature, which, if they do little harm. achieve little good, and can
not be reaarded n exerci ing mn. influence. 
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In view of the above, none of these movements can be classified as National 
:Assets; there can be no place for them in the Ireland of to-day. 

They must, however, be replaced by something akin to themselves, for it is now 
universally recognised by all progressive nations that the teachings of the home 
and the school are not, as a rule, sufficient in themselves to develop the ideal 
citizen. These teachings must be supplemented by something further. It is 
&lmost equally recognised that the most satisfactory complementary training can be achi.eved through the medium of Boy Scouting or Scoutcraft, which has been 
described by the noted Englishman who founded it as " A school of citizenship 
through woodcraft." 

If we recognise this principle of the necessity for supplementary education for 
our boys through the medium of Scoutcraft we must next consider the fundamental 
principles which must underlie the organisation of any such movement in Ireland 
upon a national basis. It would appear that these could be summed up as follows: 

1. It must be truly national in every sense of the word, that is to say, it must 
be broad enough to appeal to all creeds, classes, and parties provided that they 
recognise defInitely that this is an ancient sovereign T ation, subordinate to no 
other, with its own traditions, history, and culture, which must be upheld and 
respected above all others. In a \vord, the ideals of Irish-Ireland, of the true 
Gaelic State, must be fostered and developed, to the exclusion of all others. 

2. Its training must ensure that these ideals will be maintained in the future 
by instilling into its members the principles of patriotism, citizenship, discipline, 
courage, chivalrv, resourcefulness, and self-reliance. It must develop character 
lind physique. 'It must aim at building up individual efficiency, while empha is
ing that this efficiency must invariably be utilised in the sen'ice of the nation and 
the community, rath~r than in that ~f the individual. 

An attempt is made to show in outline in the following paragraph the lines on 
which these object might be attained. 
Pnopo ED ~ATIOXAL ORGANISATION. 

In uch a movement as this it i'l° felt that the details oC organisation are im
portant only in so far as they havc a bearing on the scheme of training. There
fore the actual type of organisation ncces !}ry does not arise at the moment. How
ever, it might be well to consider at this stage two cardinal principles which are 
vitul to the success of any such mevement, viz. :-

(a) It mu t be non-sectarian and non-political. 
(b) It mUl;t be non-military. 

It hu, been nlreadv stnted, with regnrcl to th( first of the 'C principles, that the 
movement must be' broad enough to appcul to nil cr ('ds, c1nslie , lind partie .. 
lIow this principle cnn be put into practic mil t now b consi(l red , f r it i of 
cour not 'ufficient that such a movement should In r 1y app 'a1 to the ympathie 
of p ople. We must ek to obtllin their uctiv support and U ' i tunc wher this i. likely to be of value . 

..\. wa mentioned earlier there are two principal bo} 'organi 'ation in Ireland, 
one di tinctly foreign in outlook and ideal" and one ba ed on "eOli-political prin-
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ciples. There does not appear to be any reason why we should not get the co
operation of these bodies (or at least of individual members) in the preliminary 
stages. 

Similarly some of the smaller organisations, sectarian or otherwise, would' pro
bably be willing to help. A meeting between the representatives of these various 
bodies could be arranged at which views would be exchanged and an attempt made 
to hammer out the outlines of a programme acceptable to all. If successful in 
this a Provisional Committee could be appointed, comprising all shades of opinion, 
to complete the details of the scheme. 

'rhe preliminary meeting should not be confined to representatives of existing 
organisations. People interested in such matters as education, the language and 
literary revival, social work, etc., should all be invited to attend. It would be 
verv desirable at some future date to have introduced into the Dail an Act giving 
such an organisation national recognition by granting a Charter or equivalent, and 
in view of this it might be necessary to discuss the preliminary programme not 
bolone with the Ministers of State affected, such as Local Government and Public 
Health, Education, and Defence, but probably also with representatives of the 
various political parties. If such an Act could be passed-and there is no reason 
why it should not--as an unanimous non-party measure, the moral effect on the 
country would be of considerable importance. 

It is realised that in dealing with existing denominational bodies the religious 
aspect might be a source of difficulty. It must be insisted, however, that while 
the movement would be non-sectarian it would not by any means be anti-religious. 
In fact the religious aspect should be stressed in any such movement, and it 
should be insisted upon, as far as possible, that all boys attend to the duties of 
t.heir own fa.ith. Clergymen of all denominations represented should be en
couraged to take an active part in the movement. Sluaighte or Troops of one 
faith could be attached to various schools and churches. In a word, everything 
must be done to train the boys to practice their religions openly and proudly, but 
without bigotry. 

J'inally, the movement hould be non-military. At the moment the Army 
could doubtless launch such a movement, but immediately the charge of mili
tarism would be raised against it. This danger is always exaggerated in a demo
cratic countr ·, but it must be admitted that there is always an element of risk 
~ttached to it, however mall. Apart {\'Om this the actual value of such an orga
nisation run on milita.ry lines is negiigible. The ultimate aim must be not to turn 
out .. toy soldiers," but good citizens. If the country is in danger the good 
citizen will always be first to an 'wer her call. The same cannot be said for the 
.. toy soldi~r "type. That in fact i one of the outstanding lessons to be learned 
from the hI tory of our boy 'movement during the recent past. We trained our 
boy and young men to fight all right. but we often neglected to make it clear that 
they were fighting for 1.\ principle, with the inevitable result that some of them 
continued to fight , apparently " for love of it ," when the official sword waS 
sheathed. The military training of boy. hould be left to other bodies, such as 
Cadet Corps, which woul~ cater for the older boys, the finished product of our 
Scout Movement, the trruned embryo citizen. 
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The military side of a Scout movement should be limited to the very minimum 
of drill necessary to make the boys smart, disciplined, and physically fit. If they 
wish to, the older boys may be encouraged to learn to shoot. This would empha
sise the fundamental right of every citizen to befit himself to assist in the defence 
of his country, and provides good moral as well as physical training. 

Apart from these two factors, however, the military training proper should be 
left to other agencies better qualified to deal with it. 

This, of course, should not prevent the Army playing its rightful part in the 
development of such a movement. It would not appear that there is anything to 
be gained by the Army participating officially as such, but it should certainly 
encourage and assist any such movement. It should provide it with all possible 
and reasonable facilities, and all individual officers with an interest in the train
ing of boys should be encouraged to take an active part in the running of Sluaighte 
or Troops. 

The October issue of AN TOGLACH not alone touched upon the necessity for a 
really National Boys' Movement, but it also published an article by Major Cotter 
making a plea for the usefulness of hobbies. Why not consider both these pleas 
in conjunction? Anyone with the slightest experience of the training and de
velopment of young boys will admit that it is the finest of all hobbies, and more 
far-reaching in its results than any ordinary hobby can hope to be. 
OUTLINES OF A TRAINING PROGRAMME. 

The aim of Boy Scout training is to turn out good citizens. This involves the 
preparation of a programme which will be calculated to train the boy morally and 
phYSically, to train his mind, to develop his character, to help him to make his 
way in life if possible by giving him preliminary training in the rudiments of the 
vocation or craft he is destined to follow, by means of handicrafts, etc., to de
velop his physique by teaching him how to take care of his body, and to develop 
his sense of citizenship by instilling into him respect and reverence first for God, 
and secondly for his country and its traditions, history, culture, and national in
stitutions. This may appear at first sight a pretty formidable programme, but it 
must be remembered that it has been successfully carried through by similar Boys' 
Movements all over the world. The main point to keep before us is that it is 
practicable. Too often have we failed in the past because we have put high
soaring ideals on our programmes and left it at that. Little or no attempt was 
made to live up to these ideals in our training schemes. Idealism must be the 
basis of our organisation, but let it be practical idealism. 

It would therefore appear that our training could be s~mmed up as follows:
(a) Development of Character, 
(b) Development of Physique, 
(c) Development of Citizenship. 

These three main elements of training will be d alt with separately below. 
DEVELOPMENT OF CHARACTER. 

In developing the boy's character we have got to et out primarily to teach him 
~o be honourable and reliable-to be brave, morally and physically-to be clean 
ln body and mind-to be obedient to his parents and superiors-to be chivalrous 
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to those weaker or poorer than he is-to be thrifty, temperate, and diligent, and 
above all to be reverent to his God and loyal to his country and community. These 
points cover the fundamental principles of training in citizenship. They could 
be embodied in a Code of Honour or Scout La.w, but this alone is not sufficient. 
The boy must be taught to uphold them in his everyday life. For example, he 
learns that when he gets an order from his parents, his teacher, his employer, his 
Scoutmaster, or anyone else in authority over him he obeys it without question, 
and if he has any objection to it he keeps this to himself until he has carried it ·out. 
Thus he learns discipline as distinct from servility. 

His courage, moral and physical, is developed by gradually training and exhort
ing him by example and otherwise to stand up for the right at all costs, to. be pre
pared to face any danger in the service of his country, his community, or his 
comrades. 

He can be taught to be chivalrous by putting him under " geasa " or a Scout 
promise to do a" good turn," no matter how trivial, to someone every day. By 
teaching and demonstrating to him the habits and lives of dumb creatures he 
learns that they are not to be wantonly injured or destroyed. He learns that 
politeness and courtesy particularly to the old and infirm and to women are essen
tial qualities of chivalry. He is trained to live up to these few principles for the 
honour of his Troop and his Organisation, and thus automatically the principles 
of honour, and loyalty, service and discipline are acquired. 

The necessity for practical rather than theoretical character-training must be 
kept always in mind. The boy must be kept out in the open air, taught to use 
his eyes and ears and hands, got interested in the habits of birds and animals, 
trained to " rough it " and fend for himself. All this, if properly directed, must 
tend to develop his resourcefulness, energy, chivalry, sense of duty, love for the 
beauties of his native land, reverence for the God Who made them. Incidentally 
it develops his physique, teaches him self-reliance, and trains him to submerge 
self for ervice--and thfl result is the good citizen. 
DVELOP)fEX'l' OF PHYSIQUE. 

Here again the practical nature of the training must be kept in mind. We are 
too much inclined in Irelr.ncl to think that Physique Culture is confined to a few 
aimles "jerk," spasmodic .. arms-bending and stretching," often in a stuffy 
dark h:111. This may be all right ill its own way, but in itself it is not Physical 
Cult1.1rf'. 

'l'he boy must be taught a few fundamental laws or hygiene and sanitation, and 
be trained to live up to them. 'Yc mu t start with personal cleanliness, teach him 
to keep hi hair clipped and brushed, hi teeth clean and sound, his nails trim, his 
body and mind clean. If we succeed in these small things the bigger ones will 
follow autom.atically. Aauin get the boy into the open air, out into the country 
n:vay from Cl~Y treets, teach him endurance, avoiding overstrain of course, get 
him to u e hIS leg , and we will have done more for the physical development 
of our youth than all the ill-directed Phy ical Jerks ever invented. Give Physical 
Training Exerci es their proper place by all l11C:lD~, but don't let them overshadow 
everything else. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF OITIZENSHIP. 

The nrst essential in the development of the good citizen is to make him a 
useful citizen, useful to himself and to the community at large. We can do this 
by helping the boy to pursue some hobby, by issuing badges or some such mark 
of proficiency to encourage him. By insisting on thoroughness in the qualinca
tions for such badges character is further developed. He learns to be really 
efficient, to be resourceful, patient, and energetic. 

A hobby room or workshop, no matter how primitive, should be an essential 
feature of every Olub Room or Meeting Hall. Efforts must be made to get outside 
Instructors whenever necessary. Periodical shows or displays could be held to 
encourage progress. Articles might be sold at such functions, the proceeds or a 
percentage of them at least going to the Sluaighte or Troop. Thus the boy is 
trained as a wage-earner and as a citizen, he learns to work for his community 
as signified by his Sluagh. Arrangements could also be easily made for tours of 
museums, factories, workshops, etc., to develop further the interest of the boy 
in the work of the world around him. 

Having trained the boy in the fundamentals of useful citizenship we must go 
further, we must teach him that all his efficiency and his usefulness must be used 
for the service of the community rather than of himself. We must train him 
to respect the laws 6f his community, get him interested in these laws, teach him 
the essentials of municipal government by enlisting the help of Local Authorities, 
show him how these authorities work, and why_ 

Finally, we must develop that broader patriotism, which may be summed up in 
the description" Loyalty to Country." We must tEach him to respect its flag, 
its institutions, and its · laws. Teach him its history, encourage him to use its 
language, to support its· industries. Here again, at the risk of emphasising the 
obvious, let it be repeated that the training must be practical. For instance, we 
set out to foster the Irish Language. What practical proof can we give of this 
in a Training Programme? To begin with, let the Organisation, its Committees, 
Unit, Officers. etc. be referred to or described in Gaelic only, all drill commands 
I.e given in Gaelic, the initiation Promise or Pledge admini tereel in the National 
I.anguage . 

• imilarly for History . It is a very simple thing to !lay we will teach the boy 
the history of his country, and proceed to attempt to fill his bead with a mass ~f 
dates and similar uninspiring detaiL What does that achieve? 'othing. Oan
not we hope to do better by appealing to his imagination rather than his memory? 
For example, let every Sluagh be; called after some famous leader, Patriot , or 
Ohieftain of the past. His pictlll'e should be di!lp]a~ ed in the place of honour in 
thl' .'lungh Hall, his name inscribed on the 'luH l7h Fla"; one day It year set nside 
u. his Memorial Day, which the bo.s of hi ,1uHgh would commemorate annually 
n their day; the saiient features oi his life taught to every recruit. All this wiil 
givc the boy a good detailed knowledge of one phu!lc of his country' hi tory, and 
will almo t inevitablv whet hi natural appetite for more. 

We can tackle the" question of practical support of Tri!'!h indu'. tries in the ame 
way. Commence by ensuring that nothing of foreign manufacture i includcd 
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in the official uniform or equipment of the organisation. There is little use in 
a king boys to support Irish industries while you give them felt hats made in 
France, or leather belts made in England. Make the boys proud of their Irish 
uniforms and equipment. Make it a point of honour with them to support the 
industries of their own country. 

These few notes do not lay any claim to originality; they do not purport to lay 
down any new doctrines. The principles outlined are those on which every suc
cessful National Boys' Movement all the world over is based. There does not 
appear to be any sound reason why they should not be quite as applicable to our 
boys, if properly directed, as they are to the boys of, say, England or America. 
As was pointed out earlier, an organisation founded on such a basis could be made 
broad enough to enable all Irishmen, irrespective of class, or creed, or party to 
meet on a common platform, to join hands in a common cause of vital concern to 
the future of our country. 

It was pointed out in the October issue of AN TOGLACH referred to before, that 
there is something akin to the" Children's Crusade" of 1211 in progress in Ire
land to-day. Let us do our part to launch a rival Crusade, a cleaner, nobler Cru
sade, a crusade to save the youth of Ireland-not to destroy it. 
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
CHEMICALS IN WAR. 

By COMDT. D. STAPLETON. 

THE employment of chemicals in military operations is, without doubt, a par-
ticular development of the European War. Nevertheless, the attempts to use 

incendiaries and gases in a crude way go back to the wars of the Athenians and 
Spartans in the fifth century before Christ. Pitch, charcoal and sulphur were 
melted together in cauldrons and the fumes blown over the enemy 's lines by 
means of bellows. This is the first recorded use of true ga fumes, as the smoke 
clouds described earlier by Plutarch in reality consisted of a cloud of fine dust 
dispersed by horses galloping over a mound of dust and ashes, and carried over 
the enemy's lines by the wind. Later on, incendiary arrows came into use, being 
shot from a distance against the wooden structures of the opponent. These were 
subsequently enlarged and were even shot from catapults. 

About the sixth or seventh century after Christ, .. Greek Fire," one of the most 
famous weapons of ancient chemical attack, was used by the B) zan tine Greeks. 

Thi fir . I 
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From these early days down to the European war, very little has been recorded 
in connection with the use of poison gases. In modern times , however, instances 
of the use of chemicals for attack are not wanting. 

During the Crimean War, the British Admiral , Lord Dundonald, submitted a 
plan for the reduction of Sebastopol by the use of a cloud of gas which he pro
posed to generate from 400 tons of sulphur and 2,000 tons of Coke. The British, 
although admitting that the plan was feasible, refused to allow it to be put into 
execution .. as the effects would be so horrible that no honourable combatant 
would employ such means." 

Fill:. 2.-Early Gn Protection. 

During the m rieon ivil 'Yor. at th iege of harl , ton, W d at\lr{\~tCl 
with sulphur wn burnt under th parup t - in the hope of suffocating (Illd cho~~n • 
the. def~d rs. At .oth r tim h IJ were filled with an incendiary comp0",lb.ou 

which lDclud d whit pho phol'ous. The lott r uh8tanc hR~ now b come I?' 
v luable for the production of moke cloud" (Fig. I), and was used exten ivcly In 
the European War. • 

The fin;t u of poLon ga. j •• uppo d t<> bave occurred in the prin<r of 191,), 
when during the month of pril the ermans di"charged at 'pres about 6,000 
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cylinders of chlorine. It is a fact, however, that some months previous to this 
three Germans were found gassed in a German dug-out. The positions and atti
tudes of the men showed all the ir:dications of prussic acid poisoning. One was 
in a standing posture grasping his rifle, the bayonet of which was buried in the 
wall of the dug-out; another in a slightly leaning position was standing rigid in a 
corner, whilst the third was sitting upright on the floor, against the wall. By no 
possible chance could carbon monoxide have accomplished this feat, as the men 
would have collapsed under the influence of the gas. The action of prussic acid 
in an enclosed area such as the dug-out would produce the maximum paralysant 
effect which this gas is capable of exercising. The result would be the establish
ment of the rigid postures in which the men were found. It is significant that 
the French Police were accustomed to use prussic acid gas against a section of 
the Apache element in Paris for a few years before the war. Prussic acid was 
al 0 used by the French subsequently to April, 1915, until its utility in the field 
was absolutely disproved by Professor Barcroft, head of the British Resea.rch 
Department. 
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During the Eummer of 1915, the Allies learned that the Germans were pre
paring to launch a very virulent gas-" Phosgene "-and a mask was quickly pro
duced which protected against it. From this period, it may be safely said, dates 
the commencement of the competition between the production of a mask to keep 
out poisonous gases, and the development of new gases to penetrate the mask. 
Down to the present day, in all research work carried out by the different countries 
interested in this new branch of military science, the same competition continues. 
You have the" Offensive side" developed by the discovery of new gases, smokes, 
etc., whilst the" Defensive side" is looked after by the development of the respi
rator and container. 

During our recent courses at Porton C.W. School, my colleague and I found 
that this competitive idea was thoroughly exploited, and at the Research Depart
ment the Camp had been divided into the Offensive and Defensive Sections. It 
is an undeniable fact that the degree of perfection to which the respirator has 
been brought is entirely due to the excellent initiative which this form of rivalry 
encourages. 

During the European War all the gases used were not delivered by the cloud 
method. By far the greater quantity was discharged by the Artillery. The most 
important of the early shells were of two kinds-lachrymatory and sensory-and 
were principally used for forming gas-barriers to prevent the bringing up of re
serves. In January, 1916, the Germans began to use lethal gas shells against 
the French, and, during the Summer of the same year, against t.he British. At 
this period, owing to the physical disabilities which the early type of mask in
flicted, many of the soldiers were using only goggles to protect the eyes, and 8. 

large number of casualties was the result. The next important development 
came when, on July 12th, 1927, the Germans significantly celebrated the" Orange 
Anniversary" by firing" Yellow Cross" shells. The gas dispersed from these 
shells was entirely new, and was none other than the now celebrated" Mustard 
Gas." It was used with disastrous results against the British in the Ypres Salient. 
From this time on " Mustard Gas" developed into one of the greatest problems 
of the war, and the energies of Allies were chiefly directed to the production of 
protective appliances. At the same time experiments were begun with a view to 
manufacturing mustard gas. It was not, however, until 11 months later that 
the Allies fired their first mustard gas shell. The Germans now further devoted 
their attention to the production of a powerful sensory irritant gas. This was 
intended to render the wearing of the mask difficult, through the sneezing pro
perties of the ga , or even to penetrate the container and thus render masked men 
ca ualties. 

The gas (Diphenylchlorarsine) or .. Blue Cross," was dispersed in the form of an 
intensely irritant smoke, i.e., particulate cloud, and in this form remained su -
pended in the air for a. lengthy period. A concentration of 1 in 50 millions formed 
the limit of tolerance, and 1 in 10 millions incapacitated a man in one minute. 
The advent of these gases was responsible for the complete re-designing of the 
respirator and container, 8S they penetrated the latter with the utmost ease. It 
is satisfactory to know that the latest design of respuator will resist for a con-
iderable time the highest concentrations of these gases. 
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MARCHING. 
By COMDT. M. H. O'CONNOR, A.M.S. 

T O anyone who wishes to study at a glance the changes in warfare as 
century succeeds century-a few hours with "Creasy's Battles" will prove 

of interest. It is to be regretted for this purpose that the book ends at 
Waterloo, and that the period probably of greatest change-1815 to the present 
day-is not dealt with. The data given by the previous centuries, however, is 
not inadequate. Warfare during twenty-five centuries is treated, and is seen 
to be constantly changing. So numerous and so rapid are the changes that it is 
quite difficult to perceive and pick out the constant factors present throughout 
the whole period. One can, however, easily recognise at least one constant 
feature-the part played throughout the ages by the foot-soldier. Men still 
move to the attack on foot-even as they did thousands of years ago. 

One may, therefore, be excused for hesitating to believe that the future is 
going to change things very much for the infantry man. He may be constrained 
-temporarily-as in static warfare to live underground, but as long as tactics 
and generalship persist, and as long as objectives remain to be gained, and wars 
to be won, so long will he be compelled to emerge some day and take on movement, 
and movement it is suggested for which only his legs can avail him. One doubts 
if even a perfected mechanicalisation will ever permit him to discard completely 
the use of his legs. It may certainly transport him more rapidly, even more 
deeply into the firing zone, but once there the occasions calling for the use of his 
legs will be as numerous and important as heretofore. So long as tactics 
require the use of advances and retreats of deployments and fiankings, so long, 
one imagines, will men be required to march. In warfare these occasions will 
always remain, in which march route is the speediest method of accomplishing 
a movement. Napoleon's dictum in the matter cannot as yet be di carded: 
"More battles are won by strength of leg than by force of arms." 

History abounds with instances of remarkable marching performances, but 
they all partake of the nature of forced marches. Regarding these, marches of 
over 20 miles a day can be said to be "forced." Greater distances can readily 
be Covered by small bodies of men or by picked troops, but as a general rule, 
men are fit for very little at the end of 25 or 30 miles marching. Certainly 
marching on consecutive days should not exceed 15 miles per day, with a re t of 
one day in seven. There is, however, considerable value in the suggestion that 
in the training career of each soldier there should be at least one forced march
say 30 miles a day-to give him the assurance that he is capable of such a 
performance should he ever subsequently be called upon to do it. 

It is proposed to deal with the subject of marching und r th following 
headings : __ 

1. Fatigue and the Physiology of the March. 
II. Preparation for the March. 

III. The March itself. 
IV. The End of the March. 
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Fatigue and the Pysiology of the March. This is best explained as follows. 
If fatigue is the chief factor operating against marching men-what forces can 

we put against it? We have 
(a) The muscular system. 
(b) The respiratory system. 
(c) The circulatory system. 
(d) The nutritive system. 
(e) The eliminating system. 
(f) The cerebral system. 

(a) The muscular system. All the muscles in the body take part in marching. 
Hence the necessity for good "tone" in the body muscles generally, and games, 
physical exercises and the general training that the soldier undergoes are helpful 
in producing this" tone." Weakness of muscles in one place will throw an undue 
strain elsewhere. Good leg muscles are a particular asset. In this regard. 
nature has done her best. The size of the leg muscles in man indicate to what 
extent man was intended to use his legs. Flat feet, deformities of toes, corns, 
blisters, ill-fitting boots, ill-fitting equipment, all add to the strain on the muscular 
system, and so require careful attention in the soldier. 

The muscles of the "untrained" man work against difficulties-they are 
loaded with fat between their fibres, and they do not work with that educated 
co-ordination of trained muscles that saves so much effort. Untrained muscles 
also produce too much waste products which, as will be seen later, embarass the 
circulatory system. 

(b) The respiratory system. The breathing system is very intimately connected 
with the other systems. By its means the blood in the circulatory system 
receives its oxygen. Impaired functioning of the respiratory system will hamper 
in a vital manner the functioning of the circulatory system, and vice versa. 

Here again the education of the lungs and breathing muscles by the various 
training exercises is the oldier's safeguard. The gasping respirations and purple 
face of the untrained man are familiar to everyone. It is not generally realised 
however, that the respiratory system has a very important eliminating function. 
Poisonous products-the result of exercise--are freely excreted in the breath, while 
the lungs al 0 play an important part in keeping the body cool. In doing this 
- it is of interest to note that as much as three pints of moisture may be given 
off by the lung in 24 hours. This point will be dealt with again. 

(c) The Circulatory system-con isting of the heart and blood vessels. The 
part played by thi Y tern is of course manifest. It i the most important 
ystem in th fight again t fatigue. For our prescnt purpose, the circulatory 

system can be de cribed as acting in the following way :-
(1) It act as a nouri hing agent, inasmuch a the circulating blood carrie 

food and oxygen to th working muscle and to the ti ue. 
(2) It acts a a purifi r, becau e the circulating blood luice away from the 

muscl and ti u the waste product accumulated by exerci e-removes, 
as it were, the " clink r" from the machine. In thi manner it aid the 
eliminating ystem. 

(3) It regulate the heat of the body and controls the energy ex-pended. 
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(d) The nutritive or degestive system. This is concerned with the intake of food 
and drink, and its subsequent distribution as nourishment to the tissues, the 
nourishment being the fuel that supplies the energy used up in the exercise of 
marching. In this connection the human machine acts almost precisely like the 
petrol or any other fuel driven engine-the more work done-the more fuel 
required. There is a material difference, unfortunately, in the method of stoking 
the two machines. Neither can be started for a jonrney on an empty tank, but 
<lnly the petrol engine can travel on a fuel tank. A man stoked full with food 
immediately before a march would be impeded by it, as it would not be available 
in time for use by him. The fuel expended by man is the nourishment previously 
stored in his tissues-it cannot be supplied direct from the tank while. on the 
Journey. 

(e) The eliminating system. A most important element in the struggle against 
fatigue-it is the exhaust of the human machine. Unless this system is 
functioning well, the engine will be choked up with its own waste products. 
One of the symptoms of this is overheating, for example. On a warm day the 
temperature of marching men may rise a degree and a half. The eliminating 
system helps to keep men cool. The skin sweats freely-moisture and waste 
products being got rid of-the lungs exhale moisture as well as vitiated gases, 
and the kidneys and intestines are also engaged in the collection and disposal of 
waste products. One can now well imagine the advantage of the well washed 
skin that functions freely, and the value of suitable clothing to help it. One 
can further see the necessity of selecting as recruits only men with healthy organs. 

With regard to the cerebral system, this is closely associated with such familiar 
terms as .. esprit de Corps," .. Morale," and" the will to win." In no way is 
man's superiority more clearly demonstrated than in this conquest of his will 
Over his own body. We are all aware of, and never cease to admire the final 
effort that lies at the end of any physical performance-be it a game-an athletic 
contest or combat. It is the element above everything else that on officer desires 
to cultivate in his own men. The cerebral system has, however, another aspect. 
We are up against the very definite fact that in each man there exists a nervou 
system of most intricate character, controlling every single movement and 
emotion, doing its work with a complexity that has no parallel elsewhere, and liable, 
extremely liable, to fatigue. It is well said that the morale of a marching unit 
i proportional to its state of fatigue. A tired brain is fatal to morale. 

One may now proceed to define fatigue itself- it is a diminution of functioning 
POwer caused by work and accompanied by characteristic sen at ions. Fatigue 
may be local, as in certain muscles after exercises. This is readily remedied by 
re t. It may be general. In this case every system that has just been described 
may be said to be feeling the effect of the efforts it ha made. The extent to 
which the systems are affected by fatigue is proportional to the frtn or rather 
th: previou "training" of the individual. Pu bed beyond a certain limit 
tht fatigue can now readily be understood to be dangerou from the po ibility 
{)f permanent ill~effects to vital part . 

Viewed from the point of view of the different systems, the earlier onet of 
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fatigue in the unfit man can now also be readily appreciated. The utterly tired 
man is of so little u~e for fighting purposes, that one must be excused for 
labouring this question. Incidentally he is more likely to catch any disease that 
is going. 

Against fatigue we have as remedies-firstly, training, that is games, exercises, 
etc., all of which educate the different systems to function healthily. Secondly, 
Rest. This, as regards marching, is supplied by the halts, and by not calling 
for undue efforts. Thirdly, food. 

As regards the development of fatigue on the march, it is of interest to note 
that if it be traced as a curve--one can see a small rise immediately after the 
start of the march--due, it is probable, to ill adjusted equipment or, 
perhaps, to the process of establishment of that compensatory mechanism 
the second wind. Subsequently tbe fatigue curve rises quite gradually until the 
latter third or quarter of the journey, when it takes a startling rise. It is, 
therefore, precisely at this stage of the journey that the long halt and the serving 
of the dinner meal are indicated. 

The instructions for the conduct of the march may now be better understood 
in the light of this rough preliminary examination of the physiology connected 
with the march. The majority of the points are to be found in the different 
manuals sanctioned for use. 

PREPARATION FOR THE MARCH. 

Preparation for the March. The Company Commander should carefully inspect 
his men, both in full marching order and after the manner laid down for the 
personal cleanliness inspection. He should examine the tunic to see if it is too 
large or too small, or too tight around the neck or arm-pits, and if it contains 
the field dressing. The tightness or pressure of the web equipment should be 
tested. When the tunic is too large the equipment is difficult to adju t 
comfortably. The fitting of the breeches around the knees requires attention, if 
too tight, it will impede the circulation, and become painful when the leg swells. 
Leggings should fit well, and if too long, should be remedied by the shoemaker, 
not by the man him elf. They hould not pinch the top of the boot. As 
regards the boot , officer hould alway ensure that the men receive accurately 
fitting boot. . They should be big enough to allow the man to wear two pair 
of ocks. If too big, the friction cau es blisters. It is unwise to allow a man 
out on an important march with brand new boots. Socks should be clean, 
without hole, and a cond pair hould be carried. If hrunken and in ridge, 
they will certainly cau bli ters. The feet in pection i mo t important. 

t hi we kly eleanlin in pection of hi men the Officer hould]o no 
opportunity of drawing th attention of the Medical Officer to any unu oill 
condition of hi m n' Ie t. Advice hould immediately be ought if corn, 
bli ters, w al , bunion , ingrowing toe nail ,undue weating or any deformiti . 
are ob rv d. All the trouble are amenable to treatment, but if neglected, 
cripple a man at the very out et of a march. The cleanlin of the feet is of 
course of paramount importance. The breeches braces hould be test d. 
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When old or broken, it does not support the breeches evenly, and is frequently 
drawn far too tight. 

A careful inspection of the water bottle is necessary. It should be perfectly 
clean, and contain only pure water or sweet weak tea. It must not subsequently 
be filled from any unauthorised source. 

A light meal should be served before the start of the march. When possible. 
it is desirable that men should know beforehand the distance to be travelled, 
Delays, or a long period of standing-to, before the start, are irksome. To enable 
the halts to take place at the clock hours, the main body should march off at 20 
minutes past a clock hour. The first halt thus occurs half an hour after the start. 
and enables men to rectify faults in the adjustment of their equipment. 

It is of importance that unfit men be not allowed to start. In this regard the 
Medical Officer can give advice. A man who has been drunk the night before 
must be regarded as unfit. 

Every Commander should have beforehand a very clear conception of the time 
it takes for a given body of men to march a given distance. This factor may 
have a vital bearing on the objective in hand. The ordinary quick time of 120 
thirty inch paces a minute gives us a speed of 100 yards a minute or 3 mil.es 
720 yards an hour--or with halts, about 3 miles an hour. The following factors, 
however, amongst many others have a bearing on this question of speed. They 
need little elaboration. 

(a) Atmosphere. Snow or wind retard speed, so does heat. So does rain, 
by soaking equipment and adding to the weight carried. So does 
darkness, though night marching may be cooler. 

(b) Character of Country. Gaps, defiles, traffic, disorganise the formation 
and cause delays. 

(c) Size and character of marching Unit. The larger the unit, the slower 
the pace, especially when accompanied by impedimenta. Breaking 
down wagons, etc., may block the road. 

(d) The physical state and morale of the men. 
(e) The total weight carried by the men. This has a manifest bearing. 
(f) The distance to be travelled-the greater the distance, the Ie s the 

speed per hour. 
(g) The actual speed or pace the men travel at- the quicker the pace, the 

more rapidly will men tire. Doubling to make up time lost on delay 
is particularly undesirable. 

THE MARCH IT ELF. 

The formation adopted will, as a rul, be influenced by the natur of the 
route, and by military considerations, uch as th pre nee of the nemy. The 
more open the formation, however, th better will be the v ntilation of the 
ranks, and the freedom from dust. M n trained to br athe through th ir no 
will.be less troubled by dusty weather. Marching on either sid of th road and 
leavmg the middle free is also advisable. Lao clothing and tunics thrown 
open at the neck aid ventilation. 
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The question 'of marching rhythm is very difficult to decide. A uniform 
length of stride places at the one and same time both the tall and short man at a 
distinct disadvantage. It is stated, however, that the action of keeping step 
is automatic, being quite a subconscious effort of will, and that there is consequently 
an economy of mental effort. This is doubtful. Marching should certainly be 
automatic, and should be performed without any conscious effort of will in order 
to minimise mental strain, but both these objects would be better achieved by 
avoiding a regulated step and changes of formation-both of which call for a decided 
mental effort, except, perhaps, in the oldest of soldiers. The stimulating effect 
of marching to rhythm, however, especially to the music of bands, songs or whistling, 
and especially towards the end of a march, must not be lost sight of. In this 
connection, one understands that Headquarters have considered the question of 
giving each Battalion a March Song. Such an idea will develop a highly 
inspiring competitive element that would certainly make for better performances. 

The best attitude for marching is also a very debatable point. Parade poses 
are out of the question. For marching purposes, the rigid, upright posture is 
not going to give the best results. Unfortunately when the pack is carried with 
full ammunition pouches, the point of balance of the total load is only best attained 
when a fairly upright attitude is adopted. The nearer to the head that the pack 
is carried, the more will the man lean forward. Nature herself seems to 
indicate that this forward attitude is the least exhausting. Anyone who has 
observed a body of tired men finishing a march will realise this. They are bent 
forward. compelled, it is suggested, by tired nature to adopt the attitude of least 
effort, and so of the best physiological advantage. The French .• Marche en 
flexion" is of this type, and was, one believes, evolved by their Alpine Corps, the 
pack being carried high, the knees bent and body carried forward. The 
extraordinary speed of six miles an hour over considerable distances is said to 
have been achieved by this method. .. Go as you please" is, perhaps, the soundest 
advice. 

Officers should ensure that the maximum benefit is derived from the halts. 
They should take place ten minutes before each clock hour, so allowing ten 
minutes rest in each hour. The first halt occurring thirty minutes after the start 
can most conveniently be devoted to remedying minor faults of equipment, easing 
straps here, and loosening clothing there. At subsequent halts, men should 
immediately fall out on either side of the road, in warm weather preferably in the 
shade, and lie down. This i infinitely more restful than sitting. The equipment 
can be loosened or thrown off with a single movement, and the clothing opened 
freely. Our pre ent type of legging has the advantage that it can be removed 
in two movement , thereby refre hing the legs, and enabling tight lacing of boots 
or breeche to be adju ted. During one halt, ock may be changed or the feet 
carefully wiped and dried. Apart from necessary adju tment , as much of th ' 
halt a po 'ble hould be pent in complete inactivity. . 

Halt in village or by way ide shops hould be avoided- to avoid the purcba_lllg 
of un uitable article of food or drink by men. For this reason, hawkers should 
be forbidden to approach the line of march. For refilling the water bottle only 
authorised sources of upply hould be recognised. 
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The long halt best takes place when two-thirds of the journey are over. It 
should last an hour, and whenever possible a hot meal should be served. The 
travelling kitchen allows of such a meal being ready for serving almost at once. 

At this halt, in particular, sanitary precautions are necessary. Foot soreness 
or blisters can also receive attention. As blisters are frequently due to the 
rubbing up and down of a badly fitting boot, they can often be considerably eased 
en toute by tying a strap, or some twine, around the foot in such manner as to 
prevent this movement of the boot. 

The question of the intake of fluid on the march is a vexed onc. As much as 
four pints of fluid may be lost in warm weather from the body tissues through the 
lungs and the skin, on a fifteen mile march. It is probable that the loss of a further 
four pints would have serious or fatal consequences. The loss is greater in the 
untrained than in the trained man, and the former consequently suffers the 
greater thirst. He will consequently require more water to replace this loss than 
his trained comrade, so that a hard and fast rule about drinking cannot be laid 
down. It is certain that a water sodden man who constantly imbibes from his 
bottle will not march as well as a more abstemious comrade- if only because excessive 
drinking will cause excessive sweating, and this tends to exhaust a person. At 
the same time, fluid lost should be replaced, within certain limits, and water imbibed 
has a very salutary effect in diluting and helping to sluice away the waste products 
formed in the tissues as a result of exercise. In this regard it aids materially the 
function of the circulatory system referred to earlier. In the utterly fatigued 
man the blood has actually thickened, and become viscous from loss of fluid, and the 
accumulation of waste products. A Medical Officer's first treatment in such a case 
would probably be directed to renewing the volume of the body fluids by giving 
liquids in quantities. As a personal opinion, therefore. it is suggested that a soldier 
during a fifteen mile march on a warm day not alone can take with safety, but actually 
requires for the better performance of his work, three or four pints of fluid taken 
at judicious intervals. The use of pebbles in the mouth, and the other means 
suggested in the manuals for allaying thirst, merely indicate an outlook of those 
former days when windows were kept closed, and cold baths considered dangerous. 

On resumption from a halt, each man should change position in his " four." 
This makes for variety and a fairer distribution of advantages, such as shade from 
the Sun, eveness of the road, etc. 

No man should be allowed to fall out on a march without the written 
permission of his Officer. It will be found advisable to have mad all nece sary 
arrangements regarding the disposal of tragglers before the march starts. 

THE END OF THE MARCH. 

Fore ight and precision of arrangement at the nd of the march are of 
particular value, otherwise irritating check and delays occur, and ar badly 
born by tired men. A satisfactory m al should be r ady for serving within an hour 
of arrival. This interval will allow the men to fr h n up after th journey. 
Eating When in an exhausted condition i not advisabl . 
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It is desirable that the men's feet be examined at the end of the march by the 
officers, and treatment recommended where considered necessary. Socks should 
be washed, dried, darned and rubbed until soft. The feet should be washed in 
cold water, rubbed with spirit or alum solution, or one per cent. formalin, 
blisters treated, and a powder applied. As a foot powder, the following is 
recommended :-

Salicylic Acid 
Boric Acid 
Tate 

3 Parts. 
10" To be dusted on 

87 " 
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WHEN DUBLIN WAS NOT OF 
IRELAND. 
AN OLD RECORD. 

By J. J. WEBB, M.A., LL.D. 

9I 

T HE citizens of Dublin possess a wonderful treasure house of records in the 
Muniment Room of the Corporation. Many ancient charters are preserved, 

some of which have been produced in Court from time to time to vouch the citizens' 
right to property in dispute. The" Chain Book" of Dublin is still to be seen. 
It contains a record of the Laws and Usages enforced in the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries. It was at one time chained to a pillar or wall of the Tholsel or Town 
Hall for the use of the citizens. Another important record is the "Liber Albus" 
or White Book of Dublin. In this article a brief reference is made to another valuable 
record-the Roll of the Guild Merchant. 

About the year 1866 Sir John Gilbert discovered in the Muniment Room a bundle 
of documents which, upon investigation, was found to contain a number of 
membranes bearing the names of members of the Merchant Guild of Dublin. One 
of the membranes is dated A.D. 1226, and is headed: "The undermentioned entered 
the guild merchant during the Provostship of Robert Pollard and Peter of Ballimor 
in the tenth year of the reign of King Henry." Then follows a list of 224 names of 
which portion is here given:-

Matheus de Duni. 

Stephanus Russel. Johannes Miles. 
Walterus de Kerdif, £rater Ricardi Brun. Robertus Barun. 

Walterus de Lichefeld. 

RObertus de Daltune. 
Ricardus de Glouernia. 

Unon de Lichefeld. 
Nicolaus de Kent. 
Alanu de Forneis. 
WilleImus de Trum. 
Oliueru de Nichol, aurifaber. 
Walterus de Oxonia. 
Philippus the ropere. 
Ricardu Bakun. 
• icholaus de London. 

gg r , filius Game. 
Rlcardu de Exc ster. 

ndr as d Huntedune. 
Will Imus urtei ie. 
Laurentiu de Leicestre. 
Willelmu d Beletune. 
Rogerus de la Hide. 

Henricus de Ce tria. 
Reginaldu the 1 therker u reo 
Ricardus Pas auant. 
Osbertu de Exc tr. 
Walterus Whittawem. 
Nicolaus d Bri toll. 
Willelmu de robe. Iurgia. 
GilleJintan. 
Thomas d Oxonia. 
Robertus N ig 1. 
Robertus Halberd . 
Dawe d 

imon d R ·uni. 
Radulpbu - d Lan 
rilbertus d • ortun 
Johann Gul. 

f rd. 
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Willelmus de Hereford, sella tor. 
Johannes de Winton, sellator. 
Gilbertus tinctor. 
Herebertus de Leicestria. 

Math. de Leicestre. 
Willelmus de Karlel. 
Willelmus pistor archiepiscopi. 
Rogerus de Lichefeld. 

Under a charter dated A.D. 1192, granted by Prince John, brother of Richard 
Coeur de Lion, King of England, to the citizens of Dublin, the citizens were empowered 
to have all reasonable guilds as the burgesses of Bristol had. This right was early 
availed of as is evidenced by this Roll of Names. The Guild Merchant is the oldest 
Dublin Guild of which there exists a record. None but members of the Guild was 
allowed to carry on the art of merchandise in Dublin. Any person who infringed 
the guild's exclusive right of trading was liable to imprisonment. 

It is not proposed to deal in this article with the working of the guild system in 
Dublin, but merely to call attention to some points of interest in connection with 
the Roll of Names. 

The Guild Roll for the year 1226 contains 224 names of new entrants, an 
indication that the guild was in a flourishing state of health and that its membership 
was sought by a considerable body of citizens. A conspicuous feature of the Roll 
is the absence of Irish names. The only Irish name amongst the fifty above 
mentioned is "Gillefintan." " Willelmus de Trum " (Trim) is doubtless the name 
of a colonist who had settled in this town newly founded by de Lacy. On the other 
hand London, Bristol, Oxford, Leicester, Lichfield, Chester, Huntingdon, Shrewsbury 
and other English towns are represented. The guild was, in fact, a guild of colonists. 
Irishmen, with rare exceptions, were excluded from membership.' 

France and the Netherlands, Scotland and Wales were represented in the Guild 
Membership of this year. Amongst the names are "Ricardus Francigena," 
" Johannes de Brabant," "Reginaldus de Hugelevile," "Dauid map Rob." 

The Christian names are in nearly all cases followed by a descriptive term, 
indicating the place of origin, trade, or relationship to some other person, or some 
per onal attribute of the members. Sometimes a double description occurs, as in the 
cases of Walter of Cardiff, brother of Richard Brown and William, the Archbishop's 
baker. Amongst the craftsmen mentioned in the above list are a goldsmith, a rope 
maker, two saddlers, a dyer, a .. letherkersuere" who was probably a currier, 
a baker, and a " custurer." " Walterus Whittawem " concealed in his name the 
craft of white-tawyer or leather dresser. .. Johannes Miles" is the only soldier 
in the above list. He was probably a mercenary. All the Citizens were trained to 
Arms. 

From the names above quoted it appears that the Guild Merchant of Dublin 
included many craft. men among it members. None of the members is in fact 
described a a merchant, although where no indication of the occupation is giv~, 
it is probable that the name is that of a merchant. In this re ped the Guild 
Merchant of Dublin wa like that of other towns of the same period. Craft m n 
a well a merchant were freely admitted to member hip. In a ense every 
craft man was likewise a trader. The tanner bought raw hide and sold leather, 
the weaver bought yarn and old cloth. By this dealing they were con idered eligible 
for admission to the Guild of Merchants. 
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The Guild Merchant of Dublin was the parent guild from which the craft guilds 
ultimately sprang. Too few in numbers in the thirteenth and fourteenth century for 
a separate organisation, the members of the more important crafts became 
sufficiently numerous and powerful in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries to obtain 
charters establishing distinct craft guilds. When that stage of development had been 
reached craftsmen were excluded from the Guild Merchant. 

The fact that the name of only one soldier occurs in the above roll does not mean 
that medieval Dublin was lacking in military organisation. As a matter of fact 
there was a very comprehensive system of military service among these colonists 
for repelling attacks by, or carrying out raids on their neighbouring enemy-the 
"native Irish." But this is another story. Enough has been said to show how 
utterly anti-national medieval Dublin was-and to support the enormous effort 
required to produce the mentality and outlook which we are pleased to associate 
with the Dublin of to-day. 
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SPORTING NOTES. 
By COMMANDAXT C. McALISTER. 

LIEUTENANT COUGHLAN'S PROGRESS. 

I N these notes it was previously pointed out that Lieut. Coughlan's successes in 
the Athletic urena were a source of pride to his comrades in the Army, and an 

inspiration to his fellow athletes. He enlivened the proceedings at General Head
quarters ' Annual Sports on the 2nd June last by a splendid win from virtual scr~tch in the Half Mile. Running from the six yards mark behind a field of over 
twenty, he returned 1 min. 56 3/ 5th secs., and won in the last stride. He dis
played nice judgment, and had something in hand at the finish, and when it is 
remembered that the back marker must " go round " the field, all the while 
adding distance, his time caused a good deal of surprise. 

All dO\.lbts as to his performance were, however, set at rest by a really remark
able race on Saturdav, June 9th, at the annual Inter-Club contest in College Park. 
Here for the first ti~e in a half mile he defeated Norman McEachern after a great 
struggle, and incidentally, broke the Irish record by returning 1 min. 56 1/ 5th sees. 
The previous record had been undisturbed since 1905, when G. Morphy placed 
1 min. 56 4 / 5th secs. on the books. McEachern's judgment in this event has been 
criticised, and while it is agreed that he may have run just the sort of race to 
bring the best out of the Army man, this cannot detract from the latter's achieve
ment. At all the prominent Athletic Meetings for the past two years the riva~ 
between the two has provided the piece de resistance of the programme, and untIl Saturday last McEachern had remained supreme. 

The stop-watch is an immutable judge of an athlete's consistency , and it is a 
tribute to the conscientious way in which these fine runners have prepared for 
their engagements that they have invariably finished inside two minutes. If all 
our representatives are imbued with the same desire to do honour to their country 
we might yet upset calculations at the Amsterdam Olympiad. 
BOXING. 

The Championships have come and are gone leaving the Army with two titlestho e of the Fly und Light Weights. This is an improvement on last year's per
formance so far as we are concerned, but no more than was expected. McDonagh, 
the n ew fly champion, boxed superbly throughout. His progress through .the Championships wa really a series of boxing lessons. Nevertheless, the dimmu
tive, but hefty orporal can be very disappointing, as he undoubtedly was at a sub-
equent International Tournament, when the national title-holder was well bente:1 

by an almost unknown boy from coLland. McDonagh regained some of his prestige at the recent Tournament in which we had the Danes as visitors. 
Our mo t pleasing ucces in the hampionships was that of O'Shea in the Light Weight, and the final dth Wright will always be remembered as a hur

ricane yet cientific affair. "right, last year' champion, wa thought well cap
able of holding the title, but in a clo e fight, which nece ita ted an extra round. 
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O'Ehea won well. His success is all the more meritorious when it is considered 
that he was opposed to one of the most capable and experienced ooxers in the 

<lountry. 

ALL-ARMY A'l'HLETIC CHAMPIONSHIPS . 

I have already expressed the disappointment that was felt generally at the per
formances of Army athletes at the Annual Athletic Championships. With one 
or two exceptions we have no outstanding men, and this is surprising since the 
material and the opportunity to exploit it are both available. I feel that some
where hidden there are men who could, with a little development and experience, 
hold their own with the best in the country. It is only natural that this should 
be the case, and yet we could get no one last year who could improve on 5 ft. 7 ins. 
in the High Jump, and 20 ft. in the Long Jump. At a recent meeting in Bal
donnel, Cadet 0 Cathain carried off six events, which included the 100 yards, the 
440 yards, and two field events. While his performance was a great personal 
triumph it was not complimentary to the opposition. In first-class athletics a 
100 yards man would not even attempt the 440. I do not mean to say that we 
1:'hould specialise in each event, but if the standard was at a reasonably high level 
it certainly would not be possible for any man to win the 100 and 440 on the same 
day. I know that some people will say that Sean Lavan has already done it. In 
fact, if at the same meeting Sean Lavan had attempted the half mile there is no 
one to say that he would not have won it a well. All thi shows that we have 
(me or two good men, while the rest are very poor indeed. 

It is hoped that at the coming Championships there will be an improvement in 
the times and distances. in view of the proximity of the Tailteann Games . . 

IRISH CROSS-COUNTRY CUAMPION HIPS. 

In this field at lea t we have no reason to be despondent, and it has been proved 
that I \Va not unduly optimistic when I stated that our Army teams would do well 
in the Irish enior and Junior Cross Country Championship. In the former we 
did not win team honours , but this can be accounted for by the fact that we had 

o many teams entered There were no les than eleven army runners, from dif
ferent clubs, unfortunately, in the first 35 hom". As it was, the team from Collins 
Barracks alone wa unfortunate not to win, bing narrowly beaten by a city club 
with a much larger membership. If the Army had entered but one team of the 
best men no other enior lub in the eountr)- would have had a chance. It is 
argued, however, and rightly so, that it is better for the sport to act as we did. 

In the Junior Championship th Limerick Brigade provided not only the first 
man home, but team honours a., well. If thelit' tealn, can be held together for 
.mother yeur there i no doubt whutever that th·y will cnrt") off both event 
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"THE YOUTH OF IRELAND." I N connection with our remarks in the October and January issues of AN TOGLACH 
regarding Boys' Movements in Ireland, our attention has been drawn to a re

port of the proceedings at the inaugural meeting of the Civil Service Debating 
Society, held on March 20th last, when the Auditor read his inaugural address en .. The Youth of Ireland." . ' 

In introducing his subject, the speaker pointed out that to an audience with 
the practical training of the Civil Service, the subject cannot be approached with 
the .. beating of drums " or the .. blaring of trumpets." It must be examined 
dispassionately in the light of cold reason. Up to the present the appeal to emotion 
Las helped: it has brought partial success to the aspirations of the Nation. But 
now reasoll' alone will enable us to consolidate our position and secure the ultimate 
end. . 

He suggested that the attitude of an Anglicised minority, the apparently hob
bling step of the majority, the loud-voiced denunciation of the efficacy of our 
native language a a means of education and general utility, the superior attitude 
adopted towards our national games, dress, costume and literature were all tend
ing to obscure the vision of the ultimate end. 

All this, he pointed out, may have little effect on our adult population, " who 
can easily discern between the real and the make-believe. The real danger lies 
in the misdirection of our Youth, our boys and girls who are growing up during the 
period of the swing of the pendulum to the opposite of National Idealism." 

He proceeded to point out how the pages of History bore witness to the gallant 
part the Youth of Ireland-the Vanguard of the Nation-had played in the de
fence of our heritage, and how the invaders down through the centuries recog
nised this and strove with all their power to destroy the national mind in our 
youth. He stressed the importance that our ancestors attached to the early 
training of the Nation's manhood, tracing the proud story of Cuchulainn and his 
Red Branch Knight , of Fionn and the Fianna, of the young disciples of Patrick, of the youthful warriors of the Dail Cais , and of Brian their King in his early 
days_ 

" . . . . Brian the youngest 
Is brave t and strongest, 
And nobler than any other." 

From the days of Glory, he brought hi hearers down through the days of Darknes, through the reigns of Henry the Eighth and Elizabeth, when the 
cttIed policy of perverting the Youth of Ireland really became systematic, t~e days of the forced abduction of the ons of the" wild Iri h " to be educated lD 

Englund, and he pointed out the failure as a whole of this policy as a result of 
the oft-tried staunchne of the Youth of the Nation. 

The audience wa then introduced to the davs of romwell who, more than 
an ' oth r, realised th impo ibility of conquest if the youth of Ireland remained 
true , a videnced by hi famous dictum: " ~its will be lice." 

H e pictured the day of' 2, the di sati faction of the youth of the coun~ at their leaders' apathy or wor e, their an wer in the founding of the United IrIsh
men and it , glorious equel in '98. He reminded his audience of the baptism of 
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the nineteenth century in the blood of one of Ireland's noblest martyrs-Robert 
Emmet--the resultant period of despair, the splendid response of the youth to 
Davis' well-known lines: " When boyhood's fire was in my blood," and the herit
age the Young Ireland Movement has left us to-day in our Flag. 

He pointed out that the Young Ireland and the Fenian Movements both failed 
" not becausE: of lack of spirit, but because that spirit had not been properly 
<iirectec1, and because no adequate organisation had existed for the training of the 
Youth." 

:FinaHy he made the dpeds of our o\yn times live again and reminded his hearers 
of the boys of our day who played such a noble part in them, the lads of the tilird 
Fianna, Howth, the bloody streets of Dublin in '16, and the glorious years that 
iollowed. 

The moral is obvious. "As the future depends on the Youth, the Youth must 
be trained, trained not only in the protection of our Nationality, but in the art 
of building up our country." Despite MacDonagh's proud boast" that the gene
rous youth of Ireland will never fail her," the danger of failing was never so great 
as at present. Provision mu t be made for the future of the Youth of Ireland; they 
must be saved from the hands of the jazz arti t, the cinema villain, or the even 
more dangerous atmo phere of certain boy , organi ations, " particularly the Boy 
Scouts' organisation and those bodie, ecular or otherwise, affiliated directly 
or indirectly." The speaker agreed that these may be all excellent organisations 
in their own way, but they are not suitable to Irelan·d. A five-minute examina
tion of their aims and objects would convince anyone that such organisations are 
most dangerous to Irish aspirations. 

We should learn from the past, and from the example of contemporary orga
nisations to pay attention to the present-day youth " to en. ure that it is properly 
trained in the best interests of the country, that it is mentally and physically fit 
to inherit the traditions of our ance tors, and the re ponsibilit-ies of the pre ent." 

In conclusion the auditor pointed out that" The future, whether gloriou or 
othel'wi e, is in the hand!:! of the rising generation. To ensure that it will not be 
otherwise, it is OUI' duty to organise the Youth, to bring all the boys of the 
Countr~ together in one solid body, and OI'ganise them above class, party, or 
'ectarian interests, in an organisation thut will guid' the foob,tep of Youth on 
the path of • ationality, that will train it in the ideals of Pear e and the practical 
pntriotism of Connolly, thut will teach good citizenship, native language and hi -
to~, the importance of horne industry, the necessity of supporting National 
E;amea and pll. times, und In. t but not least, the d 'v lopment of true brotherhood 
tlmong t all . ection , 

.. Truly, if w make th ri ing generation nppreciat and practi e the proud 
bont of tho ncient }'innnu: "By the strength of our arm , the purity of our 
he rts, nnd the truth of our lip", w(' com .nfe out of every danger," we 'hall have 
done a gr nt work. 

In umming up, th Chairmun nptl~ poinh'd out that tb cr t of the suece 
of uch bodie~ n the Bnden·P \\cll ol'gnni at ion in Ir lund was due to the fact 
thllt the~' did not talk imp 'rinll~, but uded imp rinlly, whi! the Youth of Ir lanel 
to-du \' talk n'ltionnlh- but do not act nationlllh, .. .. . . 
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REVIEWS. 
CANADIAN DEFENCE QUARTERLY. Vol. v., No.3. 

This Quarterly is of special interest to Irish readers, as the military problems 
ot Canada during the last century, while far from being Identical with, are strongly 
akin to the problems that confront Ireland to-day. In this number" The Cana
dian Militia-Universal Service," by Colonel C. F. Hamilton, should appeal to all 
interested in the future military organisation of this country. Canada has, of 
course, solved many of its military problems, and the Canadian Defence Quarterly 
is possessed, in consequence, of a more than local appeal. The present issue in
eludes a very readable section devoted to Foreign Notes of Military Interest, 
while quite a number of technical books and magazines come under review. 

Because of the fortuitous association of Canada, and Ireland in the recent 
trans-Atlantic flight, and the possibilities inherent in this association, the " Air 
Services in Canada," by Group Captain J. S. Ecott, M.C., A.F.C., P.S.A., 
R.C.A.]'., will be read with great interest. 

While many of the a~ticles are highly technical, the tendency to heaviness is 
relieved by a judicious addition of historical and narrative articles in lighter vein. 

The following quotation appears in an article entitled " The Trench Magazine," 
by Captain W. W. Murray, M.C., R. of O. :-" Our readers realise the difficulties 
we experience each time we get back to billets, for it is the editor's pride that at 
no time has the work of the Gazette interfered with the military duties of ihose responsible for it." 


